The book of common prayer, and administration of the sacraments / according to the use of the United Church of England and Ireland; together with the Proper lessons ... and the New version of the Psalms of David [by N. Brady, and N. Tate].-- [1064]p ; 13cm.-- Oxford : pr. at the University P. Sold by E. Gardner ... London, 1861
Notes: Proper lessons include New Testament
Held by: Trinity College Dublin

The book of common prayer, and administration of the sacraments, and other rites and ceremonies of the United Church of England and Ireland : together with the Psalter ... and the form ... of making ... bishops, priests, and deacons.-- [24], 33-408p ; 21cm.-- Oxford : pr. at the University P. Sold by E. Gardner, London, 1861
Notes: Printing: printed in red and black
Held by: Trinity College Dublin

Vol.1: Confucian analects The great learning The doctrine of the mean
Notes: Texts in Chinese and English
Held by: Edinburgh
Vol.2: The works of Mencius
Notes: Texts in Chinese and English
Held by: Edinburgh

A Greek-English lexicon / compiled by Henry George Liddell and Robert Scott.-- 5th ed., revised and augmented.-- xiv, 1642 p ; 26 cm.-- Oxford : At the University press, 1861
Held by: Aberdeen ; Birmingham ; Oxford

Græcæ grammaticæ rudimenta [signed C.W.] / [Wordsworth, Charles bp. of St. Andrews].-- Ed. 13a.-- Oxon., 1861.-- cm.17
Held by: Oxford

The Holy Bible, containing the Old and New Testaments : translated out of the original tongues and with the former translations diligently compared and revised by His Majesty's special command : appointed to be read in churches.-- [1200] p ; 27 cm.-- Oxford : Printed at the University Press for the British and Foreign Bible Society, 1861
Held by: King's College London
The law of nations considered as independent political communities / by Travers Twiss. -- 2 v. ; 22 cm. -- Oxford : University press; [etc., etc.], 1861-63

Notes: Includes bibliographical references and indexes
Contents: [v. 1] On the rights and duties of nations in time of peace. -- [v. 2] On the rights and duties of nations in time of war

Held by: Aberdeen ; Edinburgh ; Oxford

A lexicon, abridged from Liddell and Scott's Greek-English lexicon / Liddell, Henry George, 1811-1898 ; Scott, Robert, 1811-1887. -- 9th ed. -- 782 p. ; 18 cm. -- Oxford : University Press, 1861

Held by: Manchester

The New Testament of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, Translated out of the Original Greek: and with the former Translations diligently compared and revised, By His Majesty's Special Common. To be read in Churches. -- 4to. -- Oxford : Printed at the University Press, 1861

Held by: Glasgow

Select titles from the Digest of Justinian / Holland, Thomas Erskine [Compiler] ; Justinian I, Emperor of the East ; Shadwell, Charles Lancelot [Compiler]. -- Oxford : Clarendon, 1861

Held by: Aberdeen

The Theaetetus of Plato / with a revised text and English notes by L. Campbell. -- lxvii, 227 p. ; 23 cm. -- Oxford : University Press, 1861

Notes: Text in Greek

Held by: Edinburgh ; Oxford

The whole book of Psalms / collected into English metre, by T. Sternhold, J. Hopkins and others, conferred with the Hebrew. -- 1 v. ; 13 cm. -- Oxford, 1861

Held by: Birmingham
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The book of common prayer, and administration of the sacraments, and other rites and ceremonies of the church, according to the use of the United Church of England and Ireland : together with the Psalter or Psalms of David, pointed as they are to be sung or said in churches; and the form and manner of making, ordaining, and consecrating of bishops, priests, and deacons. -- Pica 8vo. -- Oxford : Gardner, 1862

Held by: Aberdeen

Catalogi codicum manuscriptorum Bibliothecae Bodleianae / Bodleian Library ; Macray, W. Dunn (William Dunn), 1826-1916 ; Rawlinson, Richard, 1690-1755. -- 5v. -- Oxford : e Typographeo Academico

Pars 5 : viri munificentissimi Ricardi Rawlinson, codicum classes [...] / confecit Gulielmus D. Macray

Held by: Leeds

Contents and index of the Correspondence of scientific men of the seventeenth century : printed at the University Press, Oxford, in two
volumes octavo, 1841, under the superintendence of the late Professor Rigaud, from the originals in the collection of the Right Honourable the Earl of Macclesfield / De Morgan, Augustus [Compiler] ; Earl of Macclesfield ; Graves, John Thomas, 1806-1870 [Previous owner] ; Rigaud, Stephen Peter.-- [611]-664 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : University Press, 1862

Held by: UCL (University College London)

Fasti temporis Catholici and origines kalendariae / by Edward Greswell.-- 4v ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Oxford University Press, 1862
Notes: Includes bibliographical footnotes and index
Held by: Oxford

The history of infant baptism : together with Mr. Gale's reflections and Dr. Wall's defence / by William Wall ; edited by Henry Cotton.-- 2v ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : University Press, 1862
Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index
Held by: Manchester

The Holy Bible : containing the Old and New Testaments, translated out of the original tongues, and with the former translations diligently compared and revised, by His Majesty's special command, appointed to be read in churches : The New Testament of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ : translated out of the originaL Greek ....-- 2 v. in 1 ; 24 cm.-- Oxford : Oxford University Press, 1862-1863
Notes: Vol. 2 has separate t.-p.: The New Testament of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ: translated out of the original Greek ...
Held by: Aberdeen

The Holy Bible containing the Old and New Testaments : translated out of the original tongues, and with the former translations diligently compared and revised, by His Majesty's special command : appointed to be read in churches ; The psalms of David in metre.-- Various pagings ; 15cm.-- Oxford : Oxford University Press, 1862
Held by: St. Andrews Sp.Col.

An index to wills proved in the Court of the Chancellor of the University of Oxford : and to such of the records and other instruments and papers of that Court as relate to matters or causes testamentary / by John Griffiths.-- xiv, 88 p. ; 26 cm.-- Oxford : The University Press, 1862
Notes: Includes bibliographical references.-- Spine title: An index to wills, &c, at Oxford
Held by: Nottingham

The New Testament ... Authorised Version.-- 12mo.-- Oxford, 1862
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Notes on the OEdipus tyrannus of Sophocles, adapted to the text of Dindorf / by William Basil Jones.-- 73 p ; 17 cm.-- Oxford : University Press, 1862
Held by: Oxford

Origines kalendariae Hellenicae, or, The history of the primitive calendar among the Greeks : before and after the legislation of Solon / by Edward Greswell.-- 6v. ; 24cm.-- Oxford : University Press, 1862
A practical introduction to Greek accentuation / by Henry W. Chandler.-- xxx, 302 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Oxford University Press, 1862
Notes: Includes index
Held by: Aberdeen ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Manchester ; Oxford

Proper lessons to be read at morning and evening prayer on thr Sundays and other holy-days throughout the year / Church of England.-- [4], 732p ; 21cm.-- Oxford : Printed at the University Press, 1862
Held by: Trinity College Dublin

La Santa Biblia, que contiene los Sagrados Libros del Antiguo y Nuevo Testamento : antigua version de Cipriano de Valera, cotejada con diversas traducciones, y revisada con arreglo á los originales hebréo y griego / Lucena, Lorenzo ; Valera, Cipriano de, 1532?-1625 ; Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge (Great Britain).-- [1],747p ; 17cm.-- Oxford : Imprenta de la Universidad, 1863
Notes: A reprint, with pagination supplied, of the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge's edition of 1862.-- A revision of C. de Valera's version, with the orthography and diction modernized, by L. Lucena .-- Published by the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge
Held by: Cambridge

A treatise on infinitesimal calculus : containing differential and integral calculus, calculus of variations, applications to algebra and geometry, and analytical mechanics / by Bartholomew Price.-- 4v. : ill ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : University Press, 1852-1862
Notes: Contents: v.1. Differential calculus -- v. 2. Integral calculus and calculus of variations -- v. 3. Statics, and dynamics of material particles -- v. 4. The dynamics of material systems
Held by: Edinburgh ; Oxford
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The book of common prayer, and administration of the sacraments, and other rites and ceremonies of the church, according to the use of the United Church of England and Ireland : together with the Psalter or Psalms of David, pointed as they are to be sung or said in churches; and the form and manner of making, ordaining, and consecrating of bishops, priests, and deacons / Church of England ; Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.-- 1v., unpaged ; 10cm.-- Oxford : University Press, 1863
Held by: Glasgow
Held by: British Library]]

   Notes: Title varies slightly. -- To 1864 is appended, with separate t.p. and pagination: List of manuscripts ... books, etc., the bequest of the late Captain Montagu Montagu, R.N
   Held by: Oxford

E kaine diatheke ; Novum Testamentum ; Canones Eusebii / Eusebius, of Caesarea, Bishop of Caesarea, ca. 260-ca., 340. -- xxi, 696 p ; 15cm ((8vo)). -- Oxford : Clarendon, 1863
   Notes: Accedunt parallela S. Scripturae loca necnon vetus capitulorum notatio et Canones Eusebii. -- Greek text with Latin introduction
   Held by: Aberdeen

   Held by: Oxford

   Held by: King's College London

   Held by: Edinburgh ; Oxford

Hið Nýa Testamenti drottins vors Jesú Krists, ásamt með Davíðs Sálmum. Endurskoðuð útgáfa / Eiríkr Magnússon, 1833-1913 ; Pétur Pétursson, Bishop, 1808-1891 ; Sigurður Melsted, a teacher at the seminary. Edited by Eiríkr Magnússon, who came to England to see the edition through the press, and was afterwards appointed sub-librarian at Cambridge University Library. -- In roman type and in double columns
   Held by: Cambridge

The history of the reformation of the Church of England / Burnet, Gilbert ; Pocock, Nicholas [Editor]. -- new ed. -- 7v. -- Oxford : Clarendon, 1863
   Held by: Aberdeen
The Holy Bible: containing the Old and New Testaments, translated out of the original tongues, and with the former translations diligently compared and revised, by His Majesty's special command: appointed to be read in churches; The New Testament of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ; translated out of the original Greek. -- Various pagings; 15 cm. -- Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1863

Held by: St. Andrews Sp.Col.

The law of nations considered as independent political communities / by Travers Twiss. -- v. ; 22 cm, 2. -- Oxford: University Press; London: Longman, 1861-1863

Notes: Contents: [v. 1] On the rights and duties of nations in time of peace.--[v. 2] On the rights and duties of nations in time of war

Held by: King's College London; SAS

Lexicon abridged from Liddell and Scott's Greek-English lexicon / Liddell, Henry George. -- 10th ed. -- Oxford: [s.n.], 1863

Held by: Sheffield


Notes: Version of 1611. Without a general titlepage.

Held by: British Library

A new version of the Psalms of David: fitted to the tunes used in Churches / by N. Tate and N. Brady. -- [88]p; 21 cm. -- Oxford: pr. at the University P. Sold by E. Gardner ... London, 1863


Held by: Trinity College Dublin

Ordinance concerning Magdalen College / framed by the Oxford University commissioners in pursuance of the Act 17 and 18 Victoria, chapter 81. -- Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1863

Held by: Liverpool

Ordinance concerning Oriel College / framed by the Oxford University
Ordinance concerning St. John’s College / framed by the Oxford University commissioners and amended by a committee of the Privy Council, in pursuance of the Acts 17 and 18 Victoria, chapter 81.

Held by: Liverpool

Ordinance concerning St. Mary Hall / framed by the Oxford University commissioners in pursuance of the Act 17 and 18 Victoria, chapter 81.

Held by: Liverpool

Ordinance concerning Trinity College / framed by the Oxford University commissioners in pursuance of the Act, 17 and 18 Victoria, chapter 81.

Held by: Liverpool

Ordinance concerning Wadham College: framed by the Oxford University Commissioners in pursuance of the Act, 17 and 18 Victoria, chapter 81.

Wadham College.-- 18p; 22cm.-- Oxford: T Combe, E Pickard Hall and H Latham, 1863
Notes: Includes index
Held by: Oxford

Ordinance concerning Worcester College / framed by the Oxford University Commissioners in pursuance of the Act, 17 and 18 Victoria, chapter 81.

Held by: Liverpool

Ordinances concerning Balliol College, made in pursuance of the Act 17 and 18 Victoria, chapter 81 / Oxford University Commission, 1854 ; Great Britain. Laws, statutes, etc.-- Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1863

Held by: Liverpool

Ordinances concerning Christ Church, framed by the Oxford University commissioners in pursuance of Act 17 and 18 Victoria, chapter 81 / Great Britain. Laws, statutes, etc ; Oxford University Commission, 1854.-- Oxford : Oxford University Press, 1863

Held by: Liverpool

Ordinances concerning Merton College / framed by the Oxford University Commissioners in pursuance of the Act, 17 and 18 Victoria, chapter 18.-- Oxford : Oxford University Press, 1863

Held by: Liverpool

Ordinances concerning New College and Winchester College / framed by the Oxford University commissioners in pursuance of the Act, 17 and 18 Victoria, chapter 81.-- Oxford : Oxford University Press, 1863

Held by: Liverpool
Ordinances concerning Pembroke College / framed by the Oxford University commissioners in pursuance of the Act, 17 and 18 Victoria, chapter 18.-- Oxford : Oxford University Press, 1863
  Held by: Liverpool

Ordinances concerning Queen's College / framed by the Oxford University commissioners in pursuance of the Act, 17 and 18 Victoria, chapter 18.-- Oxford : Oxford University Press, 1863
  Held by: Liverpool

Ordinances concerning University College / framed by the Oxford University commissioners in pursuance of the Act, 17 and 18, Victoria, chapter 81.-- Oxford : Oxford University Press, 1863
  Held by: Liverpool

Oxford prize poems and essays recited before their Royal Highnesses the Prince and Princess of Wales present at the commenoration / University of Oxford.-- 176 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : [Oxford University Press and J. Parker], 1863
  Notes: Includes bibliographical references.-- Some text in Latin and Greek
  Held by: Oxford

Oxford University examination papers / University of Oxford.-- v ; 22 cm.-- [Oxford : Clarendon Press], 1863-
  Held by: National Library of Scotland

The rise of the papal power / traced in three lectures by Robert Hussey.-- New ed., with the author's last additions.-- l, 209 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1863
  Held by: Edinburgh

La Santa Biblia, que contiene los Sagrados Libros del Antiguo y Nuevo Testamento : antigua version de Cipriano de Valera, cotejada con diversas traducciones, y revisada con arreglo á los originales hebréo y griego / Lucena, Lorenzo ; Valera, Cipriano de, 1532?-1625 ; Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge (Great Britain).-- [1],747p ; 17cm.-- Oxford : Imprenta de la Universidad, 1863
  Notes: A reprint, with pagination supplied, of the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge's edition of 1862.-- A revision of C. de Valera's version, with the orthography and diction modernized, by L. Lucena.
  Held by: Cambridge

Scholia graeca in Euripidis tragoeidias / ex codicibus aucta et emendata edidit Gulielmus Didorfius.-- 4v ; 24 cm.-- Oxonii : E Typographeo Academico, 1863
  Notes: Includes bibliographical references.-- Includes index .-- In Greek, with preface and notes in Latin
  Held by: Leeds ; Oxford

The works of the right rev. Joseph Hall ... [etc.] / Hall, Joseph, 1574-1656 ; Wynter, Philip.-- A new edition, revised and corrected, with some additions, by Philip Wynter ... [etc].-- 10v.-- Oxford : Oxford
1864 – Core – 18

Pars septima [or rather, octava]: Codices Sanscritos complectens: Confecit T. Aufrecht
Notes: Vol. II, begun by M. Winternitz, continued ... by A.B. Keith
Held by: ULL

Part 2: Catalogo dei Manoscritti Italiani che sotto la denominazione di Codici Canonici Italiani si conservano nella Biblioteca Bodleiana a Oxford, ; compilato dal Conte A. Mortara
Held by: Register of Preservation Surrogates

Held by: Wellcome Library

Donations to the Bodleian Library during the year ending Nov. 8, 1864 / Bodleian Library.-- 40 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, [1864]
Held by: Oxford

The epistle congratulatory of Lysimachus Nicanor of the Society of Jesu to the Covenanters in Scotland : wherein is paralleled our sweet harmony and correspondency in divers material points of doctrine and practice / Nicanor, Lysimachus, 1603-1641.-- [4], 9, 81 [i.e. 79] p.-- Oxford : Printed by Leon. Lichfield, and are to be sold by Tho Fickus, 1864.-- Early English books, 1641-1700 ; 1281:9
Notes: Includes bibliographical references.-- Reproduction of original in the Bodleian Library
Held by: Cambridge

An Exposition of the Creed ... A new edition. Edited by the Rev. C. Bradley ... With a biographical sketch of the author, and a list of his works. / Pearson, John, Bishop of Chester ; Bradley, Charles, Vicar of Glasbury ; Burton, Edward, Regius Professor of Divinity, Oxford ; Chevallier, Temple ; Nichols, James, Printer ; Sinker, Robert.-- [Another edition.], Revised and corrected by the Rev. E. Burton ... Fifth edition.-- pp. xv. 724. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1864.
Held by: British Library

A Greek-English lexicon / compiled by Henry George Liddell and Robert
   Held by: Edinburgh ; ULL

The Holy Bible, containing the Old and New Testaments : translated out of
the original tongues, and with the former translations diligently compared
and revised, by His Majesty's special command : appointed to be read in
churches.-- 24 cm.-- Oxford : University Press, 1864
   Held by: Nottingham

Hymns for the use of St. Aidan's College. / HYMNALS.-- 12o.-- Oxford :
Clarendon Press, 1864.
   Held by: British Library

Hymns for the use of the Parish of Albury. / Portal, George
   Held by: British Library

A Lexicon abridged from Liddell and Scott's Greek-English lexicon / Liddell,
Henry George, 1811-1898 ; Scott, Robert, 1811-1887.-- 11th ed.-- Oxford,
1864
   Held by: Edinburgh

List of manuscripts, volumes of autograph letters, illustrated and other
books, etc. the bequest of the late Captain Montagu Montagu, R.N. to the
Bodleian Library.-- 40 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : At the Clarendon Press,
MDCCCLXIV
   Held by: Oxford

Novum Testamentum Græce : antiquissimorum codicum textus in ordine
parallelo dispositi : accedit collatio Codicis Sinaitici / edidit Edvardus
H. Hansell.-- 3v. : facsimiles (folding) ; 24cm.-- Oxonii : e Typographeo
Clarendoniano, 1864
   Notes: An attempt "to print in full the Greek text of the New Testament as
it is found in the earliest MSS." (preface, p. [i]) The texts of the MSS.
(Codex Alexandrinus, Codex Vaticanus Graecus 1209 and 2066, Codex Ephraemi
Syri rescriptus, Codex Bezae Cantabrigiensis, Codex Dublinensis Z, Codex
Laudianus, and Codex Claromontanus) are printed in parallel columns on each
page (in some places, the text of one MS. is printed at foot of page, below
the other texts). The texts are printed in ordinary Greek type, with modern
orthography and punctuation. Symbols indicate divergences from the received
text.-- Greek text in double column format; preface in English; notes in
Latin
- preface, notes, and appendices (including "Collatio Codicis Sinaitici")
   Held by: Cambridge ; Glasgow ; King's College London ; St. Andrews Sp.Col.

Otium Norvicense, sive, Tentamen de reliquis Aquilae, Symmachi,
Theodotionis e lingua Syriaca in Graecam convertendis / conscript
Fridercicus Field.-- viii, 74, 4 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : T. Combe, E. Pickard
Hall, et H. Latham, 1864
   Notes: Latin, Greek, Hebrew and Syriac
   Held by: King's College London
A practical grammar of the Sanskrit language : arranged with reference to the classical languages of Europe, for the use of English students / by Monier Williams.-- 3d ed., much enl. and improved.-- xxviii, 409 p ; 25 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1864

Notes: First published 1846, under title: An elementary grammar of the Sanscrit language

Held by: Edinburgh ; Oxford

The Psalms of David; from the Book of Common Prayer.-- 12mo.-- Oxford, 1864

Held by: National Library of Scotland


Held by: National Library of Scotland


Held by: Leeds
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El Apocalipsis ó Revelacion de San Juan, el Teólogo. Antigua version de Cipriano de Valera [or rather of C. de Reyna, revised by C. de Valera], cotejada con diversas traducciones y revisada con arreglo al texto griego. / BIBLE ; Reyna, Cassiodoro de ; Valera, Cipriano de.-- 32o.-- Oxford : Imprenta de la Universidad, 1865.

Held by: British Library

An authentic copy of the poll for two burgesses to serve in Parliament for the University of Oxford : taken on the 13th, 14th, 15th, 17th, and 18th of July, 1865 : alphabetically arranged according to their respective colleges and halls / University of Oxford.-- 99p.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1865

Notes: "By authority of the Vice-Chancellor".-- Candidates: William Ewart Goldstone, Sir William Heathcote, Gathorne Hardy

Held by: Leeds

The book of common prayer and administration of the sacraments, and other rites and ceremonies of the church, according to the use of the United Church of England and Ireland : together with the Psalter, or, Psalms of David, pointed as they are to be sung or said in churches, and the form and manner of making, ordaining, and consecrating of bishops, priests, and deacons / United Church of England and Ireland.-- 23 cm.-- Oxford : University Press, 1865

Notes: Psalms of David.-- Psalter

Held by: Nottingham


Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index.-- Introduction includes: Origin and authorship of Britton; Relation of Britton to earlier and contemporary treatises; Character, method, and arrangement of Britton;
Summary of the contents of Britton; Language of Britton; Manuscripts of Britton; Printed editions of Britton; Formation of the present text; translation and notes.-- Parallel texts in French and English
Held by: Oxford

Catalogue of a collection of early newspapers and essayists / formed by the late John Thomas Hope, esq., and presented to the Bodleian library by the late Rev. Frederick William Hope, M.A., D.C.L.-- 3 p., 178 p; 24 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon press, 1865
Notes: "Curious collection of ephemerides." Catalog by Jacob Henry Burn
Held by: Oxford

A catalogue of the original works of John Wyclif / by Walter Waddington Shirley.-- xix, 74 p; 24 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1865
Notes: Includes indexes.-- Publisher's advertisements (13, [3] p.) bound in at end
Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Manchester ; Oxford ; ULL

Held by: Edinburgh ; Manchester

Epístolas de los Apóstoles Santiago, S. Pedro, S. Juan, y S. Judas. Antigua version de Cipriano de Valera, cotejada con diversas traducciones, y revisada, etc. / BIBLE ; Reyna, Cassiodoro de ; Valera, Cipriano de.-- 16o.-- Oxford : Imprenta de la Universidad, 1865.
Held by: British Library

The Gospel according to Saint Luke : translated out of the original Greek : and with the former translations diligently compared and revised by his majesty's special command / British and Foreign Bible Society.-- 1v., unpagéd ; 12cm.-- Oxford : printed at the University Press for the British and Foreign Bible Society, 1865
Held by: St. Andrews Sp.Col.

The history of the reformation of the Church of England / by Gilbert Burnet.-- A new ed., carefully rev., and the records collated with the originals / by Nicholas Pocock.-- 7v ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon press, 1865
Notes: Contents: v. 1. The first part: Of the progress made in the reformation during the reign of King Henry VIII. --v. 2. The second part: Of the progress made in the reformation till the settlement of it in the beginning of Queen Elizabeth's reign. --v. 3. The third part: Being a supplement to the two formerly published. --v. 4-5. A collection of records, letters, and original papers, with other instruments referred to in the first [and second] part[s] ... [Appendices] concerning some of the errors and falsehoods in Sanders' book of the English schism. --v. 6. A collection of records ... [etc.] referred to in the third part ...--v. 7. Editors preface. Corrigenda et addenda. Chronological index of records. General index
Held by: Manchester ; Oxford

The Holy Bible, containing the Old and New Testaments / translated out of
the original tongues, and with the former translations diligently compared
and revised by His Majesty's special command. -- 2v. in 1; 14 cm. -- Oxford:
University Press, 1865
Notes: Kept in the Photographic Collection. -- New Testament has special
title page
Held by: SAS

Las Epístolas del Apóstol San Pablo á los Gálatas, Efesios, Filipenses, y
Colosenses. Antigua version de Cipriano de Valera, cotejada con diversas
traducciones, y revisada, etc. / BIBLE ; Reyna, Cassiodoro de ; Valera,
Cipriano de. -- 16o. -- Oxford : Imprenta de la Universidad, 1865.
Held by: British Library

Los Hechos de los Apóstoles. Antigua version de Cipriano de Valera [or
rather of C. de Reyna, revised by C. de Valera], cotejada con diversas
traducciones, etc. / BIBLE ; Reyna, Cassiodoro de ; Valera, Cipriano
de. -- 32o. -- Oxford : Imprenta de la Universidad, 1865.
Held by: British Library

The New Testament of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ : translated out of
the original Greek ; and with the former translations diligently compared
and revised, by His Majesty's special command / Brinkley, Richard, 1942-2000
[former owner] ; Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge (Great
Britain). -- Unpaged ; 11 cm. -- Oxford : Printed at the University Press for
the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1865
Held by: Lampeter Sp.Col.

La Primera y la Segunda Epístola del Apóstol San Pablo á los Corintios.
Antigua version de Cipriano de Valera [or rather of C. de Reyna, revised by
C. de Valera], cotejada con diversas traducciones, etc. / BIBLE ; Reyna,
Cassiodoro de ; Valera, Cipriano de. -- 32o. -- Oxford : Imprenta de la
Universidad, 1865.
Held by: British Library

S. Ephraemi Syri, Rabulae episcopi Edesseni, Balaei aliorumque Opera selecta :
e codicibus syriacis manuscriptis in museo Britannico et bibliotheca
Bodleiana asservatis primus / edidit J. Josephus Overbeck. -- xxxviii, [1],
423p ; 24cm. -- Oxonii [Oxford] : Clarendoniano, 1865. -- 0837070597
Notes: Text in Syriac; introduction and table of contents in Latin
Held by: Cambridge ; Glasgow

La Santa Biblia, que contiene los Sagrados Libros del Antiguo y Nuevo
Testamento : antigua version de Cipriano de Valera, cotejada con diversas
traducciones, y revisada con arreglo á los originales hebreo y
griego / Lucena, Lorenzo ; Valera, Cipriano de, 1532?-1625 ; Society for
Promoting Christian Knowledge (Great Britain). -- [1],747p ; 17cm. -- Oxford:
Imprenta de la Universidad, 1865
Notes: A reprint of the edition of 1863, itself a reprint, with pagination
supplied, of the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge's edition of
1862. -- A revision of C. de Valera's version, with the orthography and
diction modernized, by L. Lucena
Held by: Cambridge
El Santo Evangelio de Nuestro Señor Jesu-Cristo según S. Lucas. Antigua version de Cipriano de Valera, cotejada con diversas traducciones, y revisada con arreglo al texto griego [by Lorenzo Lucena]. / BIBLE ; Reyna, Cassiodoro de ; Valera, Cipriano de.-- 32o..-- Oxford : [Imprenta de la Universidad], 1865.
   Held by: British Library

Two of the Saxon chronicles parallel : with supplementary extracts from the others / edited, with introduction, notes and a glossarial index, by John Earle.-- lxiv, 457 p : facsim ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1865
   Notes: The Parker ms. (Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, no. 173) and the Laud ms. (Bodleian Laud 636)
   Held by: Edinburgh ; Oxford

The works of that learned and judicious divine, Mr. Richard Hooker : with an account of his life and death / by Isaac Walton ; Arranged by the Rev. John Keble.-- 5th ed.-- 3 v : fold. facsim., fold. geneal. tab ; 22 cm.-- Oxford :
The Clarendon Press, 1865
   Notes: "A supplication made to the Council by Master Walter Travers", "Mr. Hooker's answer to the supplication that Mr. Travers made to the Council", and seven sermons are included in Vol. III
   Held by: Leeds ; Oxford
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The Book of common prayer, and administration of the sacraments, and other rites and ceremonies of the church, according to the use of the United Church of England and Ireland : together with the Psalter or Psalms of David, pointed as they are to be sung or said in churches : and the form and manner of making, ordaining, and consecration of bishops, priests, and deacons / Church of England.-- 1v., unpaged ; 12 x 8 cm.-- Oxford :
University Press, 1866
   Notes: On cover: Common prayer
   Held by: Wellcome Library

   Notes: 150 plates of views of the colleges and public buildings with groups of allegorical figures, founders, historical scenes, etc., engraved by or after George Vertue and others. Some plates unsigned, others signed: "G. Vertue sculp":.-- Caption title .-- Initial leaf bears caption title and index of plates .-- Place of publication and date from Cordeaux & Merry; presumably printed from the original plates held by the University Press
   Held by: Oxford

A descriptive, analytical, and critical catalogue of the manuscripts bequeathed unto the University of Oxford by Elias Ashmole : also of some additional MSS. contributed by Kingsley, Lhuyd, Borlase and others / by William Henry Black.-- 2v., 1522, 188 p. bound in 1 ; 29 cm.-- Oxford :
Oxford University Press, 1845-1866
   Notes: Manuscripts formerly preserved in the Ashmolean Museum and
subsequently deposited in the Bodleian Library. -- Spine title: Catalogue and index of Ashmole manuscripts
Held by: Leeds ; Oxford

An elementary treatise on heat / By Balfour Stewart.-- xx, 392p : illus., tables, diagrs ; 18cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1866.-- Clarendon Press Series
Held by: Manchester

[[The free action of God's love amidst the fixed operations of His power: a sermon on the efficacy of prayer, : preached on the third Sunday in Lent, 1866, previous to the observance of a day of humiliations by reason of the cattle plague, by the Rev. R.M. Benson, .. / Benson, Richard Meux, 1824-1915. -- 30p. ; 8[degree].-- London : Rivingtons, Waterloo Place; High Street, Oxford. Trinity Street, Cambridge, 1866 ; Oxford ; Cambridge
Held by: Register of Preservation Surrogates??]]

Greek verbs, irregular and defective : their forms, meaning and quantity ; embracing all the tenses used by the Greek writers, with references to the passages in which they are found / by William Veitch.-- vii, 616 p ; 17 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1866.-- Clarendon Press series
Held by: Birmingham ; Oxford

Notes: A reprint of the 1863 edition (Darlow & Moule, 5500)
Held by: Cambridge

A history of agriculture and prices in England : from the year after the Oxford parliament (1259) to the commencement of the continental war (1793) / comp. entirely from original and contemporaneous records by James E. Thorold Rogers.-- 7v. in 8 ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1866-1902
Notes: Vol. 7 was "edited with sundry additions by one of his sons."--Pref. (signed: Arthur G. L. Rogers)
The Holy Bible, containing the Old and New Testaments: newly translated out of the original tongues: and with the former translations diligently compared and revised. By His Majesty's special command. Appointed to be read in churches. -- 1v.; 4to.-- Oxford: Printed by the University Press. Sold by E. Gardner and son, 1866

Notes: New Testament has separate title page
Held by: Glasgow

The Holy Bible, containing the Old and New Testaments: translated out of the original tongues: and with the former translations diligently compared and revised .... -- 2 pts. in 1 vol. (8vo).-- Oxford, 1865-1866

Notes: Version of 1611.-- Without Apocrypha
Held by: Manchester

The Holy Bible, containing the Old and New Testaments : translated out of the original tongues: and with the former translations diligently compared and revised, by His Majesty's special command. Appointed to be read in churches / Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge (Great Britain).-- 1216p; 27 cm.-- Oxford : Printed at the University Press, for The Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1866
Held by: Manchester

The Holy Bible containing the Old and New Testaments : translated out of the original tongues, and with the former translations diligently compared and revised, by His Majesty's special command : appointed to be read in churches ; The psalms of David in metre.-- Various pageings; 15cm.-- Oxford : Oxford University Press, 1866
Held by: St. Andrews Sp.Col.

The New Testament.-- p; 26 cm.-- Oxford, 1866
Notes: Franklin type
Held by: Cambridge

A new version of the Psalms of David : fitted to the tunes used in churches / by N. Brady ... and N. Tate.-- [96]p; 12cm; A-C\16.-- Oxford: printed at the University Press, 1866
Held by: Trinity College Dublin

Notes: Bound almanacs which were originally published individually.-- Caption title.-- Imprint varies: 1881-1891: "Printed at the Clarendon Press, and published by Henry Frowde, ..." and 1892-1905: "Printed at the Clarendon Press, by Horace Hart, ... and published by Henry Frowde, ..."
Held by: Oxford
A typographical gazetteer / attempted by the Rev. Henry Cotton ... second
series.-- xvi, 376, [1] p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1866
Notes: Contents: List of authorities.--Gazetteer.--United States of
America (newspaper press)--Additions and corrections.--List of pseudonyms
[fictitious imprints]
Held by: Manchester ; Oxford ; ULL
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The Apology of Plato. With a revised text and English notes, and a digest of
Platonic idioms, by J. Riddell. [Edited by E. Palmer.] / PLATO ; Palmer,
Edwin, Archdeacon of Oxford.-- pp. xxxiv. 244. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Clarendon
Press, 1867.
Held by: British Library

Book I-II of the Faery queene / ed. by G. W. Kitchin.-- 2v ; 18 cm.-- Oxford
: Clarendon Press, 1867-95.-- Clarendon Press series
Notes: Book II: 9th ed., 1895.-- Table of historical events: v. 1, p.
[xxiii]
Held by: Oxford

The book of common prayer, and administration of the sacraments, and other
rites and ceremonies of the ... United Church of England and Ireland:
together with the Psalter ... and the form ... of making ... bishops,
priests, and deacons.-- [624]p ; 22cm.-- Oxford : pr. at the University P.,
1867
Held by: Trinity College Dublin

Canon Muratorianus : the earliest catalogue of the books of the New
Testament / edited with notes and a facsimile of the MS. in the Ambrosian
Library at Milan by Samuel Prideaux Tregelles.-- viii, 112p : 1
facsim(folded) ; 29cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1867
Notes: Published by Muratori in his "Antiquitates italicæ medii aevi", v.
3, 1740.-- "Works on the Muratorian canon": p. 14-15
Held by: Aberdeen ; Edinburgh ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Trinity College
Dublin

Catalogus codicum mss. qui in bibliotheca Ædis Christi apud Oxonienses
adservantur / curavit G.W. Kitchin.-- 82 p ; 30 cm.-- Oxford : E Typographeo
Clarendoniano, 1867
Notes: Includes index.-- "Londoni: apud Alexandrum MacMillan."
Held by: Aberdeen ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Wellcome
Library

Catulli Veronensis liber. Recognovit, apparatus criticum, prolegomena, appendices addidit R. Ellis.
(Editio maior.) [With facsimiles.]Oxonii E Typographeo Clarendoniano 1867 lx, 354 p. ; 8º.

Descriptive astronomy / George Frederick Chambers.-- xxxviii, 816 p., 37
leaves of plates : ill. (1 col.) ; 24cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press,
1867.-- Clarendon press series
Notes: Frontispiece.-- "List of published star catalogues and celestial charts": p. 593-602. -- "Principal authorities": p. xxxv-xxxviii. -- Spine title: Astronomy
Held by: Cambridge; Edinburgh; Imperial College; Manchester

A Commentary on Catullus / [ELLIS, Robinson.]
Notes: In : Clarendon Press Series. Clarendon Press Series 1866, etc. 8Å°.
Held by: British Library
[Ellis's Catullus (CPS, no 8, 1867).]

An elementary treatise on quaternions / by P.G. Tait.-- xviii, 320 p : ill ;
23cm.-- Oxford : At the Clarendon Press, MDCCCLXVII [1867].-- Clarendon Press series
Held by: Edinburgh

The elements of deductive logic : designed mainly for the use of junior students in the universities / by Thomas Fowler.-- [5], 6-149, [3], 16 p ; 80.-- Oxford : At the Clarendon Press ; [London] : [Macmillan and Co., publishers to the University of Oxford], M.DCCCLXVII.-- Clarendon Press series
Notes: Publisher's advertisements at end.-- Series title at head of title page; additional publisher information facing title page .-- Spine title: Deductive logic
Held by: Oxford

Notes: "Abridged from the author's larger treatise on Greek Accentuation"
--pref.-- English text with Greek examples .-- Includes bibliographical references
Held by: Glasgow

Fatti degli Apostoli : versione secondo la traduzione di Giovanni Diodati : riveduta ed emendata sull' originale Greco / Diodati, Giovanni, 1576-1649 ; Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge (Great Britain).-- Unpaged ; 12 cm.-- Oxford : Stamperia dell' Università, 1867
Notes: Reprinted from an edition like Darlow & Moule 5660. An edition intended for gratuitous distribution at the Bible Stand, at the Crystal Palace.-- "Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge". -- The cover bears the words "Credi nel Signor Gesù Cristo, e sarai salvato tu, e la casa tua,"
and "Londra; Stampata per la Depositeria della Bibbia (The Bible Stand) nel Palazzo di Cristallo. Per la distribuzione gratuita. 1870." The title is dated 1867
Held by: Cambridge

The golden treasury of ancient Greek poetry / Wright, Robert Samuel,
Sir.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1867.-- Clarendon press series
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Græcæ grammaticæ rudimenta [signed C.W.] / [Wordsworth, Charles bp. of St. Andrews.].-- Ed. 16a.-- Oxon. 1867.-- cm.16
Held by: Oxford
The history of the Norman conquest of England: its causes and its results / by Edward A. Freeman. Ed. var. 6v. fold. maps, fold. plans; 23 cm. -- Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1867-1879
Notes: Includes bibliographical references
Held by: Liverpool; Manchester; Nottingham; Oxford

The Holy Bible, containing the Old and New Testaments: translated out of the original tongues: and with the former translations diligently compared and revised, by His Majesty's special command / Durning-Lawrence, Edwin, Sir, 1837-1914 [former owner]; Lawrence, James Clarke, 1827-1890 [former owner]; Shaftesbury, Anthony Ashley Cooper, Earl of, 1801-1885 [inscriber]; British and Foreign Bible Society. -- Unpaged; 33cm. -- Oxford: Printed at the University Press for the British and Foreign Bible Society, 1867
Held by: ULL

A new version of the Psalms of David: fitted to the tunes used in Churches / by N. Tate and N. Brady. -- [88]p; 22cm. -- Oxford: pr. at the University P., 1867
Held by: Trinity College Dublin

Held by: National Library of Scotland

Oxford reading book / selected by the author of "Mademoiselle Mori" [i.e. Margaret Roberts]. -- 2 pt; 8vo. -- Oxford, 1867. -- Clarendon press series
Held by: National Library of Scotland

The Prologue, the knightes tale, the nonne preestes tale from the Canterbury tales / Edited by Rev. Richard Morris; with collations and additional notes by the Rev. Walter W. Skeat. -- New ed. / with collations and additional notes by the Rev. Walter W. Skeat. -- lxii, 266p; 18 cm. -- Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1867. -- Clarendon press series
Notes: Includes index of proper names
Held by: Oxford; Sheffield

La Santa Biblia, que contiene los sagrados libros del Antiguo y Nuevo Testamento: antigua versión de Cipriano de Valera, cotejada con diversos traducciones, y revisada con arreglo á los originales hebreó y griego / Valera, Cipriano de, 1532?-1625. -- 787 p; 16 cm. -- Oxford: Imprenta de la Universidad, 1867
Held by: Oxford
Some account of the church in the apostolic age: to which is added an essay on dogmatic preaching / by Walter Waddington Shirley. -- viii, 164 p; 18 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1867
Notes: Half title: The church in the apostolic age. Dogmatic preaching
Held by: Edinburgh

The Sophistes and Politicus of Plato / with a revised text and English notes, by Lewis Campbell. -- xc, 192, lxix, 191 p; 24 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1867
Notes: Greek text, with English introduction and notes
Held by: Aberdeen; Birmingham; Edinburgh; Leeds; Manchester; Oxford; Sheffield; ULL

Notes: Includes glossary
Held by: Edinburgh; Oxford

Synopsis of the Pathological Series in the Oxford Museum, provisionally arranged for the use of students after the plan of the Hunterian Collection, etc. / Acland, Sir Henry Wentworth, Bart. -- pp. 51. ; 8vo. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1867.
Held by: British Library

The Tale of the man of lawe; the Pardoneres tale; the Second nonnes tale; the Chanouns yemannes tale: from the Canterbury tales / edited by the Rev. Walter W. Skeat. -- xlviii, 276 p; 18 cm. -- Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1867. -- Clarendon Press series
Held by: Birmingham

Notes: Includes index
Held by: Edinburgh; Liverpool
Notes: Projected 4 v. work: no more published. A new ed. of vol. I, in 2 parts, was published 1879-83
Held by: Imperial College]]
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Held by: British Library

Book II of The Faery Queene / Spenser; edited by G. W. Kitchin. -- xii, 296 p. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1868
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Notes: At head of titlepage: Clarendon Press Series.-- NSTC 2H5413
Held by: Register of Preservation Surrogates

The book of common prayer : and administration of the sacraments, and other rites and ceremonies of the church, according to the use of the United Church of England and Ireland: together with the Psalter or Psalms of David ... [etc.] / Church of England.-- Oxford : printed at the University Press for the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1868
Held by: Leeds

Catalogi codicum manuscriptorum bibliothecae Bodleianae : pars 2 : fasciculus 1 / Bodleian Library ; Coxe, Henry O.-- 527 p.-- Oxford : e Typographeo Academico, 1868.-- Catalogi codicum manuscriptorum bibliothecae Bodleianae ; pars 2
Notes: Pars 2 ; fasciculus primus only
Held by: SAS

Notes: "Not published". "Twenty-five copies printed" - t.p
Held by: Oxford

Held by: Edinburgh ; Manchester

Cornelius Nepos / with English notes by Oscar Browning.-- xii, 203 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon, 1868.-- Clarendon Press series
Notes: Text in Latin, introduction and notes in English
Held by: Oxford

The Dialogues of Plato. Translated ... by B. Jowett. MS.
Notes: Vol. 2-4 are of the edition of 1871. With MS. notes by Florence Nightingale.
Held by: British Library

Elementary dynamics / Kelvin, William Thomson, Baron, 1824-1907 ; Tait, Peter Guthrie.-- pp. [ii], 138.-- Oxford : at the Clarendon Press, 1868
Notes: "Not published."
Held by: Leeds

Exercises in grammatical analysis / Thring, Edward.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1868.-- Clarendon press series
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Held by: Edinburgh ; ULL

Held by: Warwick

The Holy Bible, etc. / BIBLE.-- Pages not numbered ; 26 cm.-- Oxford : printed at the University Press, 1868.
Held by: British Library

Held by: Edinburgh ; Oxford ; ULL

English classics
Notes: At head of title: ... Hooker. Book I. -- Glossary: p. [133]-153
.-- "Index of authors cited": p. [154]-155. -- Series title in part at head of t.-p
Held by: Oxford

Held by: Edinburgh ; Manchester

Ovid : selections for the use of schools / with introductions and notes and an appendix on the Roman calendar by William Ramsay; edited by George G. Ramsay.-- Oxford : Clarendon, 1868
Held by: Edinburgh

The Phillippic orations of M. Tullius Cicero / with English notes by John Richard King.-- viii, 363p ; 23cm.-- Oxford : The Clarendon press,
A review of the doctrine of the Eucharist : with four charges to the clergy of Middlesex connected with the same subject / by Daniel Waterland... ; with a preface by the Lord Bishop of London.-- xii, 615 p. ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon, 1868
Notes: From title page: "Forming parts of vols. iv and v of his collected works"
Held by: Birmingham ; ULL

Held by: National Library of Scotland

Some account of the church in the apostolic age / Walter Waddington Shirley.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1868
Held by: British Library

Notes: "Explanation of the diagrams of the musical scale and its component intervals. By William Pole" : p. [259]-[269]
Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Oxford

A treatise on infinitesimal calculus : containing differential and integral calculus, calculus of variations, applications to algebra and geometry, and analytical mechanics / by Bartholomew Price ....-- 2nd ed.-- xxxii, 656 p, [4] leaves of plates (fold.) : ill ; 23cm.-- Oxford : At the University Press, 1868
Vol.2: Statics, and dynamics of material particles
Notes: Added title page: "A treatise on analytical mechanics. Vol.1 statics, attractions, dynamics of a material particle".-- First ed.: 1852-1862
Held by: Birmingham
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Notes: Another edition of that of 1865, 64.
Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

Bacon The advancement of learning / edited by William Aldis
The book of common prayer, and administration of the sacraments / according to the use of the United Church of England and Ireland, together with the Psalter ... and the Form and manner of making, ordaining, and consecrating of bishops, priests, and deacons.


Calendar of the Clarendon state papers preserved in the Bodleian library / Bodleian Library; Bliss, William Henry; Clarendon, Edward Hyde, Earl of; 1609-1674; Coxe, H. O. (Henry Octavius); 1811-1881; Firth, C. H.; Sir (Charles Harding), 1857-1936; Macray, William Dunn; 1826-1916; Ogle, Octavius; 1829-1894; Routledge, F. J. (Frederick James).-- 5 v.; 24 cm. -- Oxford: Clarendon press, 1869-1970

Councils and ecclesiastical documents relating to Great Britain and Ireland / edited, after Spelman and Wilkins, by Arthur West Haddan and William Stubbs / Haddan, Arthur West, 1816-1873; Stubbs, William, 1825-1901; Wilkins, David, 1685-1745.-- 3 v. in 4; 26 cm.-- Oxford: Clarendon press, 1869-78

Notes: "Based upon the Concilia Magnae Britanniæ et Hiberniæ of Wilkins, which was itself an enlargement of Spelman and Dugdale's Concilia, decreta, leges, constitutiones in re ecclesiariu Orbis Britannici."


Egmont, a Tragedy. (German Classics, edited by C. A. Buchheim. vol. 1.) / Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von.-- pp. xlviii. 203; 8o.-- Oxford, 1869.-- [Clarendon Press Series.]


A historical grammar of the French tongue / by Auguste Brachet ; translated by G.W. Kitchin.-- xvi, 221 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1869.-- Clarendon Press series

The history of the Norman Conquest of England : its causes and results / by
as Collectas, Epistolas, y Evangelios, que se deben usar por todo el año, etc. / LITURGIES.-- pp. 33. ; 24o.-- Oxford : S.P.C.K.; Imprenta de la Universidad, 1869.
Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

Notes: Includes bibliographical references
Held by: Glasgow

A manual of ancient history : from the earliest times to the fall of the Western Empire, comprising the history of Chaldea, Assyria, Media, Babylonia, Lydia, Phoenicia, Syria, Judea, Egypt, Carthage, Persia, Greece, Macedonia, Rome, and Parthia / by George Rawlinson.-- xii, 580 p : geneal. table ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon press, 1869
Held by: Edinburgh ; Oxford

Held by: Edinburgh ; Oxford

Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

El Nuevo Testamento de nuestro Senor Jesu-Cristo : antigua version de Cipriano de Valera, cotejada con diversas traducciones y revisada con arreglo al texto griego / Valera, Cipriano de.-- 403p ; 12cm.-- Oxford : Imprenta de la Universidad, 1869
Held by: St. Andrews Sp.Col.

El Orden de la administracion de la Cena del Senor, ó Santa Comunion, etc. / LITURGIES.-- pp. 33. ; 24o.-- Oxford : S.P.C.K.; Imprenta de la Universidad, 1869.
Held by: British Library

El Orden de la Oracion Matutina, etc. / LITURGIES.-- pp. 32. ;
El Orden de la Oracion Vespertina, etc. / LITURGIES.-- pp. 25. ;
Held by: British Library

Pro Cluentio / with introduction and notes by William Ramsay, M.A...
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Select English works of John Wyclif / edited from original mss. by Thomas Arnold.-- 3v. ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1869-71
Notes: "List of English works ascribed to Wyclif": v. 3, p.
[xvii]-xx. -- "Wyclif literatur": v. 3, p. xv-xvi
Contents: V. I. Sermons on the gospels for Sundays and festivals.--v. II.
Sermons on the ferial gospels and Sunday epistles. Treatises.--v. III.
Miscellaneous works
Held by: Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Oxford

Selections from the less known Latin poets / by North Pinder.-- ix, 552 p. ;
Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index.-- Text in Latin;
preface and notes in English
Held by: Birmingham

Notes: 16 p. catalogue for Macmillan at end.-- Includes glossary.-- xxix,
251, 16 p, 17 cm
Held by: Oxford

A System of Physical Education, theoretical and practical ... / With
illustrations drawn on wood from life by A. Macdonald,
etc.-- 8[degree].-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1869.-- Clarendon Press Series
Held by: Register of Preservation Surrogates

A Treatise on Counterpoint, Canon and Fugue, based upon that of
Cherubini / OUSELEY, Sir Frederick Arthur Gore, Bart.-- pp.xv.381 ;
8[degree],-- Oxford, 1869.-- Clarendon Press Series
Held by: Register of Preservation Surrogates

Trialogus cum supplemento trialogi / John Wycliffe ; illum recensuit, hoc
primum edidit, utrumque commentario critico instruxit Gotthardus
Typical selections from the best English authors, with introductory notices. / S., E. E. ; TYPICAL SELECTIONS.-- pp. xv, 400 ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1869.-- (Clarendon Press series.)
   Held by: British Library

   Held by: Register of Preservation Surrogates

   Notes: According to the version revised and enlarged by the author about A.D. 1377.-- Spine title: Piers the Plowman.-- With: A catalogue of books printed at the Clarendon press Oxford, and published for the University by Macmillan and Co., August 1869
   Held by: Aberdeen ; Liverpool
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   pt. 1: Theoretical / by W.F. Donkin
   Notes: Includes bibliographical references.-- No more published
   Held by: Oxford

Athalie tragédie en cinq acte / ed. by G. Masson. -- (8vo).-- Oxford, 1870.-- Claredon Press Series
   Held by: Cambridge

The book of common prayer, and administration of the sacraments, and other rites and ceremonies of the Church, according to the use of the Church of England : together with the Psalter or Psalms of David, pointed as they are to be sung or said in churches and the form and manner of making, ordaining, and consecrating of bishops, priests and deacons / Church of England ; Oxford University Press [printer] ; Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge (Great Britain) [publisher].-- 19cm.-- Oxford : printed at the University Press, for the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge. Sold at the Society's Depository, Northumberland Avenue, Charing Cross,
Catalogue of examples arranged for elementary study in the University Galleries / by John Ruskin. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1870
Held by: Manchester

Notes: Bibliography: p. xxii-xxiii: - includes index. -- Latin text and English notes
Held by: Liverpool

A critical account of the drawings by Michel Angelo and Raffaello in the University Galleries, Oxford : By J.C. Robinson ... By authority of the Curators of the University Galleries / Robinson, Sir John Charles, 1824-1913. -- xxxii, 376,32p. ; 8[degree]. -- Oxford : at the Clarendon Press, 1870
Held by: Register of Preservation Surrogates

Notes: Based on two articles which appeared in the Contemporary review for March and July, 1869. cf. Pref
Held by: Edinburgh

Donations to the Bodleian Library during the year ending Nov. 8, 1864 / Bodleian Library. -- 40 p ; 22 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, [1864]
Held by: Oxford

E Kaine Diatheke. Novum Testamentum. -- 8vo.-- Oxonii : E Typographeo Clarendoniano, 1870
Held by: Glasgow

The elements of inductive logic : designed mainly for the use of students in the universities / by Thomas Fowler. -- [v], vi-xi, [3], 336 p ; 18 cm. -- Oxford : At the Clarendon Press, MDCCCLXX. -- Clarendon Press series
Notes: Spine title: Inductive logic
Held by: Oxford

English Gilds. The original ordinances of more than one hundred early English Gilds: together with the olde usages of the cite of Wynchestre; the ordinances of Worcester ... From original MSS. of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Edited, with notes, by ... Toulmin Smith. With an introduction and glossary ... by his daughter Lucy Toulmin Smith. And a
preliminary essay in five parts, On the history and development of Gilds, by L. Brentano. / London ; Smith, Joshua Toulmin ; Smith, Lucy Toulmin.-- 8vo.-- London, Oxford [printed], 1870.-- [Early English Text Society. Original ser. vol. 40.]
  Held by: British Library

  Held by: Edinburgh

  Held by: Manchester

Fatti degli Apostoli : versione secondo la traduzione di Giovanni Diodati : riveduta ed emendata sull' originale Greco / Diodati, Giovanni, 1576-1649 ; Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge (Great Britain).-- Unpaged ; 12 cm.-- Oxford : Stamperia dell' Università, 1867
  Notes: Reprinted from an edition like Darlow & Moule 5660. An edition intended for gratuitous distribution at the Bible Stand, at the Crystal Palace.-- "Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge". -- The cover bears the words "Credi nel Signor Gesù Cristo, e sarai salvato tu, e la casa tua," and "Londra: Stampata per la Depositeria della Bibbia (The Bible Stand) nel Palazzo di Cristallo. Per la distribuzione gratuita. 1870." The title is dated 1867
  Held by: Cambridge

  Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index.-- Publisher's advertisements 24 p. at end
  Held by: Imperial College ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Wellcome Library

Gaii Institutionum iuris civilis commentarii quatuor, or Elements of Roman law by Gaius / with a translation and commentary by Edward Poste.-- 3rd ed / revised and enlarged.-- xviii, 685 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1870
  Notes: Includes index.-- Spine title: Elements of Roman law
  Held by: Oxford

A Glasse of the truthe. A litel treatise ageynste the mutterynge of some papists in corners.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1870
  Notes: Xerox copy taken from Pocock, Nicholas: "Records of the Reformation", vol.2
  Held by: Warwick

Notes: Joint authors: Sir Robert Samuel Wright and J.E.L. Shadwell, M.A
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Notes: Includes bibliographies and indexes
Contents: v. 1. The preliminary history to the election of Eadward the Confessor -- v. 2. The reign of Eadward the Confessor -- v. 3. The reign of Harold and the interregnum -- v. 4. The reign of William the Conqueror -- v. 5. The effects of the Norman conquest -- v. 6. Index volume
Held by: Leeds ; Oxford

The Holy Bible : containing the Old and New Testaments / translated out of the original tongues: and with the former translations diligently compared and revised, by His Majesty's special command : appointed to be read in churches.-- 876p ; 17cm (16mo Nonpareil).-- Oxford : University Press, 1870
Notes: "Printed for the British and Foreign Bible Society"
Held by: Cambridge

The Holy Bible : containing the Old and New Testaments / translated out of the original tongues and with the former translations diligently compared and revised, by His Majesty's special command.-- ca. 600 p ; 32 cm.-- Oxford : Printed at the University Press, 1870
Held by: Oxford

Notes: Greek text, with English notes
Held by: Birmingham

Lectures introductory to a history of the Latin language and literature / by John Wordsworth.-- 88 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : T. Combe, 1870
Notes: Includes bibliographical references
Held by: Oxford
[[Lectures introductory to a history of the Latin language and literature / by John Wordsworth.-- 88p ; 21cm.-- Oxford : J. Parker & Co, 1870
Held by: Manchester]]

Lectures on art delivered before the University of Oxford in Hilary term, 1870 / by John Ruskin M.A. honorary student of Christ Church Slade Professor of Fine Art.-- [1st edition].-- [8], 189, [3] p ; 80.-- Oxford : At the Clarendon Press, M.DCCC.LXX
Notes: Contents: I. Inaugural. -- II. The relation of art to religion. -- III. The relation of art to morals. -- IV. The relation of art to use. -- V. Line. -- VI. Light. -- VII. Colour
Held by: Edinburgh ; Liverpool ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield

The Modern Greek language in its relation to ancient Greek / by E.M. Geldart.-- xii, 216 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1870.-- Clarendon Press series
Notes: Includes index
The Offices, according to the use of the united church of England and Ireland. -- Oxford : University Press, 1870

Oxford University gazette / University of Oxford ; University of Oxford. -- v ; 35 cm. -- Oxford : University of Oxford, 1870-
Notes: Has supplement: University of Oxford. Annual review. -- irregular: weekly. -- Supplements accompany some issues

Records of the reformation : the divorce 1527-1533, mostly now for the first time printed from mss. in the British Museum, the Public Record Office, the Venetian Archives and other libraries / collected and arranged by Nicholas Pocock. -- 2 v. ; 24 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1870
Notes: Includes bibliographical references

Select charters and other illustrations of English constitutional history from the earliest times to the reign of Edward the First / arranged and edited by William Stubbs. -- xii, 531 p ; 20 cm. -- Oxford [Eng.] : Clarendon Press, 1870. -- Clarendon Press series
Notes: Half-title: Illustrations of English constitutional history. -- Includes bibliographical references. -- Spine title: Documents illustrative of English history

The Translators' Preface to the Authorized Version; being an exact reprint of the original edition of 1611. / BIBLE. -- [Another edition.], Preface to the English Bible, edition 1611. A.D. The translators to the reader... -- pp. 29. ; 8o.. -- Oxford : S.P.C.K., [1870.]
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Author: Bible
Sub-heading: Arabic
Title: [The Bible in Arabic.]
Note: Another edition of that of 1865, 64. With full vowel-points
Country of publication: England. Language: Arabic
Location: British Library [Shelved at: 14500. d.17.] Reference number: nstc0063326 [NSTC]

Author: Bible
Sub-heading: English
Title: The Holy Bible
Country of publication: England. Language: English
Location: Bodleian Library, Supplementary Catalogue [Shelved at: Johnson]
Author: Bible
Title: The New Testament. Printed in paragraphs
Note: Version of 1611
Country of publication: England. Language: English
Location: British Library [Shelved at: 3049. b.3.]
Reference number: nstc0066280
[NSTC]

Notes: Description based on: Apr. 1871
Held by: Oxford

Catalogue of printed books in Balliol College library / Balliol College (University of Oxford). Library.-- 459 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Combe, Gardner and Pickard Hall, 1871
Held by: Oxford

Notes: Includes index.-- Latin text with English introduction and notes
Held by: Cambridge ; Glasgow

Author: Blomfield, Arthur William
Title: A description of St. Barnabas Church, Oxford, in a letter to Thomas Combe
Added entry: Combe, Thomas, M.A., Oxford University Printer
Country of publication: England. Language: English
Locations: Cambridge University Library, Pamphlet Catalogue [Shelved at: Pam.4.87.8]; Bodleian Library
Reference number: nstc0881827
[NSTC]

Notes: Vol. 1 is a reissue of vol. 1 of the edition of 1868, with a different preface, and with the addition of Plato's "Cratylus."
Held by: British Library

Dryden. Stanzas on the death of Oliver Cromwell; Astraea redux; Annus mirabilis; Absalom and Achitophel; Religio laici; The hind and the panther. Edited by W. D. Christie. / Dryden, John ; Christie, William Dougal.-- pp. lx, 294 ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1871.-- (Clarendon Press series.)
Held by: Edinburgh

The elements of deductive logic : designed mainly for the use of junior students in the universities / by Thomas Fowler.-- Fourth edition corrected and revised.-- [v], vi-xviii, [3], 176, 16 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : At the Clarendon Press ; [London] : [Macmillan and Co., printers to the University of Oxford], 1871.-- Clarendon Press series
Notes: Additional publisher information facing title page.-- Publisher's advertisements, 16 p. at end.-- Spine title: Deductive logic
Held by: Oxford

Elements of law considered with reference to principles of general jurisprudence / by William Markby.-- xii, 276 p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : The Clarendon Press, 1871.-- Clarendon Press series
Notes: Errata slip inserted
Held by: Oxford

Essay on man / Pope ; edited by Mark Pattison.-- 122 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1871
Held by: Oxford ; ULL

Gaii Institutionum iuris civilis commentarii quatuor, or Elements of Roman law by Gaius / with a translation and commentary by Edward Poste.-- xvi, 543 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1871
Notes: Includes index.-- Latin text and English translation in parallel columns, with English commentary.-- Spine title: Elements of Roman law
Held by: Edinburgh ; Oxford

Notes: "Works of authors consulted or referred to in the catalogues of fossils": p. [xxi]-xxiv
Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Imperial College ; Leeds ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield ; Southampton ; ULL

Notes: "Printed for the British and Foreign Bible Society"
Held by: Cambridge

A Greek primer / Wordsworth, Christopher, Bishop of Lincoln.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1871.-- Clarendon press series
Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland

Greek verbs, irregular and defective : their forms, meaning and quantity ; embracing all the terms used by the Greek writers, with references to the
passages in which they are found / by William Veitch.-- New Edition.-- vii, 637 p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1871.-- Clarendon Press series
Held by: Oxford

The Holy Bible, containing the Old and New Testaments : translated out of the original tongues / and with the former translations diligently compared and revised by His Majesty's special command ; appointed to be read in churches.-- 24cm.-- Oxford : Oxford University Press for the British and Foreign Bible Society, 1871
Held by: Manchester

An Icelandic-English dictionary, chiefly founded on the collections made from prose works of the 12th-14th centuries / enlarged and completed by Gudbrand Vigfusson.-- Pt. 1-2 ; 4to.-- Oxford, 1869-1871
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Institutionum iuris civilis commentarii quatuor : or, Elements of Roman law / with a translation and commentary by Edward Poste.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1871
Held by: British Library

King Alfred’s West-Saxon Version of Gregory’s Pastoral Care. With an English translation, the Latin text, notes, and an introduction. Edited by H. Sweet. / London ; GREGORY I., Saint, surnamed the Great, Pope ; Sweet, Henry, M.A..-- 8o..-- London, Oxford [printed], 1871, 72..-- [Early English Text Society. Original series. no. 45, 50.]
Held by: British Library

A lexicon / abridged from Liddell and Scott's Greek-English Lexicon.-- [7th?].-- Oxford : Clarendon, 1871
Notes: "The present edition has been completely revised and has also been considerably enlarged - chiefly by the addition of a number of irregular tenses of verbs. Oxford October, 1871" - Advertisement
Held by: Oxford

Life and letters of George Berkeley, D.D. formerly Bishop of Cloyne : and an account of his philosophy. With many writings of Bishop Berkeley hitherto unpublished / by Alexander Campbell Fraser.-- [vii], viii-xviii, [2], 672, 12 p : frontis. (port.) ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : At the Clarendon Press, 1871
Notes: 12 p. of publisher’s advertisements at the end.-- Also issued with the author's edition of the works of George Berkeley .-- Includes index
Held by: Oxford

Book I
Notes: No more published
Held by: Oxford

The New Testament of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ / trans out of the original Greek; and with the former translations diligently compared and revised by His Majesty's special command.-- Oxford : University Press, 1871
Held by: British Library


Held by: Trinity College Dublin

Notes: Text in Greek, notes etc. in English
Held by: Aberdeen; Oxford

Held by: Edinburgh; Oxford

Held by: Southampton

Held by: Clarendon Press series

Held by: Oxford

Held by: National Library of Scotland

Held by: Cambridge

Held by: Clarendon Press series

Held by: Oxford

Held by: Oxford

Held by: Clarendon Press

Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library


Notes: Includes bibliographical references
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The Book of Common Prayer ... together with the Psalter or Psalms of David, pointed as they are to be sung or said in churches, and accented ... By the Rev. Thomas Helmore, etc. / LITURGIES ; Helmore, Thomas, Rev..-- Pages numbered in several sequences; 19 cm.-- Oxford: University Press; London:
Novello, Ewer & Co., [1872].
Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

The elements of inductive logic : designed mainly for the use of students in the universities / by Thomas Fowler.-- Second edition corrected and revised.-- xiii, [3], 344 p ; 18.-- Oxford : At the Clarendon press, M DCCC LXXII.-- Clarendon Press series
Notes: Spine title: Inductive logic
Held by: Oxford

Elly's choice, and what came of it. A story, etc. / ELLY.-- 8o.-- London; Oxford [printed] : Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, [1872].
Held by: British Library

Held by: National Library of Scotland

Held by: Edinburgh

Eusebiou tou pamphilau historias ekkleslastikes logoi deka : Eusebius' Ecclesiastical history according to the text of Burton / with an introduction by William Bright.-- l, 374 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1872
Notes: Includes index.-- Text in Greek: introduction in English
Held by: Birmingham

Notes: Includes index.-- No more published
Held by: Birmingham

Figures made easy, a first arithmetic book / Hensley, Lewis.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1872.-- Clarendon Press series
Held by: National Library of Scotland

The Holy Bible : containing the Old and New Testaments.-- 3vols in case.-- Oxford : University Press, 1872
Held by: British Library

The Holy Bible, containing the Old and New Testaments : translated out of the original tongues / and with the former translations diligently compared and revised ....-- 8vo.-- Oxford : pr. at the Univ. Pr., 1872
Held by: Manchester

Held by: British Library

Author: Combe, Thomas, M.A., Oxford University Printer
Title: In memoriam Thomae Combe, A.M., Ecclesiæ Sancti Barnabæ in Urbe Oxoniensi fundatoris, qui .. ex hac vita migravit die IV. Kal. Nov. A.S. MDCCCLXXII., etc. [Sermons and hymns.]
Imprint: [Oxford], 1872. -- Collation: 60.10.14.10p. 8--.
Country of publication: England. Languages: English, Latin
Location: British Library [Shelved at: 4903. eee.18.]
Reference number: nstc0152006
[NSTC]

A lexicon abridged from Liddell and Scott's Greek-English lexicon / Liddell, Henry George, 1811-1898 ; Scott, Robert, 1811-1887.-- Fifteenth edition ... revised.-- Oxford, 1872
Held by: Glasgow

Notes: Description based on : 1872.-- Issued in the June of that year
.-- On title page : ... "together with the decrees of Convocation and regulations of the Boards of Studies at present in force relating thereto."
.-- regular: annual
Held by: Oxford

Held by: British Library

Notes: Spine title: Textual criticism applied to the New Testament
Held by: Aberdeen ; Edinburgh ; Oxford

Author: Barbier de Montault, Xavier
Added entry: Oxford, University of Oxford, Official Institutions, Ashmolean Museum
Added entry: Simelli, C. B
Added entry: Westwood, John Obadiah
Subject: Museums _ In England & Wales [062]

Held by: British Library

La Sainte Bible, ou, l'Ancien et le Nouveau Testament : version de J.F. Ostervald / Durand, L.; Kirkpatrick, W. H.; Ostervald, Jean Frédéric, 1663-1747; British and Foreign Bible Society. -- Nouvelle édition revue. -- [1],856p ; 16cm. -- Oxford : imprimé à la typographie de l'Université pour la Société Biblique Britannique et Étrangère, 1872

Notes: The first part of the Old Testament (Genesis-Esther) is the text revised by W.H. Kirkpatrick, and examined and approved by the Paris Committee. After the outbreak of the Franco-Prussian war, L. Durand took up the Committee's task, and supervised the remainder of the revision

Held by: Cambridge


Held by: Register of Preservation Surrogates


Held by: Oxford

The satires of A. Persius Flaccus / with a translation and commentary by John Conington, to which is prefixed a lecture on the life and writings of Persius delivered at Oxford by the same author, January 1855 ; edited by H.Netleship. -- xxxii, 129p ; 23cm (8vo).-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1872. -- Clarendon Press series

Notes: Includes bibliographical references. -- Introductory matter and notes in English; text in Latin and English

Held by: Bristol ; Cambridge ; Glasgow
Select English works of John Wyclif / edited from original MSS. by Thomas Arnold.-- xxii, 545p.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1872
Vol. 3: Miscellaneous works
Held by: ULL

Selected Letters of Cicero. With notes for the use of schools by...
Constantine E. Prichard ... and Edward R. Bernard.-- pp. xv. 175. ;
8vo.-- Oxford, 1872.-- [Clarendon Press Series.]
Held by: British Library

Selected letters of Pliny / with notes for the use of schools by Constantine E. Prichard and Edward R. Bernard.-- 2v in 1.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1872
Notes: Includes a Life of Pliny
Held by: Glasgow

Author: Lucian, of Samosata
Sub-heading: Selections
Title: Selections from Lucian. With English notes. By E. Abbott.
(Exercises for retranslation.) Gr
Imprint: London; Oxford; Cambridge, 1872. -- Collation: 8v.
Added entry: Abbott, Evelyn, 1843-1901
Subject: Philosophy _ Pre-Socratic Greek [182]
Subject: Literature _ Greek _ Classical _ Miscellaneous Writings [888]
Country of publication: England. Language: Greek, Ancient [to 1453]
Locations: British Library [Shelved at: 8460. aaa.15.]; Bodleian Library
Reference number: nstc0466042
[NSTC]

Held by: National Library of Scotland

Notes: First published by Morris in 1867, in 1 volume covering
1250-1400.-- Uniform with the above, and lettered "Part III" is Skeat's "Specimens of English literature ... 1394-1579" (2d edition, 1879)
Held by: Oxford

Spenser : book II of the Faery queene / ed. by G.W. Kitchin.-- 2nd ed.-- p ; cm.-- Oxford : [s.n.], 1872.-- Clar. Pr. Ser
Held by: Edinburgh
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The Advancement of Learning. Edited by William Aldis Wright ... Second
Notes: First edition 1869.
Held by: British Library

The book of common prayer, and administration of the sacraments / according to the use of the Church of England: together with the Psalter ... and the Form and manner of making, ordaining, and consecrating of bishops, priests, and deacons.-- 318p ; 11cm.-- Oxford : printed at the University Press, sold at the Oxford University Press Warehouse ... London ..., 1873
Notes: 'Ruby 32mo' on title page
Held by: Trinity College Dublin

Notes: Includes index
Held by: Edinburgh ; Wellcome Library

Held by: Oxford

Councils and Ecclesiastical Documents relating to Great Britain and Ireland / Ed. ... by Arthur West Haddan, and William Stubbs.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1869-1873
Notes: vols. 1;2, pt. 1;3
Held by: British Library

Notes: Includes bibliographical references
Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Imperial College ; Leeds ; Manchester ; Nottingham

The elements of deductive logic : designed mainly for the use of junior students in the universities / by Thomas Fowler.-- Fifth edition corrected and revised.-- [v], vi-xvii, [3], 186, [2], 16 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : At the Clarendon Press, MDCCCLXXIII.-- Clarendon Press series
Notes: Publisher's advertisements, 16 p. at end.-- Spine title: Deductive logic
Held by: Oxford

part 1 / by Professors Sir W. Thomson and P. G. Tait

Notes: No more published
Held by: UCL (University College London)

An etymological dictionary of the French language / by A. Brachet; tr. by G. W. Kitchin.-- cxxvi, 376p ; 20cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1873.-- Clarendon press series
Held by: Edinburgh ; Leeds

Extracts from Livy, with English notes and maps / by H. Lee-Warner, M.A. Part II. Hannibal's campaign in Italy.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1873.-- Clarendon press series
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Book 1 / Edited by G. W. Kitchin
Held by: British Library

Notes: At head of title: Shakespeare. Select plays
Held by: Birmingham

Notes: "Authorities": v.1, p. xiv-xvi.-- History of France : down to the year 1453 .-- Includes index .-- Volume 1 has subtitle History of France : down to the year 1453
Held by: Leeds ; Oxford

Held by: Manchester

The Idylls and Epigrams commonly attributed to Theocritus / with English notes by Herbert Snow.-- 2nd ed.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1873.-- Clarendon Press series
Held by: Glasgow

The institutes of Justinian / ed. as a recension of the Institutes of Gaius by Thomas Erskine Holland.-- xxxvi, 240 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon press, 1873
Held by: Sheffield

Minna von Barnhelm, a comedy. (German Classics edited by C. A. Buchheim. vol. 3.) / Lessing, Gotthold Ephraim.-- pp. lxvii. 192. ; 8o.-- Oxford, 1873.-- [Clarendon Press Series.]
Held by: British Library
Notes: Includes index
Held by: Glasgow

Old English Homilies and Homiletic Treatises-Sawles Warde, and þe Wohunge of Ure Lauerd: Ureisuns of Ure Louerd and of Ure Lefdi, &c.-of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Edited from MSS. in the British Museum, Lambeth, and Bodleian libraries; with introduction, translation, and notes, by R. Morris. (Old English Homilies of the twelfth century. From the unique MS. B. 14. 52. in the Library of Trinity College Cambridge ... With three thirteenth-century hymns from MS. 54D. 4. 14 in Corpus Christi College Oxford, etc.) / London ; Morris, Richard, LL.D.-- 2 ser. ; 8o.-- London, Oxford [printed], 1868, 1873.-- [Early English Text Society. Original series. no. 29, 34, 53, etc.]
Held by: British Library

The orations of St. Athanasius : against the Arians according to the Benedictine text / with an account of his life by William Bright.-- xcvi, 258p ; 19cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1873
Notes: At head of title in Greek script: Tou Ἄγιου Αθανασίου κατὰ Ἀρείανον Λογοῖ [Romanised form].-- Introduction, notes and preliminaries in English; text in Greek
Held by: Edinburgh ; Trinity College Dublin ; ULL

Notes: Includes index
Held by: Oxford

Notes: In Latin and English
Held by: Birmingham ; Liverpool

Proper lessons to be read at Mattins and even song on the Sundays and other Holydays throughout the year / Church of England.-- Oxford : Printed at the University Press, 1873
Held by: British Library

Relations of law and equity as affected by the statute of uses / By Charles Neate.-- 1 p.b., 17 p ; 21 cm.-- Oxford : at the Clarendon press, 1873
Notes: Binder's title: Pamphlets by Charles Neate
Held by: Oxford

The scholar's arithmetic / Hensley, Lewis.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1873.-- Clarendon Press series
Held by: National Library of Scotland


Elements of law considered with reference to principles of general jurisprudence / by William Markby. -- 2nd ed. -- xii, 286,91p ; 19cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1874. -- Clarendon Press Series


Notes: With appendices

Held by: British Library

Held by: Oxford

Held by: Liverpool

Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

Held by: Liverpool

Held by: Birmingham

Held by: ULL
A first Latin reader / Nunns, Thomas Jackson.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1874.-- Clarendon press series
Held by: National Library of Scotland

The Form and Manner of ordaining Deacons and Priests, etc. / Liturgies.-- 8o.-- Oxford : S.P.C.K.; University Press, 1874.
Held by: British Library

Notes: English and Latin text.-- Includes bibliographical references and index
Held by: Glasgow ; King's College London ; Newcastle

Genealogical tables illustrative of modern history / by Hereford B. George.-- viii, 54 tables ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1874.-- Clarendon Press series
Held by: Oxford ; ULL

Greek-English Lexicon / Henry George Liddell.-- 16th Ed Abridged.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1874
Held by: British Library

Notes: At head of title: Shakespeare. Select plays
Held by: Oxford

Notes: Title on spine : Brachet's Historical French grammar.
Held by: Leeds ; Sheffield

The Holy Bible, containing the Old and New Testaments : translated out of the original tongues, and with the former translations diligently compared and revised, by His Majesty's special command / Durning-Lawrence, Edith Jane, Lady, 1844-1929 [former owner] ; Durning-Lawrence, Edwin, Sir, 1837-1914 [former owner] ; Hardcastle, Mrs [associated name] ; British and Foreign Bible Society.-- Unpaged ; 29cm.-- Oxford : Printed at the University Press for the British and Foreign Bible Society, 1874
Notes: "Appointed to be read in churches".-- Signatures: pi [superscript]2 A-4H[superscript]2 4I[superscript]2
Held by: ULL

Author: Bible
Sub-heading: English
Title: The Holy Bible, etc
Imprint: Oxford: S.P.C.K., 1874. -- Collation: 4~
Note: Version of 1611
  Held by: Aberdeen

  Notes: Bibliography: p. viii-xii
  Held by: Liverpool ; Manchester ; Nottingham ; Oxford

  Notes: No more published
  Held by: Oxford

The logic of Hegel / translated from the Encyclopaedia of the philosophical sciences, with prolegomena, by William Wallace.-- clxxxiv, 332, 15p ; 23cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1874
  Notes: Includes 15 page publisher's catalogue.-- Includes index
  Contents: Prolegomena - The logic of Hegel
  Held by: Cambridge ; Edinburgh ; Manchester ; Oxford

  Held by: British Library

  Held by: Edinburgh ; Manchester

  Held by: National Library of Scotland

The Prioresses Tale, Sire Thopas, the Monkes Tale, the Clerkes Tale, the Squieres Tale, from the Canterbury Tales. Edited by the Rev. Walter W. Skeat. / Chaucer, Geoffrey ; Skeat, Walter William, Professor of Anglo-Saxon at Cambridge.-- pp. lxxvi. 302. ; 8o.-- Oxford, 1874.-- [Clarendon Press Series.]
  Held by: British Library

The Prologue, the Knightes Tale, the Nonne Prestes Tale, from the Canterbury Tales. Edited by Rev. R. Morris ... Third edition. / Chaucer,
Quinti Horatii Flacci Opera omnia = the works of Horace / with a commentary by E.C. Wickham. -- 2v. ; 22 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1874-91. -- Clarendon press series

Contents: v. 1. The odes, Carmen seculare, and epodes. 2nd ed. 1877 -- v. 2. The satires, epistles and De arte poetica. 1891

Held by: Aberdeen ; Leeds ; Oxford


Notes: regular: annual

Held by: Oxford

Report of the Bodleian Construction Committee : together with Captain Galton's report and a letter from the Bodleian librarian / Bodleian Library.


Notes: "Appendix A. Report upon the requirements and capabilities of the Bodleian Library building drawn up at the request of the Bodleian Construction Committee by Captain Douglas Galton" -- P. [11]-35

Held by: Oxford


Notes: Satires in parallel Latin and English text, preface, Lecture and notes in English

Held by: Aberdeen ; Birmingham ; Leeds ; Manchester ; Oxford ; ULL

Second Public Examination / University of Oxford. -- v ; 21-29 cm. -- Oxford : At the Clarendon Press. -- Oxford University examination papers

Honour School of Literae Humaniores

Notes: Also has title: Second Public Examination. -- Issued by: the University of Oxford. -- Sometimes published as: Second Public Examination. School of Literae Humaniores. -- Title from cover

Held by: Oxford


Notes: English and Latin text

Held by: ULL
Select titles from the digest of Justinian / Justinian I, Emperor of the East, 483?-565 ; Holland, Thomas Erskine ; Shadwell, Charles Lancelot.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press
Part 3: Property law / ed. by T. E. Holland and C. L. Shadwell
Notes: Title Page missing
Held by: British Library

Select works / Burke ; edited with introduction and notes by E.J. Payne.-- 3v. ; 17 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1874-78
Notes: Contents: v.1. Thoughts on the present discontents ; The two speeches on America. New ed. with additions and corrections -- v.2. Reflections on the revolution in France -- [v.3] Four letters on the proposals for peace with the regicide Directory of France. New ed., rev
Held by: Cambridge

Selections from Berkeley. With an introduction and notes ... By Alexander Campbell Fraser. / Berkeley, George, Bishop of Cloyne ; Fraser, Alexander Campbell, Philosopher.-- pp. xxi. 358. ; 8o.-- Oxford, 1874.-- (Clarendon Press Series.)
Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

Shakespeare, select plays, the tempest / edited by William Aldis Wright, M.A.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1874.-- (Clarendon Press Series)
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Held by: British Library

The task, with Tirocinium, and selections from the minor poems, A.D. 1784-1799 / ed. with life and notes, by Henry Thomas Griffith.-- v ; (8vo).-- Oxford, 1874.-- (Clarendon Press Series)
Held by: Cambridge

The tempest / William Shakespeare ; ed. by William Aldis Wright.-- xx, 156 p ; 17 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1874.-- (Clarendon Press Series ; Shakespeare select plays
Held by: King's College London

Thesaurus entomologicus Oxoniensis : or, Illustrations of new, rare, and interesting insects, for the most part contained in the collections presented to the University of Oxford by the Rev. F.W. Hope ... with forty plates from drawings by the author / by J. O. Westwood.-- xxiv, 205 p., 40 pl. (part col.) : ill ; 35 cm.-- Oxford : At the Clarendon Press, 1874
Notes: "List of the entomological works of the Rev. F. W. Hope" : P. [xxii]-xxiv.-- "Obituary notice of the Rev. F. W. Hope ... by T. J. Pettigrew ...": p. [xvii]-xxi
The third book of St. Irenaeus, Bishop of Lyons, against heresies / with short notes and a glossary by Henry Deane.-- iv, 115 p ; 21 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1874
Notes: Includes bibliographical reference.-- Text in Latin and Greek with a preface and notes in English
Held by: Birmingham ; Leeds ; Oxford

Held by: Aberdeen ; Manchester

The vision of William concerning Piers the Plowman / by William Langland (or Langley) according to the version rev. and enl. by the author about A.D. 1377 ; edited by the Rev. Walter Skeat.-- 2d ed.-- xlvi, 211 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : At the Clarendon Press, 1874.-- Clarendon Press series
Held by: Oxford

The works of ... Joseph Butler / to which is prefixed, a preface, giving some account of the character and writings of the author by Samuel Halifax.-- 2 v ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1874
Notes: Contents: v. 1 The analogy of religion, natural and revealed, to the constitution and course of nature. Of personal identity. Of the nature of virtue -- v. 2. Sermons
Held by: Manchester

The works of that learned and judicious divine, Mr. Richard Hooker : with an account of his life and death / by Isaac Walton ; arranged by the rev. John Keble ... [etc.]-- Sixth edition.-- 3 v ; facsim, geneal table ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1874
Held by: Leeds

Notes: One of the "Oxford Greek Texts, with notes."
Held by: British Library
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Held by: Oxford

The book of common prayer, and administration of the sacraments, and other rites and ceremonies of the church, according to the use of the Church of England : together with the psalter or psalms of David, pointed as they are to be sung or said in churches / Church of England.-- 4to.-- Oxford : pr. at the University Pr., [c. 1875]
Held by: Manchester

Notes: Arabic text; introduction in English.-- Based on a unique complete ms. dated 1421, and two incomplete mss., the Rouen Ms. and the Oxford Ms.-- Includes bibliographical references.-- Title in Arabic at head of t.p

Held by: UCL (University College London)

The Book of Proverbs, etc. / BIBLE.-- pp. 68. ; 32o.-- Oxford : University Press, 1875.

Held by: British Library

A complete collection of the protests of the Lords: with historical introductions / Edited from the journals of the Lords by James E. Thorold Rogers.-- 3v. ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1875

Notes: Contents: --v. I. 1624-1741.--v. II. 1741-1825.--v. III. 1826-1874

Held by: Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Oxford ; Southampton


Notes: Includes an index in volume 3

Held by: Oxford ; ULL

The Dialogues of Plato / translated into English, with analyses and introductions, by B. Jowett.-- 2nd ed / rev. and corrected throughout, with additions and an index of subjects and proper names.-- 5v. ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1875

Notes: English

Held by: Aberdeen ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Liverpool ; Manchester ; Oxford ; ULL

E Palaia Diatheke Kata Tous Ebdomekonta.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press

vol 2

Held by: British Library


v. 1

Held by: British Library]]

The elements of deductive logic : designed mainly for the use of junior students in the universities / by Thomas Fowler.-- Sixth edition corrected and revised.-- [v], vi-xvii, [3], 186, [2], 16 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : At the Clarendon Press, MDCCCLXXV.-- Clarendon press series

Notes: Publisher's advertisements, 16 p. at end.-- Spine title: Deductive logic

Held by: Oxford

English poems / by John Milton ; edited with life, introduction, and selected notes by R.C. Browne.-- New ed.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press,
1875.-- Clarendon Press series. English Classics
Vol.2
Held by: Birmingham

Extracts from Livy, with English notes and maps / by H. Lee-Warner, M.A.
Part III. The Macedonian War.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1875.-- Clarendon press series
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Fifth Greek-Reader. Part 1. Selections from Greek ... poetry, with introductions and notes by E. Abbott. / Abbott, Evelyn.-- pp. vi. 333. ; 8o.-- Oxford, 1875.-- [Clarendon Press Series.]
Held by: British Library

A First Latin Exercise Book. / Allen, John Barrow.-- pp. xi. 211. ; 8o.-- Oxford, 1875.-- [Clarendon Press Series.]
Held by: British Library

Held by: National Library of Scotland

Held by: National Library of Scotland

Græcæ grammaticæ rudimenta [signed C.W.] / [Wordsworth, Charles bp. of St. Andrews.].-- Ed. 18a.-- Oxon., 1875.-- cm.17
Held by: Oxford
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Held by: Cambridge

Schiller's Egmonts Leben und Tod ; Belagerung von Antwerpen / edited with English notes, etc. by C.A. Buchheim.-- xx, 140p ; 18cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1880.-- Clarendon press series : German classics ; v. 4
Notes: German text with English introduction and notes by C. A. Buchheim
Held by: Leeds
Selections from Addison’s papers contributed to the Spectator / Addison, Joseph ; Arnold, Thomas [Editor].-- 2nd ed.-- Oxford : Clarendon, 1878.-- Spectator
Held by: Aberdeen

Held by: National Library of Scotland

Notes: Text in Greek; preliminary matters and notes in English.-- "The text of the History is reprinted from Prof. Hussey's edition of 1853 ... some changes have been made ..." Introd
Held by: King's College London

Sturlunga saga : including the Islendinga saga of lawman Sturla Thordsson and other works / edited with prolegomena, appendices, tables, indices, and maps by Gudbrand Vigfusson.-- v. : 2 maps (1 fold.) 2 facsim., geneal. tables ; 23 cm, 2 + Folded map in pocket of v. 2.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1878
Notes: Map in pocket of v.2
Contents: v. 1. Preface.--Prolegomena.--Sturlunga saga: I. Tháttr af Geirmundi Heljar-skinni.--II. Thórgils saga ok Hafilda.--III. Sturlu saga, also called Heidarvigs saga.--IV. Gudmundar saga Góða, also called Prestz-saga Gudmundar.--V. Gudmundar saga Dyra, also called Onundar-brennu saga.--VI. Hrafns saga ok Thórvalds.--VII. Islendinga saga / by Sturla Thórðsson.--v. 2. VIII. Islendinga saga [cont’d] (Saga Thórdar Sighvatssobar Kakala.--Saga Svínfellinga, or saga Ormssona.-- Thorgils saga Skarda).--Appendices.--Indices.--Tables of genealogies of the 12th and 13th centuries
Held by: Glasgow ; King's College London
Notes: Text in Greek
Held by: Birmingham

Notes: German and English on opposing pages
Held by: Cambridge
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Addison : selections from Addison’s papers contributed to the Spectator / edited, with introduction and notes, by Thomas Arnold.-- xxx, 528 p ; 17 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1879
Notes: Includes index
Held by: Edinburgh ; Oxford

Held by: British Library


Notes: Contents: 1. Life prefixed to the commentary of Valerius Probus -- 2. Life by Suetonius, originally prefixed to the commentary by Aelius Donatus, and usually attributed to him -- 3. Life prefixed to the commentary of Servius -- 4. Life taken from the mss. known as Bernenses 172 (saec. X), 167 (saec IX-X) -- Essay on the poetry of Vergil in connection with his life and times

Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Manchester ; Oxford


Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland

Author: Aristophanes, the Poet, c.448-385 B.C
Sub-heading: Single Works. Nubes. Greek
Title: Aristophanes. The Clouds. With introduction and notes by W. W. Merry
Added entry: Merry, William Walter
Subject: Literature _ Literary Criticism [809.01]
Subject: Literature _ Greek _ Classical _ Drama [882]
Country of publication: England. Languages: English, Greek, Ancient [to 1453]
Locations: British Library [Shelved at: 12205. o.23.]; National Library, Edinburgh; Harvard University Library
Reference number: nstc0021151 [NSTC]

Aristotelian studies / Wilson, John Cook, 1849-1915.-- 81 p ; 24 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press

1: On the structure of the seventh book of the Nicomachean Ethics, chapters I-X / by J. Cook Wilson
Notes: On the structure of the seventh book of the Nicomachean Ethics, chapters I-X

Held by: Birmingham ; Oxford

Author: Bible
Sub-heading: Appendix. Miscellaneous
Title: Helps to the Study of the Bible. [Edited by James Ridgway.]
Added entry: Ridgway, James, B.D
Held by: Oxford

Notes: Includes index
Held by: Oxford

Author: Liturgies
Sub-heading: Church of England. Common Prayer
Title: The Prayer Book Interleaved
Added entry: Beamont, William John, 1828-1868
Added entry: Browne, Edward Harold, successively Bishop of Ely and of Winchester
Added entry: Campion, William Magan
Subject: Worship _ The Book of Common Prayer [264.05]

The Gospel according to Saint Matthew : Translated out of the original Greek: and with the former translations diligently compared and revised, by His Majesty's special command : appointed to be read in churches / British and Foreign Bible Society.-- Unpaged ; 12cm (Brevier 32mo).-- Oxford : University Press, 1879
Notes: In double column format.-- "Printed for the British and Foreign Bible Society"
Held by: Cambridge

Notes: "Embracing all the tenses and by the Greek writers, with references
to the passages in which they are found."
Held by: Oxford

A Historical Grammar of the French Tongue ... Translated by G. W. Kitchin. / Brachet, Auguste ; Toynbee, Paget Jackson.-- pp. xvi. 211. ; 8o.-- Oxford, 1879.-- [Clarendon Press Series.]
Held by: Oxford

Notes: Includes bibliographical references
Held by: Liverpool ; Manchester ; Nottingham ; Oxford

Held by: Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Nottingham ; Oxford ; Sheffield

Notes: "The first edition of this work was printed in the year 1780; and first published in 1789
Held by: Aberdeen ; Leeds ; Liverpool ; Manchester ; Oxford

Lapidarium walliae : the early inscribed and sculptured stones of Wales / Delinated and described by J. O. Westwood.-- 246 p., 101 plates : illus ; 30 cm.-- Oxford [Eng.] : Printed at the University Press for the Cabrian Archaeological Assoc., 1876-1879
Held by: Manchester

A Latin dictionary : founded on Andrews' edition of Freund's Latin dictionary / revised, enlarged, and in great part rewritten by Charlton T. Lewis and Charles Short.-- Revised, enlarged, and in great part rewritten by Charlton T. Lewis and Charles Short.-- 2019p ; 26cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1879.-- 0198642016 ; 8291019193
Notes: First published in 1850 under title: A copious and critical Latin-English lexicon
Held by: Bristol ; Cambridge ; Durham ; Glasgow ; King's College London ; National Library of Scotland ; Newcastle ; SAS ; Warwick

A lexicon abridged from Liddell and Scott's Greek-English lexicon / Liddell, Henry George ; Scott, Robert.-- 18th ed., carefully revised throughout.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1879
Held by: Liverpool

Luciani Vera historia / edited with introduction and notes for the use of
middle forms in school by C.S. Jerram.-- xxiii, 73 p ; 17 cm.-- Oxford : At
the Clarendon Press, 1879.-- Clarendon Press series
Notes: Greek text.-- Includes index
Held by: Oxford

M. Tullii Ciceronis de oratore libri tres. With introduction and notes by
Augustus S. Wilkins. / Cicero, Marcus Tullius ; Wilkins, Augustus
Held by: British Library

Magna carta Regis Johannis, xv. die juni, MCCXV, anno regni XVII.-- 15p ;
29cm.-- Oxonii [Oxford] : E Typographeo Clarendoniano, 1879
Notes: Cover title
Held by: Manchester

Nalopákhyánam : Story of Nala, an episode of the Mahábhárata: the Sanskrit
text, with a copious vocabulary and an improved version of Dean Milman's
translation, by Monier Williams / Milman, Henry Hart, 1791-1868
[Translator] ; Monier-Williams, Monier, Sir, 1819-1899.-- 2nd ed / rev. and
Notes: Text and translation on opposite pages
Held by: Oxford ; Wellcome Library

The New Testament in English / according to the version by John Wycliffe
about A.D. 1380 and revised by John Purvey about A.D. 1388 ; formerly edited
by Josiah Forshall and Frederic Madden.-- xxiii, 541 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford :
Clarendon Press, 1879
Notes: "The version of the N.T. printed in this vol. is a reprint of the
later of the two Wycliffite versions ... ed. by Josiah Forshall and Frederic
Madden, Oxford, at the Univ. Press, 1850 ...."
Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield ;
Trinity College Dublin ; ULL

Odyssey / Homer ; with introduction, notes, etc. by W.W. Merry.-- 2v. ;
Notes: 40th thousand (Vol. 2, 13th thousand)
Held by: Cambridge

On the structure of the seventh book of the Nicomachean ethics, chapters I-X
/ by J. Cook Wilson.-- 81p + 9 tables (Greek text) folded in back cover ;
24cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1879.-- Aristotelian studies ; no.1
Held by: UCL (University College London)

The pilgrim's progress : Grace abounding, and A relation of his imprisonment
/ Bunyan ; edited with biographical introduction and notes by Edmund
Notes: Includes reproductions of original title pages
Held by: Oxford

Principles of the English law of contract / by Sir William R. Anson.-- xxxi,
Notes: "Addenda et corrigenda" slip inserted.-- Includes bibliographical
references and index
Held by: Edinburgh

The Psalms in Hebrew without points.-- 112 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon, 1879
Held by: Oxford

Notes: Translated by various oriental scholars.-- Vol.50: A general index to the names and subject matter; compiled by M. Winternitz; with a preface by A.A. Macdonell
Held by: Glasgow ; King's College London ; Newcastle
Part 1: The Shū king, the religious portions of the Shih King, the Hsiào king
Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh
The sacred laws of the Aryas as taught in the schools of Ṭapastamba, Guatama, Vāsiṣṭha, and Bauḍhāyana / translated by Georg Bühler.-- lvi, 312p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1879.-- The Sacred books of the East ; v.2
Pt.1: Ṭapastamba and Gautama
Held by: Birmingham ; Manchester ; Sheffield

Second Greek reader : selections from Herodotus and Xenophon with introductions, notes, and vocabulary / by A. M. Bell.-- 295 p ; (8vo).-- Oxford : Clarendon pr., 1879
Held by: Cambridge

Held by: Trinity College Dublin

Selections from Berkeley. With an introduction and notes ... By Alexander Campbell Fraser. / Berkeley, George, Bishop of Cloyne ; Fraser, Alexander Campbell, Philosopher.-- Second edition., revised and enlarged...-- pp. xlviii. 366.-- Oxford, 1879.-- [Clarendon Press Series.]
Held by: British Library

Notes: List of the manuscripts of Sophocles: pref. v. 1, p. xvii-xxiv
Held by: UCL (University College London)

Statuta Universitatis Oxoniensis / [University of Oxford].-- xvi, 402 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon, 1879

A treatise on counterpoint, canon and fugue, based upon that of Cherubini / Ouseley, Frederick Arthur Gore ; Cherubini, Luigi.-- Oxford : Clarendon, 1879


The Upanishads / translated by F. Max Müller.-- 2 v. ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : The Clarendon press, 1879-84.-- Sacred books of the East ; 1, 15


A treatise on counterpo / Ouseley, Frederick Arthur Gore ; Cherubini, Luigi.


The Upanishads. Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield

Held by: British Library

Notes: Text in Greek, other material in English
Held by: Birmingham

Held by: Birmingham

Notes: With the ownership name of Thurairajah Tambimuttu, i.e. M. J. Tambimuttu.
Held by: British Library

Held by: Oxford
Held by: British Library

Held by: Oxford

Author: Aristophanes, the Poet, c.448-385 B.C
Sub-heading: Single Works. Acharnenses. Greek
Title: Aristophanes. The Acharnians. With introduction, notes, and a dialectical glossary, by W. W. Merry
Added entry: Merry, William Walter
Subject: Language _ Greek _ Classical _ Dictionaries [483]
Subject: Literature _ Literary Criticism [809.01]
Subject: Literature _ Greek _ Classical _ Drama [882]
Country of publication: England. Languages: English, Greek, Ancient [to 1453]
Locations: British Library [Shelved at: 12205. o.13.]; Cambridge University Library, Main Catalogue; National Library, Edinburgh; Harvard University Library; Bodleian Library
Reference number: nstc0021101 [NSTC]

Author: Aristophanes, the Poet, c.448-385 B.C
Sub-heading: Single Works. Nubes. Greek
Title: Aristophanes. The Clouds. With introduction and notes by W. W. Merry
Added entry: Merry, William Walter
Subject: Literature _ Literary Criticism [809.01]
Subject: Literature _ Greek _ Classical _ Drama [882]
Country of publication: England. Languages: English, Greek, Ancient [to 1453]
Location: Harvard University Library [Shelved at: Ga 110.435]
Reference number: nstc0870437 [NSTC]

The book of common prayer, and administration of the sacraments / according to the use of the Church of England, together with the proper lessons for Sundays and other Holy-days.-- [1344]p ; 13.6cm ; A\20 B-2\16 2\14.-- Oxford : printed at the University Press; London: Henry Frowde, Oxford University Press Warehouse ..., [ca. 1880]
Notes: Contents include the New Testament proper lessons.-- Imperfect: lacks Y1. -- Title on spine: Church services
Held by: Trinity College Dublin

The Book of Common Prayer, and administration of the Sacraments, and other rites and ceremonies of the Church, according to the use of the Church of England: together with the Psalter or Psalms of David, pointed as they are to be sung or said in Churches; and the form and manner of making, ordaining, and consecrating of Bishops, Priests, and Deacons / Church of England.-- 1v.; 22 cm.-- Oxford : University Press, for the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, [1880?]
Notes: Rebound and interleaved, with extensive manuscript annotations
Held by: National Library of Scotland

The Canons of the first four general councils of Nicaea, Constantinople, Ephesus, and Chalcedon / Catholic Church; Council of Nicaea (1st: 325); Council of Constantinople (1st: 381); Council of Ephesus (431); Council of Chalcedon (451).-- [New ed.].-- 47 p; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon, 1880
Notes: Errata slip inserted. -- Texts of the canons in Greek
Held by: Edinburgh

Catalogue of periodicals contained in the Bodleian Library / Bodleian Library.-- 2v.; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Bodleian Library, 1878-1880
Notes: Contents: pt.1. English periodicals
Held by: Oxford
part 111: Foreign periodicals etc.
Held by: British Library

The commentaries of C. Julius Cæsar the Civil War / edited by Charles E. Moberly.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1880
Held by: British Library

Held by: Leeds; Trinity College Dublin

A complete concordance to the Odyssey and Hymns of Homer : to which is added a concordance to the parallel passages in the Iliad, Odyssey and Hymns / by Henry Dunbar.-- New ed., completely rev. and enl. / by Benedetto Marzullo.-- iv, 419 p; 29 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1880
Notes: Includes bibliographical references. -- Text in Greek, preface and notes in English
Held by: Birmingham; Leeds; Manchester; Oxford

Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index
Held by: Glasgow
Held by: British Library]

Held by: St. Andrews Sp.Col.

The elements of deductive logic : designed mainly for the use of junior students in the universities / by Thomas Fowler.-- 7th edition, corrected and revised.-- [v], vi-xiii, [3], 188, 16 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : At the Clarendon Press ; [London] : [Henry Frowde], 1880.-- Clarendon Press series
Notes: Additional publisher information facing title page.-- Publisher's advertisements on 16 p. at end.-- Spine title: Deductive logic
Held by: Oxford

The elements of jurisprudence / by Thomas Erskine Holland.-- xi, 312 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : The Clarendon Press, 1880
Held by: Edinburgh ; Southampton

English plant names from the tenth to the fifteenth century / by John Earle.-- cxii, 122 p ; 16 cm.-- Oxford : At the Clarendon press, 1880
Held by: Liverpool ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Wellcome Library
[[English Plant Names from the tenth to the fifteenth century / Earle, John, M.A., Rector of Swanswick.-- pp.cxii.122 ; 16[degree].-- Oxford, 1880
Held by: Register of Preservation Surrogates]]

Vol.2
Held by: Birmingham
Held by: Liverpool]]
Held by: National Library of Scotland

An inquiry into the nature and causes of the wealth of nations / by Adam Smith ; edited by James E. Thorold Rogers.-- Second edition.-- 2v., xlvi, 423p, viii, 594p ; 23cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon, 1880
Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index
Held by: Leeds ; Oxford

The Institutes of Vishnu. Translated by Julius Jolly. / VISHNU ; Jolly, Julius Ernst.-- pp. xxxvii. 316. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1880.-- [Sacred Books of the East. vol. 7.]
Held by: British Library

International law / by William Edward Hall.-- xx, 743 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon press, 1880
Notes: "Chapter IV of part I and chapters II-XI of part IV ... are a reprint, with some additions and modifications of form, of a work on the 'Rights and duties of neutrals', published by the author in 1874."
Held by: Edinburgh ; Trinity College Dublin

Notes: German text, English introduction and notes
Held by: Birmingham

Italy and her invaders / by Thomas Hodgkin.-- 8v. : front. (part col.) plates, map, plan, geneal. tables ; 22 1/2 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1880-1899
Notes: "Authorities" at the head of each chapter
v. 1. The Visigothic invasion. 1880.--v. 2. The Hunnish invasion. The Vandal invasion and the Herulian mutiny. 1880.--v. 3 The Ostrogothic invasion, 476-535. 1885.--v. 4. The imperial restoration, 535-553. 1885.--v. 5. The Lombard invasions, 553-600. 1895.--v. 6. The Lombard kingdom, 600-744. 1895.--v. 7. Frankish invasions, 744-774. 1899.--v. 8. Frankish empire, 774-814. 1899
Held by: Leeds ; Liverpool ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Southampton ; ULL ; Wellcome Library

A Latin dictionary : founded on Andrews' edition of Freund's Latin dictionary / Lewis, Charlton Thomas, 1834-1904
Notes: [First published in 1879.].-- Includes bibliography : p. xiii-xiv
Held by: Oxford ; ULL

Lectures on art : delivered before the University of Oxford in Hilary term,

Notes: Contents: Inaugural -- The relation of art to religion -- The relation of art to morals -- The relation of art to use -- Line -- Light -- Colour

Held by: Leeds ; Oxford

Vol.3: Minna von Barnhelm: a comedy / ed. with English notes by C.A. Buchheim ; by Lessing

Notes: Previous ed., 1876

Held by: Trinity College Dublin

Luciani Vera historia / edited with introduction and notes for the use of middle forms in school by C.S. Jerram.-- 2nd ed.-- xxiii, 77 p ; 17 cm.-- Oxford : At the Clarendon Press, 1880

Notes: First ed. 1879.-- Greek text .-- Includes index

Held by: Oxford


Held by: Oxford

Minna von Barnhelm : a comedy / by Lessing ; edited with English notes, etc. by C.A. Buchheim.-- 3d ed., rev.-- xxi, 194 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1880.-- German classics ; v. 3

Notes: At head of title: Clarendon Press series

Held by: SAS

Modern athletics and Greek art / Ramsay, W.M.-- Oxford : Oxford University Press, 188-

Held by: Aberdeen


Held by: Register of Preservation Surrogates

The Old and the New Creeds, on the belief of the Apostles and of the Popes contrasted. / Jenkins, Robert Charles.-- Bo.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press,

Notes: Spine title: Textual criticism applied to the New Testament

Held by: Edinburgh

Pahlavi texts / translated by E.W. West. -- 5v. ; 23 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1880. -- The sacred books of the East ; v.18

Notes: 1: The Bundahis; Bahman Yast; and Shayast La-Shayast. 2: The Dadistan-i Dinik and the Epistles of Manuskihar. 3: Dina-i Mainog-i Khirad; Sikand-Gumanik Vigar; Sad Dar. 5: Marvels of Zoroastrianism


Held by: Liverpool ; Oxford


Notes: Includes bibliographical references and indexes

Held by: Oxford


v. 2

Held by: British Library


Held by: British Library

Author: Aeschylus

Sub-heading: Single works. Prometheus Vinctus. Greek and English

Title: Prometheus bound. With introduction and notes by A. O. Prickard


Added entry: Prickard, Arthur Octavius

Subject: Literature _ Greek _ Classical _ Drama [882]

Country of publication: England. Languages: English, Greek, Ancient [to 1453]

Location: Harvard University Library [Shelved at: EducT 21205.690.878]

Reference number: nstc0846177 [NSTC]


Notes: Includes index (v.9)

Contents: Pt. 1. Chapters 1-16 -- Pt. 2. Chapters 17-114

Held by: Leeds ; Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin
A review of the doctrine of the Eucharist : with four charges to the clergy of Middlesex connected with the same subject / by Daniel Waterland, forming parts of vols. iv and v of his collected works ; with a preface by the Lord Bishop of London.-- xii, 615 p ; 21 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1880
Notes: Doctrine of the Eucharist.-- Includes bibliographical references
-- Spine title: The doctrine of the Eucharist
 Held by: Birmingham ; Nottingham

La Sainte Bible qui comprend l'Ancien et le Nouveau Testament traduits sur les textes originaux hébreu et grec / par Louis Segond.-- xiv, 792, vii, 204,[8] p : col. maps ; 17 cm.-- Oxford, Lausanne, Paris, etc. : de l'imprimerie de l'Université, 1880
Notes: After completing his version of the Old Testament, first published in 1874, Segond began to translate the New Testament, so as to produce a homogeneous Bible. This he finished and published in 1890. His complete Bible was printed at Oxford in the same year, in a large edition of 50,000 copies.-- A note entitled 'Histoire abrégée des Juifs pendant l'intervalle compris entre l'Ancien et le Nouveau Testament' is inserted after Malachi. With two indexes
 Held by: Cambridge

Schiller's Egmont's Leben und Tod ; Belagerung von Antwerpen / edited with English notes, etc. by C.A. Buchheim.-- xx, 140p ; 18cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1880.-- Clarendon press series : German classics ; v. 4
Notes: German text with English introduction and notes by C. A. Buchheim
 Held by: Leeds

 Held by: Leeds

The scholar's arithmetic / by Lewis Hensley.-- xvi, 314p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1880.-- Clarendon Press series
Notes: Includes index
 Held by: Leeds ; Manchester

Second Public Examination / University of Oxford.-- v ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : At the Clarendon Press.-- Oxford University examination papers
Honour School of Natural Science
Notes: Issued by: the University of Oxford
 Held by: Oxford

Notes: Texts in Latin with introduction in English
Contents: De Spiritu et Littera -- De Natura et Gratia, ad Timasium et Jacobum, contra Pelagium -- De Perfectione Justitiae Hominis -- De Gestis Pelagii, ad Aureliam episcopum -- De Gratia Christi et de Peccato Originali contra Pelagium et Coelestium -- Contra duas Epistolas Pelagianorum -- Concilium Arausicanum Secundum, de Gratia et Libero Arbitrio
 Held by: Birmingham ; Nottingham ; Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin
Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh

Notes: "Examples"--p. [197]-391
Held by: Edinburgh ; Oxford ; Sheffield

A treatise on statics : containing the fundamental principles of electrostatics and elasticity / by George M. Minchin. -- 2nd ed., corr. and enl.-- x, 518 p ; ill ; 23cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1880. -- Clarendon Press series
Notes: Spine title: "Statics"
Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Manchester ; Sheffield

The Zend-Avesta / Darmesteter, James ; Darmesteter, James, 1849-1894 ; Mills, Lawrence Heyworth, 1837-1918. -- 3v ; 22 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1880-87. -- The Sacred books of the East ; v. 4, 23, 31
Notes: Introduction (by J. Darmesteter): v. 1, p. [xi]-cii
Held by: Liverpool
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Dhammapada... Etc / edited by F. Max Mueller. -- Oxford, 1881
Held by: Cambridge

Held by: Cambridge

Agamemnon / Aeschylus ; with introduction and notes by A. Sidgwick. -- xxiii, 146 p ; 17 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1881. -- Clarendon Press series
Notes: Also has title: Aeschylus Agamemnon.-- Includes index
Held by: Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin

ANECDOTA. -- 4o.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1881, etc.
Held by: British Library
[[Anecdota Oxoniensia : texts, documents, and extracts chiefly from MSS in the Bodleian and other libraries. -- v ; cm. -- Oxford : [s.n.], 1881-
Notes: Aryan series.-- Classical series .-- Mediaeval & modern series .-- Semitic series
Contents: No. 1, Classical series (pts. 1-11 in 3) -- No. 2, Semitic series (pts. 1-11 in 4) -- No. 3, Aryan series (pts. 1-9 in 4) -- No. 4, Mediaeval & modern series (pts. 1-14 in 5)
Held by: Edinburgh]]
Aspects of poetry : being lectures delivered at Oxford / Shairp, John Campbell, 1819-1885
Notes: Original blue cloth, with gold lettering and gold lines on spine, and black border lines on upper and lower covers, grey endpapers, top edges uncut, others trimmed (ED/U-1: 7003)
Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield

Notes: Text in Greek, Latin and English; introduction and commentary in English
Held by: St. Andrews Sp.Col.

The Books of Job, Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and the Song of Solomon, according to the Wycliffite version made by Nicholas de Hereford ... and revised by John Purvey ... Formerly edited by the Rev. Josiah Forshall ... and Sir Frederic Madden ... and now reprinted. [With an introduction by W. W. Skeat.] / BIBLE ; Forshall, Josiah ; Hereford, Nicholas de ; Madden, Sir Frederic, Keeper of Manuscripts, British Museum ; Purvey, John ; Skeat, Walter William, Professor of Anglo-Saxon at Cambridge ; Wiclif, John.-- pp. xi. 300. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1881.
Held by: British Library

Buddhist suttas / translated from Pâli by T.W. Rhys Davids.-- xlviii, 313 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1881.-- Sacred books of the East ; v. 11
Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index
Held by: Birmingham ; Leeds ; Manchester ; Oxford

Buddhist texts from Japan / Müller, F. Max (Friedrich Max), 1823-1900.-- 46, 4 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press.-- Anecdota oxoniensia. Aryan series ; v. 1, pt. 1
Notes: Includes bibliographical references. -- Text in Sanscrit, apparatus criticus in English. -- Vagrakkhedikâ, the diamond cutter
Held by: Glasgow

Held by: Bristol

A catalogue of Japanese and Chinese books and manuscripts lately added to
the Bodleian library / prepared by Bunyiu Najio.-- 1 p. b., 28 col ; 28 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon press, 1881
Notes: "1. Collection made by Mr. A. Wylie in Japan bought by the ... library. 2. Collection presented by the Japanese govt. to Mr. S. Amos. 3. Collection made by Max Müller ... presented by him to the .. library."
Held by: Oxford

Held by: Manchester

Notes: Second edition of the "Bedford catalogue" published in 1844 as vol.2 of the Cycle of celestial objects.
Held by: Birmingham

Notes: Each part has a separate title page.-- Series edited by F. Max Müller.-- Sutta-nipâta
Held by: Leeds

Donations to the Bodleian Library during the year ending Nov. 8, 1881 / Bodleian Library.-- 32 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, [1881]
Held by: Oxford

Ecclesiastical history according to the text of Burton / with an introduction by William Bright.-- Oxford : Clarendon, 1881
Held by: Sheffield

Egmont : a tragedy / Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von, 1749-1832 ; Buchheim, Carl Adolf [Editor].-- 3rd ed.-- Oxford : Clarendon, 1881.-- German classics ; 1
Notes: German text with English notes
Held by: Aberdeen ; Birmingham

Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index.-- Publisher's advertisements 34, [8] p at end
Held by: Birmingham ; Cambridge ; Edinburgh ; Imperial College ; Leeds ; Liverpool ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield

Eusebiou tou pamphilou histories ekklesiastikes logoi deka = Eusebius' ecclesiastical history, according to the text of Burton / with an introduction by William Bright. -- 2nd ed. -- lii, 374 p ; 20 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1881

Notes: Eusebius' ecclesiastical history. -- Includes bibliographical references and index. -- Text in Greek with commentary and notes in English

Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Oxford


Notes: Last leaf = Ee2. -- Printed in Franklin type, dull gold letters within a plain border, on dark olive green paper. -- This is the 'Golden Gospel' of which only three copies were printed. An extract from 'The Oxford University Press' pasted within the cover explains the circumstances. This copy was reserved by the secretary to the Delegates of the Press, Dr. Bartholomew Price, Master of Pembroke College whose son presented it to the BH Library. 'A representative of the most restricted issue and actually the rarest book produced at Oxford since the fifteenth century.'

Held by: Cambridge

Author: Arnold, Matthew, 1822-1888
Sub-heading: Single Works
Original title: [Thyrsis]
Title: Greek verse [tr. of part of M. Arnold's Thyrsis] by C. Cookson.
(Gaisford prize.)
Added entry: Cookson, Christopher, the Younger
Subject: Education _ Higher Education; Universities [378]
Subject: Literature _ English _ Poetry [821]
Subject: Literature _ Greek _ Classical _ Poetry [881]
Country of publication: England. Language: Greek, Ancient [to 1453]
Location: Bodleian Library [Shelved at: 280 e.1374(7)]
Reference number: nstc0862737 [NSTC]


Notes: A note on p. viii that parallel references have been added "in reprinting this volume" is dated Jan. 1, 1882. -- A reprint (from the same typesetting, but with parallel references added in the margins) of the small-type Oxford edition of 1881 (D. & M. 4917): an edition which was "intended to serve as a companion to the Revised English Testament of 1881 ... The Greek text here presented is that given in Stephanus' edition of 1550, so altered as to incorporate the readings presumably adopted by the Revisers. An apparatus at the foot of the page presents the readings of Stephanus thus displaced, and also records the differences between Stephanus' text and that presumed to underlie the A.V. ... Edited by Edwin Palmer" (D. & M. at no. 4916). -- The first 3 words of the title are in
Greek type
Held by: Cambridge

Notes: Includes index
Held by: Oxford

Notes: Contents: v. 1. B.C. 58-A.D. 1453.--v. 2. 1453-1624.--v. 3. 1624-1792
Held by: Edinburgh ; Liverpool

The Holy Bible : containing the Old and New Testaments / translated out of the original tongues and with the former translations diligently compared and revised by His Majesty's special command.-- 1216 p ; 27 cm.-- Oxford : Oxford University Press, 1881
Notes: Appointed to be read in churches.-- Printed for the British and Foreign Bible Society
Held by: Oxford

The Holy Bible containing the Old and New Testaments : translated out of the original tongues: and with the former translations diligently compared and revised, by His Majesty's special command / Griffiths, D. N. (David Nigel), 1927- ; Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge (Great Britain).-- 204,1000p ; 18cm (Nonpareil 8vo. Refs).-- Oxford : University Press, [?1881]
Notes: Bound with the Book of Common Prayer, OUP [1881].-- "Printed for the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge".-- Titles and text printed within red rules with crosses at corners, chapter heading summaries also in red
Held by: Cambridge

The Holy Bible : containing the Old and New Testaments : translated out of the original tongues : being the version set forth A.D. 1611 compared with the most ancient authorities and revised / American Committee of Revision.-- 5v ; 26cm.-- Oxford : At the University Press, 1881-1885
Notes: "Pico royal 8vo.".-- "Printed for the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge.".-- "Published by Henry Frowde ... C.J. Clay ... London. This edition is authorized by the American Committee of Revision"--half title, verso.-- Vol. 5 (New Testament) has special t.p., which reads: The New Testament of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ translated out of the Greek. Cambridge : At the University Press, 1881
Held by: Manchester

Held by: British Library
  Held by: British Library

The liturgy and ritual of the Celtic church / by F. E. Warren.-- xix, 291 p
  : front. (facsim.) ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : The Clarendon Press, 1881
  Notes: "Authorities cited" : p. [xii]-xix
  Held by: Aberdeen ; Liverpool ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield ; Trinity College Dublin ; ULL

  Notes: Text in Latin, introduction and notes in English
  Held by: Birmingham ; Oxford ; Sheffield

  Notes: Latin text with introduction and notes in English
  Held by: Oxford

  Notes: Text in Latin; introduction in English
  Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Liverpool ; Manchester ; Nottingham ; Oxford ; ULL

  Held by: Edinburgh ; Manchester

  Notes: Includes index.-- Text in Latin; editorial matter in English
  Held by: Oxford

Modern German Reader. A graduated collection of prose extracts ... Edited by C. A. Buchheim ... Part I. With English notes, a grammatical index, and a complete vocabulary.-- pp. xi. 199. ; 8o.-- Oxford, 1881.-- [Clarendon Press Series.]
  Held by: British Library

The New Testament of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, translated out of the Greek : being the version set forth A.D. 1611 compared with most ancient authorities and revised A.D. 1881.-- xxii, 496p ; 18cm.-- Oxford : The University Press, 1881
  Notes: Includes half titlepage.-- On verso of half-title: Published br Henry Frowde... London... C.J. Clay.-- Translated from the Greek
The New Testament of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ : translated out of the Greek : being the version set forth A.D. 1611, compared with most ancient authorities and revised A.D. 1881 : printed for the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge.-- xxv, [3], 606 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : At the University Press, 1881
Held by: National Library of Scotland

The New Testament of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ : translated out of the Greek : being the version set forth A.D. 1611 compared with the most ancient authorities and revised A.D. 1881.-- xxi, 419 p ; 16 cm (Brevier 160.).-- Oxford : University Press, 1881
Notes: 1st copy: Error in 1 Cor. iii, 5, the word 'Lord' is displaced.-- 2nd copy: Error corrected.-- Copy also in NNAB.-- 'Printed for the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge'
Held by: Cambridge

The New Testament of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ translated out of the Greek : being the version set forth A.D. 1611 compared with the most ancient authorities and revised A.D. 1881.-- xviii, 332 p ; 14 cm (Nonpareil 320.).-- Oxford : University Press, 1881
Notes: Copy also in NNAB.-- 'Printed for the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge'
Held by: Cambridge

Le Nouveau Testament de notre seigneur Jésus-Christ : traduction nouvelle d'après le texte Grec / par Louis Segond.-- vii, 204 p : map ; 17 cm.-- Oxford : de l'imprimerie de l'université pour les éditeurs, 1881
Notes: Includes index
Held by: Glasgow

P. Ovidii Nasonis Ibis ex novis codicibvs / edidit R. Ellis.-- Oxford : Clarendon, 1881
Held by: British Library

Notes: Attributed to Eystein, Abp. of Trondhjem; perhaps edited, with the addition of supplementary chapters, by him
Held by: Cambridge ; Durham

The plays and fragments / edited by L. Campbell.-- 2v.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1871-1881
Held by: British Library

A practical introduction to Greek accentuation / by Henry W. Chandler.-- Second edition, revised.-- xliii, [1], 292 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : At the Clarendon Press., 1881
Notes: Added t.p. title: Greek accentuation.-- At head of title page: 'Clarendon Press Society.' -- Includes index. -- Text in English with examples in Greek. -- Verso facing title page: 'London Henry Frowde; Oxford University Press Warehouse 7 Paternoster Row.' -- With half title page
Held by: Oxford

Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland

Held by: Oxford

Notes: Includes bibliographical references
Held by: Birmingham

Held by: Edinburgh ; Oxford

Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index
Held by: Oxford

Held by: Trinity College Dublin

Notes: Text in Latin
Held by: Edinburgh ; Oxford ; Sheffield

Held by: British Library

Held by: National Library of Scotland
A short guide to the Geological Collections in the University Museum, Oxford / by Joseph Prestwich.-- 64 p : ill. (1 plan), chart ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : at the Clarendon Press, MDCCCLXXI
Notes: Cover title: An index guide to the Geological Collections in the University Museum, Oxford
Held by: Oxford

Notes: Greek and Latin text with parallel English translation
Held by: Birmingham ; Sheffield

Notes: List of the manuscripts of Sophocles: pref. v. 1, p. xvii-xxiv.-- Vol. 1: 2d edition revised
Held by: Birmingham ; Oxford

The Sutta-Nipâta : a collection of discourses, being one of the canonical books of the Buddhists / translated from Pâli by F. Max Müller.-- xvi, 224 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1881.-- The sacred books of the East ; Vol.10, pt.2
Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh

[Ta'ame emet] : A treatise on the accentuation of the three so-called poetical books of the Old Testament : Psalms, Proverbs and Job / with an appendix containing the treatise, assigned to R. Jehuda Ben-Bil`am, on the same subject in the original Arabic by William Wickes.-- x, 119 p ; 22cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1881
Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index
Held by: Glasgow

Held by: British Library

Talks on Tithes: why pay them? By Farmers Hopgood, Cornfield and Stockwell. Edited [or rather, written] by the author of "The Englishman's Brief on behalf of his National church." [i.e. Thomas Moore.] / Hopgood, Farmer ; Moore, Thomas, Rector of All Hallows the Great with All Hallows the Less.-- pp. 113. ; 8o.-- London; Oxford [printed] : Christian Knowledge Society, [1881].
Held by: British Library}

Texts, documents, and extracts chiefly from Manuscripts in the Bodleian and other Oxford libraries : Buddhist texts from Japan / edited by F. Max Müller.-- 46, 4 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon press, 1881.-- Anecdota
oxoniensia. Aryan series ; v. 1, pt. 1
Notes: Buddhist texts from Japan.-- Includes bibliographical references
Held by: Oxford

Thucydides / translated into English with introduction, marginal analysis, notes, and indices by B. Jowett.-- 2v. ; 24 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1881
Notes: Contents: I. Text.--II. Notes, to which are added an essay on contemporary inscriptions and other brief dissertations
Held by: Aberdeen ; Oxford

Tou hagiou Athanasiou historikoi logoi = Historical writings of St. Athanasius : according to the Benedictine text / with an introduction by William Bright....-- xcvi, 316 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1881
Notes: Greek text with an introduction in English.-- Includes index
Contents: Introduction - Epistola encylica - Apologia contra Arianos - Epistola ad episcopos Aegypti et Libyae - Apologia ad Constantium - Apologia de fuga - Epistola ad Serapionem de morte Arii - Epistola ad Monachos et historia Arianorum - Epistola de synodis Ariminensi et Seleuciana
Held by: Birmingham

Notes: Ed. by W.D. Niven
Held by: Cambridge ; Glasgow ; Newcastle

Notes: Appendix III. On Arabic as illustrative of Hebrew: p. [249]-272.-- Half-title: Hebrew tenses
Held by: Manchester ; Oxford

Vagrakkhedikâ, the diamond-cutter / [edited by F. Max Müller].-- 46, 4 p : facsims ; 23 cm.-- Oxford, 1881.-- Analecta Oxoniensia. Aryan series ; v. 1, pt. 1
Notes: Text in Sanskrit; introd. to the Vajracchedika and general introd. to the corpus of Buddhist texts in English
Held by: Edinburgh

Notes: 1: The Patimokkha; the Mahavagga, I-IV. 2: The Mahavagga, V-X; the Kullavagga, I-III. 3: The Kullavagga, IV-XII
Held by: Liverpool ; Oxford
Notes: Series title also at head of t.-p
Held by: Birmingham
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The ancient liturgy of the Church of England, according to the uses of Sarum, York, Hereford, and Bangor, and the Roman liturgy arranged in parallel columns with preface and notes / by William Maskell.-- 3rd ed.-- lxxxiv, 338 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1882
Notes: Appendix (p. [279]-333): Liturgia S. Clementis ; The Order of the Communion, 1548 ; The Supper of the Lorde, 1549.-- Includes bibliographical references and index.-- Texts in Latin with English commentary, with Appendix texts in Greek or English
Partial contents: Liturgia S. Clementis - The Order of the Communion - The Supper of the Lorde
Held by: Birmingham ; Leeds ; Nottingham ; Oxford

Anecdota Oxoniensia ... Classical series. / Aristotle ; OXFORD ANECDOTA.-- 4o.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1882, etc.
Held by: British Library

Anecdota Oxoniensia ... Semitic series. / OXFORD ANECDOTA.-- 4o.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1882, etc.
Held by: British Library

Held by: Aberdeen

Held by: Oxford

Held by: London School of Economics

Aristotle's Physics, book VII : a transcript of the Paris ms. 1859 collated with the Paris mss. 1861 and 2633 and a manuscript in the Bodleian library / with an introductory account of these manuscripts by Richard Shute.-- [155]-179 p ; 23cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1882.-- Anecdota oxoniensia. Classical series ; v. 1, pt. 3
Notes: English and Greek
Held by: Glasgow

The Bhagavadgîtā : with the Sanatsugātiya and the Anugîtā / translated by
Kâshinâth Trimbak Telang. -- 446 p : tables ; 23 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1882. -- The sacred books of the East ; v. 8
Notes: Each text preceded by introduction.-- Includes bibliographical references and index
Held by: Birmingham ; Manchester ; Oxford

Held by: Birmingham

Held by: King's College London

Notes: Includes bibliographical references.-- Text in Hebrew; editorial material in English
Held by: Durham ; Glasgow ; King's College London

Held by: Oxford ; ULL

Conduct of the understanding / ed. with introd. notes, etc., by T. Fowler. -- 2nd ed. -- Oxford, 1882. -- Clar. Press Ser
Held by: Liverpool

Notes: Includes index
Held by: Oxford

A Dictionary of the Anglo-Saxon Language, containing the accentuation, the grammatical inflections ... and copious English and Latin indexes, serving as a dictionary of English and Anglo-Saxon, as well as of Latin and Anglo-Saxon. [With a map and a table.] / Bosworth, Joseph ; Toller, Thomas Northcote, Fellow of Christ's College, Cambridge. -- [Another edition.], An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary based on the manuscript collections of the late J. Bosworth ... Edited and enlarged by T. Northcote Toller. (Supplement by T. Northcote Toller.). -- 2 vol. ; 4o.. -- Oxford, 1898 : Clarendon Press, [1882-1921].
Notes: Published in parts. The titlepage of vol. 1 bears the date 1898; the titlepage of vol. 2 is undated.
Held by: British Library

Author: Brachet, Auguste
Title: An Etymological Dictionary of the French Language .. Translated by G. W. Kitchin
Series note: Clarendon Press Series.
Added entry: Kitchin, G. W
Country of publication: England. Languages: English, French
Location: Bodleian Library [Shelved at: 3095 e.17]
Reference number: nstc0902065

Notes: Includes index. -- Privately printed
Held by: Cambridge

Notes: Greek text with English preface. -- Preface signed by E. Palmer
Held by: St. Andrews Sp.Col.

The elements of jurisprudence / by Thomas Erskine Holland.-- 2d ed. (enl.).-- xvi, 344 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1882
Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index
Held by: Manchester ; Nottingham ; Oxford

The English manuscripts of the Nicomachean ethics described in relation to Bekker's manuscripts and other sources / by J.A. Stewart.-- vi, [2], 91 p ; 22 x 20 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1882.-- Anecdota oxoniensia.
Classical series ; vol. l, pt. l
Held by: Edinburgh ; Oxford

Held by: Oxford

Held by: British Library

Græcæ grammaticæ rudimenta [signed C.W.]. [Another] / [Wordsworth, Charles bp. of St. Andrews].-- Ed. 19a..-- Oxon., 1882.-- cm.17
Notes: Spine title: Homeric grammar
Held by: Aberdeen ; Edinburgh ; Oxford

Held by: Sheffield

Notes: The first 3 words of the title are in Greek type. -- This edition reprints Edwin Palmer's Oxford edition of 1881 (which reproduced the text of Stephanus' edition of 1550, altered to fit the English Revised Version); this 1882 edition closely resembles the large-type edition of 1881, but is from a new type-setting, and with the addition of parallel references in the margins selected by Palmer "almost all ... from larger collections which have appeared in ... Bibles printed at the Clarendon Press" (see p. viii)
Held by: Cambridge

Notes: Includes Greek text, with English introduction & notes
Held by: Edinburgh ; Trinity College Dublin

A history of agriculture and prices in England : from the year after the Oxford Parliament (1259) to the commencement of the Continental War (1793) : compiled entirely from original and contemporaneous records / Rogers, James E. Thorold (James Edwin Thorold), 1823-1890. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1882
Vol.4: 1401-1582
Held by: Birmingham ; Sheffield

A history of agriculture and prices in England : from the year after the Oxford Parliament (1259) to the commencement of the Continental War (1793) : compiled entirely from original and contemporaneous records / Rogers, James E. Thorold (James Edwin Thorold), 1823-1890. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1882
Vol.3: 1401-1582
Held by: Birmingham ; Sheffield

Held by: National Library of Scotland

Held by: Cambridge
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Lecture notes on human physiology. For science students, etc / Lecture Notes.-- 39 p ; 8vo.-- Oxford, [1882]
Notes: One of the "Oxford science manuals"
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Held by: British Library

Held by: Edinburgh ; Leeds

Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index
Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield

Miscellanea medico-chirurgica : cases in practice, reports, letters, and occasional papers / by Edward L. Hussey.-- 2v. ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Pickard E. Hall and J.H. Stacy, printers to the University, 1882-1887
Notes: Most articles originally appeared in various medical journals.-- Vol. 2 published Oxford : Horace Hart, printer to the University, 1887
Held by: Wellcome Library

Modern German Reader. A graduated collection of prose extracts ... Edited by C. A. Buchheim ... Part I. With English notes, a grammatical index, and a complete vocabulary.-- Second edition, revised.-- pp. xi. 204. ; 8o.-- Oxford, 1882.-- [Clarendon Press Series.]
Held by: British Library

Monumenta Ritualia Ecclesiae Anglicanae, or occasional offices of the Church of England according to the ancient use of Salisbury, the Prymer in English, and other prayers and forms with dissertations and notes. / Maskell, William.-- Second edition.-- 3 vol. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1882.
Held by: British Library

Notes: Text in German and English
Held by: Cambridge ; Newcastle

Nonius Marcellus : De compendiosa doctrina / Harleian ms. 2719 collated by
Notes: English and Latin
Held by: Glasgow

Notes on the canons of the first four general councils / by William Bright. -- vi, [1], 215 p ; 20 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1882
Notes: "Additions": p. [211]. -- Errata: p. [212]. -- Includes bibliographical references and index
Held by: Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Oxford ; ULL

Odyssey / Homer ; Merry, W. Walter (William Walter), 1835-1918. -- 2nd ed. -- xvi, 386 p ; ill ; 18 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press
Books XIII-XXIV / Homer ; with introduction, notes, etc. by W.W. Merry
Notes: Added t.p. title: Odyssey XIII-XXIV. -- Text in Greek, introduction in English
Held by: Oxford

Held by: Cambridge

Author: Blyth, Thomas Allen
Title: The Oxford handbook of logic, deductive and inductive
-- Collation: 18cm.
Country of publication: England. Language: English
Location: Bodleian Library [Shelved at: 2642 e.14]
Reference number: nstc0885762 [NSTC]

Pahlavi texts / translated by E.W. West. -- xxx, 484p ; 23cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1882. -- The sacred books of the East ; Vol.18
Part 2: The Dâdistân-i Dinik and the epistles of Mânûskîhar
Held by: Birmingham ; Sheffield

The parallel New Testament ... Being the authorised version set forth in 1611, arranged in parallel columns with the revised version of 1881. -- 4to. -- Oxford, 1882
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Held by: British Library

The parallel New Testament Greek and English = The New Testament of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ : being the Authorised Version set forth in 1611 arranged in parallel columns with the Revised Version of 1881 and with the Greek text followed in the Revised Version ; to which are added the reading followed in the Authorised Version and the readings noted in the margin of
the Revised Version / Palmer, Edwin [Editor].-- xxiii, 1096 p ;
22cm.-- Oxford : Oxford University Press, 1882
Notes: Greek text from Archdeacon Palmer's 1881 ed.-- Language: Greek
Held by: Aberdeen

Perush `al `Ezra' u-Nehemyah le-rabi Se`adyah le-fi kitve yad shel `otsar
ha-sefarim Bodleiana `asher be-`Oksford / edited from manuscripts in the
Bodleian Library by H.J. Mathews. Vol. 1, Pt. 1.-- xxviii, 32p ;
series ; vol. 1, pt. 1
Notes: English title: Commentary on Ezra and Nehemiah.-- Includes
bibliographical references.-- Text in Hebrew; editorial material in English
Held by: Cambridge

Principles of the English Law of Contract and of Agency in its relation to
Contract / ANSON, Right Hon. Sir William Reynell, Bart.-- Second
Series
Notes: Original held by: British Library.-- Copies available from: British
Library Reproductions // Surrogate details: Microfilm. London : British
Library, [1997]. 1 reel[203fr.]; 35 mm. (a b). Neg: PB.Mic.39642
Held by: Register of Preservation Surrogates

The reign of William Rufus and the accession of Henry the First / By Edward
A. Freeman.-- 2v : maps ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon press, 1882
.-- 0404006205
Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index
Held by: Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Liverpool ; Manchester ; Oxford ; ULL

Report of the delegacy for licensing lodging-houses on the sanitary
inspection of lodging-houses, 1881-82 / University of Oxford. Lodging-House
Delegacy.-- 44 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, [1882]
Held by: Oxford

The Roman poets of the Augustan age / by W.Y. Sellar ; with a memoir of the
author by Andrew Lang.-- Oxford : At the Clarendon Press, 1882
Horace and the elegiac poets
Held by: Leeds

The sacred books of China : the texts of Confucianism / translated by James
Press, 1882.-- The sacred books of the East ; Vol.16
Part 2: The Yi King
Held by: Birmingham ; Manchester ; Sheffield

The Sacred laws of the Âryas : as taught in the schools of Âpastamba,
Gautama, Vâshishtha, and Baudhâyana.-- 2v. ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon
Press, 1879-1882.-- The sacred books of the East ; v.2
Notes: Vol. 1: Âpastamba and Gautama.-- Vol. 2: Vâsishtha and Baudhâyana
Held by: Cambridge

Author: Baudhâyana
Title: Baudhˆyana. [The Baudhˆyana Dharma-Śutra, translated by G. BÜhler.]
Held by: Oxford

Statutes made for Balliol College, Oxford and a statute made for Balliol College, Oxford, and for New Inn Hall, Oxford / by the University of Oxford Commissioners, acting in pursuance of the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge Act, 1877: Approved by the Queen in Council. -- 40 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1882
Notes: Includes index
Held by: Oxford

Statutes made for Merton College, Oxford, and a statute made for Merton College, Oxford, and for St. Alban Hall, Oxford / by the University of Oxford Commissioners.-- 34 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1882
Notes: The Commissioners "acting in pursuance of the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge Act, 1877, approved by the Queen in Council."
Held by: Oxford

Statutes made for the University of Oxford, and for the Colleges and Halls therein / by the University of Oxford Commissioners, acting in pursuance of the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge Act, 1877.-- viii, 793 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1882
Held by: Oxford

Statutes made for Wadham College by the University of Oxford Commissioners acting in pursuance of the Oxford and Cambridge University Act 1877 / Wadham College.-- 36p ; 22cm.-- Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1882
Notes: Includes index
Held by: Oxford

Taratibu ya Usharika Mtakatifu / Church of England ; Majaliwa, Cecil ; Varah, E. C. ; Oxford University Press ; British and Foreign Bible Society.-- 46p ; 26cm.-- Oxford: At the University Press, 1882
Notes: Owing to errors and inaccuracies it was not in use for long. -- 'Soli Deo Gloria'.-- Translated by Cecil Majaliwa. -- With letter from E.C. Varah to the Secretary of the British and Foreign Bible Society, attached to endpaper at the beginning of the volume. -- With MS. notes on flyleaf
Held by: Cambridge

Notes: Translation of: Lehrbruch der Botanik
Held by: Aberdeen ; Edinburgh ; Liverpool ; Manchester ; Oxford

Held by: British Library

A treatise on rivers and canals: relating to the control and improvement of
  Notes: Contents: v. 1. Text -- v. 2. Plates
  Held by: Aberdeen ; Imperial College ; Leeds ; ULL

  Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Liverpool ; Oxford

  Notes: 1: The Patimokkha; the Mahavagga, I-IV. 2: The Mahavagga, V-X; the Kullavagga, I-III. 3: The Kullavagga, IV-XII
  Held by: Liverpool ; Oxford

  Notes: P. Vergili Maronis opera. -- V.1. Introduction and text. V.2. Notes
  Held by: Aberdeen ; Oxford
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Abstracts of the Accounts of the Curators of the University chest and of University Institutions / University of Oxford. -- v ; 34 cm. -- Oxford : Oxford University Press, 1883-1964
  Notes: regular: annual. -- "Together with accounts of the following colleges, namely University [and the fifteen senior colleges] ... for the year..."
  Held by: National Library of Scotland

  Held by: Cambridge

  Held by: Cambridge

Bentley's Plautine emendations from his copy of Gronovius / by E.A. Sonnenschein. -- 2, 47 p ; 23 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1883. -- Anecdota oxoniensia. Classical series ; v.1, pt.4
  Notes: "Appendix [Letter of Bentley (to Rev. Thomas Rud?)]:" p. 45-47. -- Paged also ([181]-227) consecutively with Anecd. oxon. Class. series, vol.1, pt.3
  Held by: Edinburgh ; Manchester ; Oxford

Catalogi codicum manuscriptorum bibliothecae Bodleianae : pars 9 : codices a viro clarissimo Kenelm Digby, anno 1634 donatos, complectens / confecit Gulielmus D. Macray. -- v. -- Oxford : e Typographo Clarendoniano,
   Notes: Added t.p. in Chinese: Da Ming San zang sheng jiao mu lu. -- With: The Buddhist Tripitaka as it is known in China and Japan.../S. Beal & A catalogue of Japanese and Chinese books and manuscripts lately added to the Bodleian library/B. Nanjio
   Held by: Durham

   Part 2 / edited by C. T. Newton
   Notes: Contents: I. Inscriptions from Megara, Argolis, Lakonia, Kythera, Arkadia. II. Inscriptions from Boeotia, Thessaly, Corcyra, Macedonia. III. Inscriptions from Thrace and the Kimmerian Bosporos. IV. Islands of the Aegean: Thasos, Lesbos, Samos, Kalyymna, Kos, Telos, Rhodes, Kassos, Karpathos. V. Melos, Delos, Ios, Siphnos, Tenos. VI. Kret, Cyprus
   Held by: SAS

A complete concordance to the comedies and fragments of Aristophanes / by Henry Dunbar.-- 2 p l., [iii]-iv, 342 p ; 29 cm. -- Oxford: Clarendon press, 1883
   Notes: Text in Greek, preface and notes in English
   Held by: Aberdeen ; Leeds ; Liverpool ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin

   Held by: British Library

   Notes: Text in French; commentary in English
   Held by: Oxford

Corpus poeticum boreale: the poetry of the old northern tongue from the earliest times to the thirteenth century / edited, classified and translated with introduction, excursus, and notes by Gudbrand Vigfusson and F. York Powell.-- 2 v.; 23 cm. -- Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1883
   Notes: Contents: v. 1. Eddic poems -- 2. Court poems
   Held by: Cambridge ; Durham ; SAS

Cyropaedia, book I (IV, V) / with introduction and notes by C. Bigg.-- 3 pt. in 2 ; 8vo.-- Oxford, 1883-1888.-- Clarendon press series
   Held by: National Library of Scotland

Donations to the Bodleian Library during the year ending Nov. 8, 1882 / Bodleian Library.-- 41 p ; 22 cm. -- Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1883
Easy passages for translation into Latin / Sargent, John Young.-- Oxford, 1883.-- Clarendon Press Ser
Notes: --2 other copies
Held by: Liverpool

The editio princeps of the Epistle of Barnabas by Archbishop Ussher, as printed ... 1642, and preserved in an imperfect form in the Bodleian Library, with a dissertation on the literary history of that edition, by ... J. H. Backhouse. / Barnabas, Writer of the "Epistle of Barnabas." ; Backhouse, John Harris ; Usher, James, successively Bishop of Meath and Archbishop of Armagh.-- pp. xxv. 241-270. ; 4o.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1883.
Notes: This edition contains chap. v. i-IX. i of the Greek, and chap. I-IX. i of the Latin text.
Held by: British Library

Held by: National Library of Scotland

The elements of deductive logic : designed mainly for the use of junior students in the universities / by Thomas Fowler.-- Eighth edition corrected and revised.-- [v], vi-xiii, [3], 190, [2], 16 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : At the Clarendon Press, M DCCC LXXXIII.-- Clarendon Press series
Notes: Publisher's advertisements at end.-- Spine title: Deductive logic
Held by: Oxford

The elements of inductive logic : designed mainly for the use of students in the universities / by Thomas Fowler.-- Fourth edition corrected and revised.-- [v], vi-xxiii, [3], 360, 16 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : At the Clarendon Press, M DCCC LXXXIII.-- Clarendon Press series
Notes: Publisher's advertisements, 16 p. at end.-- Spine title: Inductive logic
Held by: Leeds ; Oxford

Held by: British Library

Notes: With notes and glossary
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Held by: Oxford
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The European concert in the Eastern question : A collection of treaties and other public acts / ed. with introduction and notes by Thomas Erskine Holland. -- xii, 366 p ; 23 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1885
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Notes: Contents: v. 1. Text.-- v. 2. Plates
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A History of German Literature. ... Translated from the third German edition by Mrs. F. C. Conybeare, edited by F. Max Müller. / Scherer, Wilhelm, Philologist ; Conybeare, Mary Emily ; Mueller, Right Hon. Friedrich Max. -- 2 vol. ; 8o. -- Oxford, 1886 : Clarendon Press, [1885].
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The Holy Bible : containing the Old and New Testaments / translated out of the original tongues : being the version set forth A.D. 1611, compared with the most ancient authorities and revised ; printed for the universities of Oxford and Cambridge. -- x, 204 p ; 21 cm. -- Oxford : Oxford University Press, 1885

Notes: Preface dated 1884

Held by: Oxford

The Holy Bible, containing the Old and New Testaments : translated out of the original tongues, being the version, set forth A. D. 1611, compared with the most ancient authorities and revise : printed for the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge. -- 940, 276 p ; 28cm. -- Oxford : printed by C.J. Clay and son at the University press, 1885

Notes: Added title page: "The New Testament of our lord and saviour Jesus Christ translated out of the Greek: being the version set forth A.D.1611 compared with the most ancient authorities and revised A.D. 1881"
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The Holy Bible : containing the Old and New Testaments : translated out of the original tongues : being the version set forth A.D. 1611, compared with the most ancient authorities and revised / printed for the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge. -- 5v. ; 22 cm. -- Oxford : The University press, 1885-91
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original tongues: being the version set forth A.D. 1611 compared with the
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Notes: 'Printed for the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge'. -- Though
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Saintsbury.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1885.-- Clarendon press series
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Apobates-relief of the Acropolis / By W. M. Ramsay.-- 16 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford
: Horace Hart, 1885
Notes: Includes bibliographic references
Held by: Oxford

Modern German Reader. A graduated collection of extracts in prose and poetry
... Edited by C. A. Buchheim ... Part II. With English notes and an
index. / Buchheim, Carl Adolf.-- pp. xv. 207. ; 8o.-- Oxford,
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Oxford Historical Society / Cullen, J. E. (John Edward) ; Oxford Historical
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Notes: Also has title: Oxf. Hist. Soc.-- Series: irregular.-- Title from
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[[Oxford Historical Society Publications. / Oxford.-- 101 vol. ;
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The Oxford magazine.-- p. [99]-120 ; 30 cm.-- Oxford : for the Proprietors
by Horace Hart ... London, Henry Frowde
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Oxford University examination for women: papers of the examinations held in
December 1884, and June, 1885: with the list of examiners and the
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cm.-- Oxford : Printed for the Delegates of Local Examinations at the
Clarendon Press, 1885
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Reference number: nstc0849126
[NSTC]

Medea / with introduction and note by C.B. Heberden, M.A.-- 2 pt ;
8vo.-- Oxford, 1886.-- Clarendon Press series
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Modern German Reader. A graduated collection of prose extracts ... Edited by
C. A. Buchheim ... Part I. With English notes, a grammatical index, and a
complete vocabulary.-- [A reissue.], Modern German Reader ... Part I ...
Series.]
Held by: British Library
Held by: British Library

volume 1: Text
Held by: British Library

volume 2: Preface, notes and glossary
Held by: British Library

The pilgrimage to Parnassus: three comedies performed in St. John's College, Cambridge, 1597 with the two parts of The return from Parnassus / edited from MSS. by the Rev. W. D. Macray. -- xi, [1], 160 p; 24 cm. Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1886
Notes: Cover-title: Parnassus: three Elizabethan comedies, 1597-1601
Held by: King's College London

Portions of the Gospels according to St. Mark and St. Matthew from the Bobbio MS. (k), now numbered G.VII.15 in the National Library at Turin / Sanday, W. [Editor]; White, H.J. [Editor]; Wordsworth, John [Editor]. -- Oxford : Clarendon, 1886
Notes: Edited with the aid of Tischendorf's transcripts and the printed texts of Ranke, Ceriani, and Hagen. -- Together with other fragments of the Gospels from six MSS. in the libraries of St. Gall, Coire, Milan, and Berne (usually cited as n, o, p, a2, s, and t). -- With two facsimiles
Held by: Aberdeen

Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

The prologue, the knightes tale, the nonne prestes tale from the Cantebury Tales / a revised text edited by Richard Morris. -- Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1886. -- Clarendon Press Series: English Classics
Held by: British Library

Prometheus bound / Aeschylus; with introduction and notes by A.O. Prickard.-- 2nd ed., rev.-- xx, 92 p; 18 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press,
1886.-- Clarendon Press series
  Notes: Greek text, with introduction and notes in English
  Held by: Birmingham ; Oxford

Racine's Esther / edited with introd. and notes by George Saintsbury.-- 123 p ; 17 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1886.-- Clarendon Press series
  Notes: Text in French; introd. and notes in English
  Held by: Oxford

  Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index.-- Spine title: Travels in India and Ceylon
  Held by: Nottingham ; Oxford

Remarks and collections of Thomas Hearne / Hearne, Thomas, 1678-1735
  Vol.2: March 20, 1707 - May 23, 1710 / edited by C.E. Doble
  Notes: Spine title: Hearne's collections
  Held by: Manchester ; Sheffield

The Roman law of damage to property : being a commentary on the title of the digest Ad legem Aquilam (ix. 2) with an introduction to the study of the Corpus juris civilis / by Erwin Grueber.-- xxv, 288 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1886
  Notes: "List of books frequently quoted": p. [xii]
  Held by: Manchester ; Oxford

Scenes of travel / selected and edited by George Saintsbury.-- xi, 130 p ; 8vo.-- Oxford, 1886.-- Clarendon Press series
  Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland

  Held by: British Library

  Held by: National Library of Scotland

  Vol 1: Text
  Held by: British Library

Seventeen lectures on the study of medieval and modern history and kindred
subjects: delivered at Oxford... 1867-1884 / by William Stubbs. -- vi, 399p ; 23cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1886
   Held by: Register of Preservation Surrogates

   Held by: British Library

Notes: Printed: Oxford: Horace Hart
   Held by: Trinity College Dublin

   Held by: Oxford

   English classics
   Held by: Birmingham

   Held by: British Library

   Held by: Edinburgh

Notes: "Examples": p. [64]-151. -- "Sequel to the author's works on harmony and counterpoint" -- Pref. to 1st ed
   Held by: Oxford

   vol 2
   Held by: British Library
Held by: British Library

The Anglo-Indian codes / ed. by Whitley Stokes.-- 2v. ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon press, 1887-1888
Notes: Contents: I. Substantive law -- II. Adjective law
Held by: Oxford

Annalium. Liber 1 / edited with introduction and notes ... by H. Furneaux, M.A.-- Pt. 1 ; 8vo.-- Oxford, 1887.-- Clarendon press series
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Annals of botany.-- 8vo.-- Oxford : Clarendon, 1887-
Notes: Cumulative index
Held by: British Library
Held by: British Library]]

Held by: Leeds

Apology of Plato / with introduction and notes by St. George Stock.-- 2pts.
in 1, 68, 50, [1] p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : at the Clarendon Press,
1887.-- Clarendon Press series
Notes: Each part has an individual title page and separate pagination.-- Includes index of persons -- Text in Greek, with introduction and notes in English
Contents: Pt. 1. Introduction and text. - Pt. 2. Notes
Held by: Birmingham

Held by: British Library

Aristophanes. The Knights. With introduction and notes by W. W. Merry. / Aristophanes, the Poet.-- 2 pt. ; 8o.-- Oxford,
1887.-- [Clarendon Press Series.]
Held by: British Library

Notes: Description based on: Apr. 1871

Notes: Bibliography: v. 6, p. [vii]-xix. -- Originally published under title: The life of Samuel Johnson. -- With reproductions of original title pages

Held by: Aberdeen ; Edinburgh ; Oxford

Captivi T. Macci Paluti / [edited] with introduction and notes by W.M. Lindsay. -- 2 pts. in 1v ; 19cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon P., 1887. -- Clarendon Press series

Notes: index

Held by: Trinity College Dublin

Author: England, Departments of State and Official Bodies, India Office, Library
Imprint: London; Oxford, 1887-1935. -- Collation: 2v 4^".

Added entry: Eggeling, Julius
Added entry: Thomas, Frederick William, F.B.A
Added entry: Windisch, Wilhelm Oscar Ernst
Country of publication: England. Language: English
Location: British Library [Shelved at: 15000. c.48.]
Reference number: nstc0222744


Held by: British Library


Held by: British Library

Comparative morphology and biology of the fungi mycetozoa and bacteria / by A. de Bary ... ; the authorised English translation by Henry E.F. Garnsey ... rev. by Isaac Bayley Balfour. -- [English ed.].-- xviii, 525 p : 198 ill ; 25 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1887

Notes: Contains bibliographies and index

Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Imperial College ; Leeds ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield ; Wellcome Library
Notes: Contents: Oxoniensis Anglia Academiae descriptio / Nicholas Fitzherbert - The antiquities of Oxford / Leonard Hutten - Commentarii / John Bearblock - Collegiorum scholarumque publicarum Academiae Oxoniensis topographica delineatio / Thomas Neal - Of the actes done at Oxford when the Queen's majesty was there / Nicholas Robinson - A brief rehearsall of all such things as were done in the University of Oxford during the Queen's majesty abode there / Richard Stephens - The grand reception and entertainment of Queen Elizabeth at Oxford in 1592/ Philip Stringer - Apollinis et Musarum Eidyllia in serenissimae Regiae Elisabethae auspicitissimum Oxonium adventum - John Sanford
Held by: Warwick

Notes: Originally published in two parts
Held by: Bristol

Essay on man / Pope, Alexander, 1688-1744 ; Pattison, Mark [Editor].-- Oxford : Clarendon, 1887
Held by: Aberdeen

Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

The first nine years of the Bank of England : an enquiry into a weekly record of the price of bank stock from August 17, 1694 to September 17, 1703 / by James E. Thorold Rogers.-- xxxi, 183 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford ; New York : Clarendon Press, Macmillan and co., 1887
Notes: With a bibliography
Held by: Edinburgh ; London School of Economics ; Manchester ; Nottingham ; Oxford ; Sheffield ; Southampton ; ULL

Geography for schools / Hughes, Alfred, M.A.-- Pt. 1 ; 8vo.-- Oxford, 1887.-- Clarendon Press series
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Goldsmith. Selected poems. Edited with introduction and notes by Austin
Dobson. / Goldsmith, Oliver, the Poet; Dobson, Henry Austin. -- pp. viii, 216; 18 cm.-- Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1887.-- (Clarendon Press series.)

Held by: British Library


Held by: British Library

Greek verbs, irregular and defective: their forms, meaning and quantity; embracing all the tenses used by the Greek writers, with references to the passages in which they are found / by William Veitch. -- New ed. -- vii, 717 p; 18 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1887.-- Clarendon Press series

Notes: "Reprografischer Nachdruck der Ausg. Oxford 1887."

Held by: Oxford

Author: Bindley, Thomas Herbert, 1861-1931
Title: Handbook on the Church of the first four councils
Imprint: Oxford, 1887. -- Collation: 18cm.
Subject: Church ; History of the [270]
Country of publication: England. Language: English
Location: Bodleian Library [Shelved at: 11031 e.27]
Reference number: nstc0884776

[NSTC]


Held by: Aberdeen

Historia numorum: a manual of Greek numismatics / by Barclay V.
Head. -- lxix, [1], 807, [1] p : illus., v pl ; 26 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1887

Notes: Bibliography: p. [xix]-xxvi

Held by: Edinburgh; Leeds; Oxford; Wellcome Library

The Historical Register of the University of Oxford / University of Oxford.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1887

Held by: British Library

A history of agriculture and prices in England: from the year after the Oxford Parliament (1259) to the commencement of the Continental war (1793) / Rogers, James E. Thorold (James Edwin Thorold), 1823-1890. -- xiv p; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press; London : Henry Frowde

Volumes V and VI: 1583-1702 / by James E. Thorold Rogers

Notes: Prospectus, containing preface to vol. 5. At head of title: "Just published ..."

Held by: Oxford


Held by: Oxford
The Holy Bible, containing the Old and New Testaments : translated out of the original tongues : and with the former translations diligently compared and revised, by His Majesty's special command / British and Foreign Bible Society. -- Pica 16mo. Thin. -- 1660, 520, [8], 12 p of maps. -- Oxford : Printed at the University Press ; London : H. Frowde, 1887
Held by: Edinburgh

The Holy Bible, containing the Old and New Testaments : translated out of the original tongues : and with the former translations diligently compared and revised, by His Majesty's special command / British and Foreign Bible Society. -- 876 p. ; 17 cm. -- Oxford : Printed at the University Press for the British and Foreign Bible Society, 1887
Notes: "Appointed to be read in churches" - T. p. -- New Testament has separate title page
Held by: Nottingham

The Holy Bible, etc. [With maps.] / BIBLE. -- pp. 1660. 520. ; 4o. -- Oxford : University Press, [1887.]
Notes: Version of 1611. The flyleaf bears the words: "This edition was printed to commemorate the fiftieth year of the reign of Queen Victoria, 1887."
Held by: British Library

Notes: "56th thousand." 1895. -- "66th thousand." 1899. -- Pref. "This new issue of Odyssey I-XII has been carefully revised and reprinted." dated 1887
Held by: Oxford

Notes: With a commentary by E.C. Wickham
Pt.1: Introduction, text, and appendices
Held by: Aberdeen

Held by: British Library

Introduction to a historical geography of the British colonies: By C.P. Lucas, .. / Lucas, Charles Prestwood, 1852-1931.-- xii, 142,[2],36p. : 8 maps ; 8[degree].-- Oxford: at the Clarendon Press, 1887
Held by: Register of Preservation Surrogates

Notes: Includes index
Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Oxford

Journal of the Oxford University Junior Scientific Club / Oxford University Junior Scientific Club.-- 2v., 45 parts ; 22 cm.-- Oxford: Printed for the Club by Horace Hart, 1887-1896
Held by: Oxford

King John / edited by William Aldis Wright.-- vii, 160p ; 17cm.-- Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1887.-- Shakespeare select plays
Held by: Edinburgh

Lectures on bacteria / by A. de Bary.-- 2nd improved ed / authorised translation by Henry E.F. Garnsey ; revised by Isaac Bayley Balfour.-- xii, 193 p : 20 ill ; 20 cm.-- Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1887
Held by: Aberdeen ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Liverpool ; Oxford ; Southampton ; Wellcome Library

Held by: British Library

Notes: Translation of: Vorlesungen über Pflanzen-physiologie.-- With 455 woodcuts
Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Imperial College ; Leeds ; Liverpool ;
Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield ; Wellcome Library

Lessing, Goethe, Schiller / edited with English notes, etc. by C.A.
Press series. German classics
v.3: Minna von Barnhelm, a comedy / by Lessing
Held by: Leeds

Letters of David Ricardo to Thomas Robert Malthus, 1810-1823 / edited by
James Bonar ... [et al.]-- xxiv, 251p ; 23cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press,
1887
Notes: Includes index
Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Nottingham ; Oxford ; Sheffield ;
Trinity College Dublin ; ULL

A lexicon abridged from Liddell and Scott's Greek-English Lexicon / Liddell,
Henry George, 1811-1898 ; Scott, Robert, 1811-1887.-- 21st ed., carefully
revised throughout.-- 804 p . ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1887
Held by: Birmingham

Life of Samuel Johnson including Boswell's Journal of a tour to the Hebrides
and Johnson's Diary of a journey into North Wales / ed. by Geo. Birkbeck
Hill.-- 6 voll.-- Oxford, 1887
Held by: Liverpool [Clarendon Press]

Livy, Books V, VI, and VII / with introduction and notes by A.R.
Cluer.-- 2nd ed. / revised by P.E. Matheson.-- 2v in 1 ; 18cm.-- Oxford :
Clarendon Press, 1887.-- Clarendon Press series
Notes: Includes index.-- Latin main text, English introduction and notes
Held by: Oxford ; Sheffield

Medieval Jewish chronicles and chronological notes / edited from printed
books and manuscripts by Ad. Neubauer.-- 2v.-- Oxford : Clarendon Pr.,
1887-1895.-- Anecdota Oxoniensia. Semitic series ; vol.1 pt.4
Notes: Hebrew text
Held by: Southampton

Memoirs on the physiology of nerve, of muscle and of the electrical organ / edited by J. Burdon-Sanderson.-- xvi, 553 p ; 24 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon
Press, 1887.-- Foreign biological memoirs ; 1
Held by: Oxford

The Meno / with introduction and notes by St. George Stock.-- 2v. in 1 :
Held by: Cambridge

Metaphysic : in three books : ontology, cosmology, and psychology / by
Hermann Lotze ; English translation edited by Bernard Bosanquet.-- 2nd ed.,
in 2 vols.-- 2v. ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1887.-- Clarendon
Press series
Notes: Includes index.-- Translation of: Metaphysik
Contents: Vol.1 - Book I, Ontology; Vol.2 - Book II, Cosmology - Book III,
Psychology
Held by: Edinburgh; Leeds; Oxford; ULL

Modern German reader. A graduated collection of extracts in prose and poetry
/ edited by C.A. Buchheim ... Part II. With English notes and an
Held by: National Library of Scotland

A New English Dictionary on Historical Principles / Murray, James A.
Held by: British Library

The New Testament of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ: being the
Authorised Version set forth in 1611, arranged in parallel columns with the
Revised Version of 1881, and with the Greek text followed in the Revised
Version, to which are added the readings followed in the Authorised Version,
and the readings noted in the margin of the Revised Version.-- 1096 p ;
22cm.-- Oxford : University Press, 1887
Notes: At head of title: The parallel New Testament, Greek and English
Held by: Glasgow

Notes on the Hebrew text of the book of Genesis: with two appendices / by
Press series
Held by: Edinburgh; Oxford

Ode for the twentieth of June, 1887. [By F. T. Palgrave.] / Palgrave,
Francis Turner; Ode; Victoria, Queen of Great Britain and
Ireland.-- [Another edition.], Ode for the twenty-first of June, 1887. By
Francis T. Palgrave.-- pp. viii ; 26 cm.-- Oxford : at the Clarendon
Press, 1887.
Notes: Subsequently published in "The visions of England".
Held by: British Library

Old English drama: select plays / edited by Adolphus William Ward.-- 2nd
series
Notes: Contents: Marlowe, Tragical history of Dr. Faustus. - Greene
Honourable history of Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay
Held by: Sheffield

Outlines of classification and special morphology of plants / by K. Goebel.
A new ed. of Sachs' Text-book of botany, book II, authorized English
translation by Henry E. F. Garnsey; rev. by Isaac Bayley Balfour. With 407
woodcuts.-- New ed / revised by Isaac Bayley Balfour.-- xii, 515 p : illus
; 25 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1887
Notes: "The present volume ... is a new edition of the second book of
Sachs' Text-book of botany (from page 235 to page 634 of the 4th edition)
and has been undertaken by me at the desire of Professor Sachs."

Notes: Report of a conference in the Examination Schools, Oxford, of representatives of local committees acting in concert with the committee of Delegates of Local Examinations appointed to establish lectures and teaching in large towns and of others interested in the extension of university teaching, on April 20 & 21, 1887 / University of Oxford.-- 104 p ; 22 cm ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1887

Notes: Report of a conference in the Examination Schools, Oxford, of representatives of local committees acting in concert with the committee of Delegates of Local Examinations appointed to establish lectures and teaching in large towns and of others interested in the extension of university teaching, on April 20 & 21, 1887

Notes: Includes bibliographical references and indexes


Notes: Original held by: British Library.-- Part 2 is from the first
Notes: Includes bibliographical references (v. 1, p. ix-xii) and index
Contents: v. 1. 1st ser. The native element -- v. 2. 2d ser. The foreign element
Held by: Aberdeen ; Leeds ; Oxford

The principles of morals / Fowler, Thomas, 1832-1904.-- xii, 370 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press
Notes: Includes index
Held by: Oxford

A proposal to publish a revised text of the Peshito version of the four Holy Gospels / by G.H. Gwilliam.-- 14 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1887
Notes: "For private circulation.".-- Introd. in English; specimen of text in Syriac
Held by: Cambridge

The Queen’s Jubilee. A Sermon preached June 28. 1887 ... in the Cathedral of Christ Church, Oxon, by the Very Rev. the Dean. / Liddell, Henry George, Dean of Christ Church ; Victoria, Queen of Great Britain and Ireland.-- pp. 23. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Horace Hart, 1887.
Notes: Printed for private circulation.
Held by: British Library

Register of the University of Oxford / Clark, Andrew, 1856-1922 ; University of Oxford ; Oxford Historical Society.-- xxx, 467p ; 23cm.-- Oxford :
Printed for the Oxford Historical Society
Vol. 2: 1571-1622
Part 1: Introductions / Ed. by Andrew Clark
Held by: Warwick

Vol.2: 1571 - 1622 / edited by Andrew Clark
Pt.2: Matriculations and subscriptions
Held by: Manchester ; Sheffield

Rough list of manuscript materials relating to the history of Oxford : contained in the printed catalogues of the Bodleian and college libraries;
arranged according to subject, with an index / by F. Madan.-- vi, 170 p ; 24 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1887
Notes: Spine title: Manuscript materials relating to the history of Oxford
Held by: Edinburgh ; Nottingham ; Oxford

Held by: Aberdeen ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Oxford ; Sheffield

Held by: National Library of Scotland

Notes: Includes bibliographical references.-- Preface n English .-- Vol. 2 has series note at head of title; series t.-p. wanting
Held by: Leeds

Held by: National Library of Scotland

Notes: Latin text with English notes
Held by: British Library

Series of Welsh texts. (Series of Old Welsh Texts.) Edited by Prof. Rhys ... & J. G. Evans. / Rhys, Right Hon. Sir John, Principal of Jesus College, Oxford, and EVANS (John Gwenogvryn) ; Evans, John Gwenogvryn ; WELSH TEXTS, 12204.hh.20.-- 11 vol. ; 8o.-- Oxford, Pwllheli, 1887-1922.
[1.] The Text of the Mabinogion and Other Welsh Tales from the Red Book of Hergest. Edited by J. Rhys ... and J. G. Evans. (Y Llyvyr Coch o Hergest.

Seventeen lectures on the study of medieval and modern history and kindred subjects : delivered at Oxford under statutory obligation in the years 1867-1884 / by William Stubbs.-- vi, 455 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1887
Notes: Also has title: Medieval and modern history.-- Half-title: Medieval and modern history -- Includes index
Contents: I. Inaugural.-- II-III. On the present state and prospects of historical study.-- IV. On the purposes and methods of historical study.-- V. Methods of historical study.-- VI-VII. Learning and literature at the court of Henry II.-- VIII. The mediaeval kingdoms of Cyprus and Armenia.-- IX-X. On the characteristic differences between mediaeval and modern
XI. The reign of Henry VIII.

XII. Parliament under Henry VIII.


XV-XVI. The reign of Henry VII.

XVII. A last statutory public lecture held by: Oxford; Sheffield; Trinity College Dublin.


Synopsis of the changes which German spelling has undergone through the government regulations of 1880 : A concise and easy guide for English students of German desirous of adopting the new official German spelling by Hermann Lange. / Lange, Hermann, of Manchester. -- 10,[2]p.; 8[degree]. -- Oxford : at the Clarendon Press, 1887. -- Clarendon Press series.


Notes: Bibliography: p. 51 (Pt. 2)


Notes: Original held by: British Library. -- The first four words of the
title are transliterated from the Hebrew. - With a half-title, a list of
errata and an addenda, and an advertisement for A Treatise on the
accentuation of the three so-called Poetical Books of the Old Testament,
Psalms, Proverbs and Job, by the author.-- Copies available from: British
Library Reproductions // Surrogate details: Microfilm. London : British
Library, [1989]. 1 reel; 35 mm. (b). Neg. NC.104893
Chadwyck-Healey Ltd. // Surrogate details: Microfiche. Cambridge :
Chadwyck-Healey Ltd., [1989]. 2 fiches; 11x15 cm, The Nineteenth Century:
Linguistics Collection; N.2.1.684. (a c). Pos: Mic.F.348/2.1.684
Held by: Register of Preservation Surrogates

Teaching, examinations, and degrees in medicine at Oxford / University of
Oxford.-- 42 p. ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : At the Clarendon Press..., 1887
Held by: Birmingham

A text book of algebra / by W. Steadman Aldis.-- xvii, [1], 588p ;
Held by: Trinity College Dublin

The text of the Mabinogion : and other Welsh tales from the Red Book of
of plates : ill., facsims ; 27 cm.-- Oxford, Eng : J.G. Evans,
1887.-- Series of Welsh texts ; [1]
copies of this work were printed in 1886; and issued to subscribers on St.
David's Day, 1887 ... Nos. 231-480 were printed on antique laid paper. The
number of this copy is 461".-- Half-title: Y Llyvyr coch o Hergest, y
gyvrol l
Held by: Leeds ; Oxford ; ULL

Texts, documents, and extracts chiefly from Manuscripts in the Bodleian and
other Oxford libraries : mediaeval Jewish chronicles and chronological notes
/ edited from printed books and manuscripts by Ad. Neubauer.-- 2v ; 22
Semitic series ; v. 1, pts. 4, 6
Notes: Hebrew title: Seder ha-hakhamim ve-korot ha-yamim.-- Includes
bibliographical references -- Mediaeval Jewish chronicles and chronological
notes.-- Vol. 2 has series note at head of title; series t.-p. wanting
Held by: Oxford

The theory and use of a physical balance / by James Walker.-- 40 p., 3
folded leaves of plates : ill ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : At the Clarendon Press,
1887
Held by: Birmingham ; Liverpool ; Oxford

Thirteen satires of Juvenal / edited with introduction and notes by C.H.
Pearson and Herbert A. Strong.-- 162 p. ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press,
1887
Pt.1: Introduction, text etc.
Notes: Includes index.-- In Latin and English
Held by: Birmingham

Thirteen satires of Juvenal / edited with introduction and notes by C.H.
Pearson and Herbert A. Strong.-- 162 p. ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press,
1887
Pt.2: Notes
Notes: Includes index.-- In Latin and English
Held by: Birmingham

Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index
Held by: King's College London

I. Memoirs on the physiology of nerve, of muscle, and of the electrical organ
Notes: No more published?
Held by: Wellcome Library

A treatise on the accentuation of the three so-called poetical books of the Old Testament, Psalms, Proverbs, and Job / by William Wickes ; with an appendix containing the treatise, assigned to R. Jehuda ben-Bil`am, on the same subject, in the original Arabic.-- x, 119 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1887
Notes: At head of title: Ta`ame am.t.-- English, Hebrew, and Arabic (Hebrew script).-- Half title: Hebrew accentuation .-- Includes bibliographical references
Held by: ULL

Notes: Local examinations: papers of the examination held in July 1887, with lists of the delegates and the examiners and the regulations and notices, prefixed.-- Papers of the examination held in July 1887: with lists of the delegates and the examiners and the regulations and notices, prefixed
Held by: Oxford

Held by: National Library of Scotland

?William Tell / Schiller, Friedrich ; Buchheim, Carl Adolf [Editor].-- 2nd ed.,-- Oxford, 1887.-- German classics
Held by: Aberdeen?

Held by: British Library
Notes: Contents: Preliminary. - Works and hopes / Philip Lyttelton Gell. - Supplement: Notes from the residents. - General Committee
Held by: Reading Sp.Col.

The Zend-Avesta / translated by L.H. Mills. -- 22 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press. -- The Sacred Books of the East ; v.31
Pt.3: The Yasna, Visparad, Âfrinagân, Gâhs and miscellaneous fragments
Notes: In 3 parts
Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Manchester ; Sheffield

William Tell / Schiller, Friedrich ; Buchheim, Carl Adolf [Editor]. -- 2nd ed. -- Oxford, 1887. -- German classics
Held by: Aberdeen

1888 – Core – 102

Notes: Contents: I. Substantive law -- II. Adjective law
Held by: Oxford

Held by: British Library

Annual report of the curators of the Bodleian Library / Bodleian Library. -- v ; 22-34 cm. -- Oxford : Oxford University Press, 1888-1935/36, <1973/74> issued as a supplement to the Oxford University Gazette. -- annual. -- Issued as supplement to: Oxford University gazette
Held by: Wellcome Library

Becker's Friedrich der Grosse : with an historical sketch of the rise of Prussia and of the times of Frederick the Great, genealogical tables, and a map / Becker, K. F. (Karl Friedrich), 1777-1806 ; Buchheim, C. A. (Carl Adolf), 1828-1900. -- xxxi, 175 p ; 18 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1888. -- German classics ; v. 9
Notes: Extracted from Becker's Weltgeschichte. -- German text, with English introduction and notes by C.A. Buchheim
Held by: Cambridge

The Bodleian library in 1882-87 : a report from the librarian / Bodleian Library ; Nicholson, Edward Williams Byron, 1849-1912. -- iv, 66 p ; 28 cm. -- Oxford : [H. Hart, printer], 1888
Notes: First of a yearly series. No more published. -- Published by permission of the curators. -- Signed: Edward B. Nicholson, Bodley's librarian
Held by: Edinburgh ; Oxford
Held by: Edinburgh

Notes: First published: London : Christopher Barker, 1588.-- On half-title and cover: Llyvyr Iob / cyvieithad Dr. Morgan 1588
Held by: Oxford
Held by: British Library]]

Botany as an academic study, an inaugural lecture read in the Museum, Oxford, Wednesday, October 17, 1888 / by Sydney Howard Vines.-- 28 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : The University press, 1888
Held by: Oxford

The Brasenose calendar : a list of members of the King's Hall and College of Brasenose in Oxford, 1509-1888 / compiled by William Edward Buckley and Falconer Madan.-- 226 p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : Printed at the University Press by H. Hart, 1888
Notes: With: The Brasenose calendar supplement / compiled by William Edward Buckley (1889, 31 p.)
Held by: Oxford

Burke, select works / edited with introduction and notes by E.J. Payne.-- 3v. ; 17 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1888-92.-- English classics
Held by: Edinburgh

Catalogue of the Mohammadan coins preserved in the Bodleian library at Oxford / by Stanley Lane-Poole ... With 4 plates.-- xvi, 55 p : IV plates ; 27 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1888
Notes: Includes indexes
Held by: Oxford

Notes: Includes bibliographical footnotes and index
Held by: Aberdeen ; Edinburgh ; Liverpool ; Manchester ; Oxford

The Church lessons Bible : containing the Old and New Testaments with lessons from the Apocrypha, marked as appointed to be read in churches / Longe, J. C. (John Charles) [inscriber] ; Morrell, Violet Elizabeth [former owner] ; Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge (Great Britain).-- 450p ; 17cm.-- Oxford : Printed at the University Press for the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, [?1888]
Notes: In double column format. With tables, calendars etc., chapter headings, days of the year for readings in the text and as footnotes, chronology of the NT, list of key NT passages.-- Leather binding, front board stamped "Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge - 1698"

Held by: Cambridge

Notes: 2nd ed., originally published, 1869
Held by: Trinity College Dublin

Held by: Oxford

The civil war / edited by Charles E. Moberly
Notes: Latin text, English preface and notes
Held by: Edinburgh

Notes: "Full list of authorities ... " p. xiii-xiv
Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Liverpool ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield ; Trinity College Dublin ; Wellcome Library

Notes: Latin texts, with English notes
Contents: Contents: Two parts published as one issue. Part 1 : Introduction and text.--Part 2 : Notes
Held by: Oxford

Book 1 / with introduction and notes by C. Bigg, DD
Held by: British Library

Held by: Cambridge ; Glasgow

Held by: Leeds ; Manchester

An elementary treatise on heat / by Balfour Stewart.-- 5th ed.-- xxiii, 463
   Held by: British Library

An essay on possession in the common law / Parts I and II by Frederick Pollock ; Part III by Robert Samuel Wright.-- xvi, 244, 40 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1888
   Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index.-- Includes publisher's catalogue (40 p. at end).-- Spine title: Possession in the common law
   Held by: Aberdeen ; Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; London School of Economics ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield ; Southampton ; Trinity College Dublin ; ULL

   Held by: Edinburgh

   Held by: Liverpool

Euripidis Heracleidae / edited with introduction and notes by C.S. Jerram.-- 70, 63 p ; 17 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press,
   1888-1907.-- Clarendon Press series
   Notes: Greek text, with introduction and commentary in English.-- Includes bibliographical references and index.-- Part 2 is New ed
   Contents: Contains: Part I - Introduction and text; Part II - Notes
   Held by: SAS

   Held by: Warwick

   Notes: Facsimile printed on both sides of leaves.-- Half-title: Llyvyr du Caerwyddin. -- Issued to subscribers only. -- "Two hundred and fifty copies of this facsimile were reproduced by the Autotype company, London, in 1887; and issued to subscribers on St. David's Day, 1888. Nos. 1-100 are in royal 8vo.; nos. 101-250 are in demy 8vo. The number of this copy is 64. J.G.E."
   Held by: Oxford ; ULL

Forms of animal life : a manual of comparative anatomy with descriptions of
selected types / by the late George Rolleston.-- Second edition / revised and enlarged by W. Hatchett Jackson.-- xxxii, 937 p : ill ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : At the Clarendon Press, 1888
Notes: 1st edition published in 1870 as 'Forms of animal life: being outlines of zoological classification based upon anatomical investigation and illustrated by descriptions of specimens and of figures'.-- Includes bibliography and index
Held by: King's College London ; Newcastle

Notes: No more published.-- Palaeozoic comprising the Cambrian, Silurian, Devonian, Carboniferous, and Permian species .-- "The remainder of the catalogue, comprising the Mesozoic and Cainozoic genera and species ... is completed in manuscript." - Note to pref
Held by: Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Oxford

The four Gospels from the Munich MS. (q) now numbered lat.6224 in the Royal Library at Munich / White, Henry J. [Editor].-- Oxford : Clarendon, 1888.-- Old Latin Biblical texts ; 3
Notes: Edited, with the aid of Tischendorf's transcript (under the discretion of the Bishop of Salisbury).-- With a facsimile .-- With a fragment from St. John in the Hof-Bibliothek at Vienna (cod. Lat. 502)
Held by: Aberdeen

Fourth annual report to the members of the Association / Universities' Settlement in East London ; Family Welfare Association.-- 15 p : tables ; 8vo.-- Oxford : Horace Hart, printer to the University, 1888
Notes: Imprint from colophon.-- "Private"
Held by: ULL

Geological map of Europe / executed under the direction of Joseph Prestwich, F.R.S ; by William Topley and J.G. Goodchild.-- 1 col. map ; 44 x 57 cm.-- Oxford : Oxford University Press ; London : Humphrey Milford, [1888]
Notes: Folded size varies.-- Offprint from: Prestwich's Geology ..., v. 2
Held by: Oxford

Notes: Includes index.-- Smith Woodward Collection copy contains letter from the author to Smith Woodward dated 27 Feb. 90
Contents -- Vol. 1. Chemical and physical -- Vol. 2. Stratigraphical and physical
Held by: UCL (University College London)

Held by: Birmingham]]

Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index

Partial contents: Appendix: "The geometrical theory of perspective in space", by Alexander Larmor, based on his paper that appeared in The Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, no.84, 1886

Held by: Birmingham ; Liverpool ; Manchester

German classics / edited with English notes, etc. by C.A. Buchheim.-- 2nd ed., rev.-- xl, 322p ; 17cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press.-- Clarendon Press series

Vol.7: Heine's prosa, being selections from his Prose Works

Held by: King's College London


Held by: King's College London

Greek verbs, irregular and defective : their forms, meaning and quantity ;embracing all the tenses and by the Greek writers, with references to the passages in which they are found / by William Veitch.-- New edition.-- vii, 171, 40 ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1888.-- Clarendon Press series

Notes: Includes 40 pages of publisher's catalogue dated June 1888

Held by: Oxford


Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; London School of Economics ; Manchester ; Oxford


Held by: Birmingham


Notes: Includes index

Held by: Oxford

Hellenica, Books 1, II / with introduction and notes by G. E. Underhill fellow and senior tutor of Magdalen College.-- Oxford : The Clarendon Press

Part I: Introduction and Text

Held by: British Library


Held by: National Library of Scotland

A historical geography of the British colonies / by C.P. Lucas.-- v : ill,

Held by: Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Liverpool ; Oxford ; ULL


Notes: Title on spine: Brachet's Historical French grammar
Held by: Leeds

The historical register of The University of Oxford : being a supplement to the Oxford University Calendar, with an alphabetical record of University honours and distinctions, completed to the end of Trinity term, 1888 / University of Oxford. -- 460p ; 19cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1888

Notes: index
Held by: Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin


Notes: "First appeared in the Transactions of the Philological Society for 1873-4." -- Pref
Held by: Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Oxford ; ULL

The history of the Rebellion and civil wars in England begun in the year 1641 / by Edward, Earl of Clarendon ; re-edited from a fresh collation of the original ms. in the Bodleian Library, with marginal dates and occasional notes, by W. Dunn Macray. -- 6v. ; 20 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1888

Held by: UCL (University College London)


Books XIII-XXIV / Homer ; with notes by D.B. Monro
Notes: Greek text, notes in English
Held by: Oxford

Held by: National Library of Scotland

Notes: German text, with English introduction and notes by C.A. Buchheim
Held by: Cambridge

Held by: British Library

A Latin prose primer / Sargent, John Young. -- 8vo. -- Oxford, 1888. -- Clarendon press series

Held by: National Library of Scotland


Notes: Includes bibliographical references. -- "The following pages are intended to form a companion volume to the Lectures on Ecclesiastes published by the Clarendon Press two years ago ... they contain two courses, each of six lectures ... which were given in Westminster Abbey in the closing weeks of 1885 and in the February and March of the following year" -- Pref. to the 1st ed

Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Nottingham


Notes: Includes bibliographical footnotes

Held by: Cambridge ; Edinburgh ; Liverpool ; London School of Economics ; Oxford ; ULL


Notes: Also includes letters by John James, Jr., and Jonathan Boucher. -- The prefatory note, appendices, and the greater part of the notes are by J.R. Magrath. cf. Pref

Held by: Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin ; Wellcome Library


Vol.1

Notes: Previous ed., in 1 vol., pub. 1884. -- Translation of pt. 1 of System der Philosophie

Held by: Sheffield


Vol.2

Notes: Previous ed., in 1 vol., pub. 1884. -- Translation of pt. 1 of System der Philosophie

Held by: Sheffield
Luciani Vera historia / edited with introduction and notes for the use of middle forms in school by C.S. Jerram.-- 2nd ed.-- 77p ; 17 cm.-- Oxford : At the Clarendon Press, 1888
   Notes: Greek text.-- Includes index
   Held by: Oxford

   Notes: De oratore libri tres.-- Includes bibliographical references
   .-- Latin text with English commentary
   Held by: Edinburgh ; Liverpool ; Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin

A middle high-German primer : with grammar, notes, and glossary / by Joseph Wright.-- 124 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1888.-- Clarendon Press series
   Held by: Oxford

   Held by: Edinburgh ; Manchester

Milton / edited, with notes, etc. by C.H. Firth.-- xii, 144 p ; 17 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1888.-- Clarendon Press series
   Held by: Oxford

   Notes: With a glossarial index
   Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Liverpool ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield ; ULL

Modern German Reader. A graduated collection of prose extracts ... Edited by C. A. Buchheim ... Part I. With English notes, a grammatical index, and a complete vocabulary.-- Fifth edition, revised.-- pp. xi. 206. ; 8o.-- Oxford, 1888.-- [Clarendon Press Series.]
   Held by: British Library

Nathan der Weise ... Second revised edition. (German Classics edited by C. A. Buchheim. vol. 6.) / Lessing, Gotthold Ephraim.-- pp. lvi. 301. ; 8o.-- Oxford, 1888.-- [Clarendon Press Series.]
   Held by: British Library

   Notes: Volume 1 pt 1, 2 pt 1, 3-6 pt 1, 8, 9, 10 pt 3, 4
   Held by: British Library

Odyssey / Homer ; Merry, W. Walter (William Walter), 1835-1918.-- 3rd ed.-- xvi, 386 p : ill ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press
   Books XIII-XXIV / Homer ; with introduction, notes, etc. by W.W. Merry
   Notes: Added t.p. title: Odyssey XIII-XXIV.-- Text in Greek, introduction
Notes: Glossary: p. [141]-168; [index of] proper names: p. [169]-170.-- Includes annotated excerpts from Old High German texts
Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Oxford

Notes: Caption title.-- From cover: "Transactions of the Oxford Philological Society 1887-1888".-- Imprint from cover
Held by: Birmingham

On the history of the process by which the Aristotelian writings arrived at their present form : an essay / by Richard Shute.-- xx, 183 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1888
Notes: "With a brief memoir of the author"
Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Manchester ; Oxford

Oxfordshire : Lords lieutenant, high sheriffs and members of Parliament, &c / compiled in 1868 by the late John Marriott Davenport, Clerk of the Peace ; revised by Thomas Marriott Davenport, Clerk of the Peace.-- [4], 156 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1888
Notes: Spine title: Lords lieutenant, high sheriffs and members of Parliament
Held by: Oxford ; Sheffield

Perrault's popular tales / Charles Perrault, edited from the original editions, with introduction, etc. by Andrew Lang.-- cxv, 153 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon press, 1888
Notes: Tales preceded by reproduction of t.-p. of the Paris edition of 1697: Histoires ou contes du temps passé. Avec des moralitéz
Held by: Edinburgh ; Nottingham ; Oxford ; Sheffield

The principles of sound and inflexion as illustrated in the Greek and Latin languages / by J. E. King and C. Cookson.-- xvi, 535 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1888
Notes: Spine title: Sounds and inflexions in Greek and Latin
Held by: Edinburgh ; Manchester ; Oxford

Held by: British Library

The Prioresses Tale, Sire Thopas, the Monkes Tale, the Clerkes Tale, the
Notes: Previous edition 1877.
Held by: British Library

Vol.2: 1571 - 1622 / edited by Andrew Clark
Pt.3: Degrees
Held by: Manchester ; Sheffield

Held by: British Library

Notes: 1896-98 were not published. The issues 1907-1913 are preceded by a brief University report. -- regular: annual
Held by: Oxford

Notes: English
Held by: Aberdeen ; Edinburgh ; Liverpool ; Oxford ; Sheffield ; Southampton

Held by: British Library

Held by: Durham

Notes: Iliad
Held by: Liverpool

The second book of Xenophon's Anabasis / edited, with notes, by C.S. Jerram. -- Second ed., rev. [Vocabulary ... compiled ... by John
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

Selections / with introduction, notes ... by W. Walter Merry, D.D.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1888.-- Clarendon press series
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Held by: British Library

Notes: Includes bibliographic footnotes
Held by: Aberdeen ; Birmingham ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield

Seven lamps of medicine : inaugural address delivered at the London School of Medicine for Women, October 1, 1887 / by Mrs. Scharlieb.-- 23 p ; 21 cm.-- Oxford : Printed for private circulation by Horace Hart, 1888
Held by: Oxford ; Wellcome Library

Notes: Contents: Introduction. Plea for an inductive science of literary criticism.--pt. 1. Shakespeare considered as a dramatic artist, in twelve studies.--pt. 2. Survey of dramatic criticism as an inductive science
Held by: Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield ; Trinity College Dublin

Sixteen old maps of properties in Oxfordshire (with one in Berkshire) : in the possession of some of the colleges in the University of Oxford illustrating the open field system / Mowat, J. L. G. (John Lancaster Gough), 1846-1894 ; University of Oxford.-- [2] p : 17 maps ; 77 x 51 cm.-- Oxford : reproduced by the colotype process, at the Clarendon press by Horace Hart, printer to the university, 1888
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Sophocles in single plays for the use of schools / ed. with introductions and English notes by Lewis Campbell, and Evelyn Abbot, Philoctetes.-- New,


Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index

Contents: v. 1. The limits of human intelligence considered ; Thesism -- v. 2. Review of opposing systems ; The life to come

A treatise of human nature / reprinted from the original edition in 3 volumes and edited with an analytical index by L.A. Selby-Bigge.-- Oxford, 1888


The traveller / edited, with introduction and notes, by George Birkbeck Hill, D.C.L.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1888.-- Clarendon press series


Wit and wisdom of Samuel Johnson / selected and arranged by George Birkbeck Hill.-- 323 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon press, 1888
The works / of that learned and judicious divine, Mr. Richard Hooker; with
an account of his life and death by Isaac Walton; arranged by John
fascim ; 24 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1888
Notes: "A supplication made to the Council by Master Walter Travers," "Mr.
Hooker's answer to the supplication that Mr. Travers made to the Council,"
and seven sermons are included in vol. 3.-- Commonly referred to as
Ecclesiastical polity
Held by: Birmingham ; Leeds

1889- Core – 96

The anatomy of the frog / by Alexander Ecker; translated, with numerous
annotations and additions by George Haslam.-- xvi, 449 p., 2 p. of plates :
ill ; 24 cm.-- Oxford : at the Clarendon Press, 1889.-- Translations of
foreign biological memoirs ; 2
Notes: Includes bibliographies
Held by: Birmingham ; Imperial College ; Liverpool ; Manchester ;
Nottingham ; Oxford ; Wellcome Library

Held by: Cambridge

Annual report of the curators of the Bodleian Library / Bodleian
Library.-- v ; 22-34 cm.-- Oxford : University Press, 1889-1981
Notes: Continues: Bodleian Library. The Bodleian Library in 1882-7 : a
report from the Librarian.-- regular: annual.-- Supplement to: Oxford
University gazette
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Apologeticus adversus gentes pro Christianis / Quinti Septimii Florentis
Tertulliani ; edited, with introduction and notes by T. Herbert
Bindley.-- xxx, 172 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1889
Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index.-- Latin text, with
English introduction and notes
Held by: Aberdeen ; Nottingham

Aristophanes The Birds / with introduction and notes by W.W. Merry.-- 2v. in
series
Notes: Each vol. has separate t.p.-- Greek text with English introduction
and notes.-- Includes index
Held by: Oxford

Aristophanes The clouds / Aristophanes ; Merry, W. Walter [Editor].-- new
Held by: Aberdeen

The Attic Theatre. A description of the stage and theatre of the Athenians,
and of the dramatic performances at Athens ... With facsimiles and
illustrations. / Haigh, Arthur Elam.-- pp. xiii. 341. ; 8o.-- Oxford :
Clarendon Press, 1889.
Held by: British Library

Notes: "Bibliography of the Novum organum": p. 145-155.-- "Dates of the leading events in Bacon's life, and of the first publication of his principal writings": p. 3-5.-- First edition published by the Clarendon Press, Oxford in 1878.-- Includes index.-- Text in Latin with notes in English
Held by: Leeds ; Oxford

Beckers Friedrich der Grosse : with an historical introduction, genealogical and chronological tables, a map, and a copious index / Becker, K. F. (Karl Friedrich), 1777-1806 ; Buchheim, C. A. (Carl Adolf), 1828-1900.-- 2nd, rev. ed.-- xxxi, 176 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1889.-- German classics ; v. 9
Notes: Extracted from Becker's Weltgeschichte.-- German text, with English introduction and notes by C.A. Buchheim
Held by: Cambridge

The birds of Oxfordshire / by O.V. Aplin.-- vii, 217 p : (1)ill ; 23 cm + map.folded) on end-paper.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1889
Notes: With a map
Held by: Birmingham ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin

The Book of Common Prayer.-- 671p ; 10x3cm.-- Oxford : University Press, [ca1889]
Notes: Diam. 96mo. 'The finger Prayer Book'
Held by: Cambridge

Burns. Selected Poems. Edited, with introduction, notes and a glossary, by J. Logie Robertson. / Burns, Robert, the Poet ; Robertson, James Logie.-- pp. xxxi. 292. ; 8o.-- Oxford, 1889.-- [Clarendon Press Series.]
Held by: British Library

Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index.-- Introduction and notes in English
Held by: Manchester ; Oxford

Campbell's Gertrude of Wyoming. Part I. With notes, etc. / Campbell, Thomas, the Poet.-- [Another edition.], Edited, with introduction and notes' by H. Macaulay Fitzgibbon...-- pp. 186. ; 8o.-- Oxford', 1889.-- [Clarendon Press Series.]
Held by: British Library

Catalogue of the Persian, Turkish, Hindustani, and Pushtu manuscripts in the Bodleian Library : The Persian manuscripts / begun by E. Sachau, continued, completed and edited by H. Ethé.-- Vol.1 ; 29cm.-- Oxford, 1889.-- Catalogi
codicum manuscriptorum bibliothecae Bodleianae ; pars. 13
Notes: Pts. 2 and 3 published separately: Pt.2: Turkish, Hindustani, Pushutu and additional Persian manuscripts. By H. Ethé, 1930.- Pt.3: Additional Persian manuscripts. By A.F.L. Beeston, 1954.-- Vol. 3 has an author index to all three volumes
Held by: Manchester

Held by: British Library

Chronicon Galfridi le Baker de Swynebroke / edited with notes by Edward Maunde Thompson.-- xvii, 340 p : facsim., fold. maps, fold, plan ; 23 x 20 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon press, 1889
Notes: Includes the Chroniculum
Held by: Manchester ; Sheffield

A commentary on Catullus / by Robinson Ellis.-- 2nd ed.-- lxii,
Notes: Includes index
Held by: Aberdeen ; Birmingham ; Leeds ; Liverpool ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield

Notes: Arabic text has t.p. in Arabic and Hebrew.-- Errata: p. [97]
.-- Glossary: p. [89]-96.-- "List of mss. of the Commentary on Daniel": p. [xii]-xiii.-- Numbering sequence is 1-96 in the translation and 153-1 in the Arabic text. -- Text in Arabic and Hebrew; translation in English
Held by: Edinburgh ; Manchester ; Oxford

Notes: The period treated is 1625-1660
Held by: Leeds ; Oxford ; Sheffield

Contributions to Latin lexicography / by Henry Nettleship.-- xxi, 624 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon, 1889
Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Southampton ; ULL

Notes: Text in Latin, notes in English
Held by: Oxford

De Coniuratione Catilinae Liber de Bello Iugurthino Liber / C. Sallusti
Held by: British Library

Devia Cypria; notes of an archeological journey in Cyprus in 1888 ... With map, etc.-- pp. vii. 124.; 8o.-- London; Oxford [printed] : H. Frowde, 1889.
Held by: British Library

The dynasty of Theodosius : or, Eighty years' struggle with the barbarians / A series of lectures delivered to the Durham ladies educational association, by Thomas Hodgkin.-- xiii, 239 p : fold. pl., map ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : At the Clarendon Press, 1889
Notes: A series of lectures delivered to the Durham Ladies' Educational Association
Held by: Edinburgh ; Manchester ; Oxford ; ULL

Held by: British Library

German classics ; v. 1
Held by: National Library of Scotland

The elements of inductive logic : designed mainly for the use of students in the universities / by Thomas Fowler.-- Fifth edition corrected and revised.-- [v], vi-xxv, [3], 365, [3], 16 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : At the Clarendon Press, M DCCC LXXXIX.-- Clarendon Press series
Notes: Publisher's advertisements at end.-- Spine title: Inductive logic
Held by: Oxford

Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index
Held by: Oxford

Notes: First edition published in 1889.-- Includes bibliographical references.-- On spine: Dryden's dramatic poesy - Arnold
Held by: Oxford

Essays / by the late Mark Pattison, sometime Rector of Lincoln College ; collected and arranged by Henry Nettleship.-- 2 v ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1889
Notes: Also has title: Essays by the late Mark Pattison.-- Cover title: Pattison's essays


Graece reddenda or Miscellaneous exercises for practice in Greek prose composition / arranged by C.S. Jerram, M.A.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1889.-- Clarendon Press series


Gray. Selected poems. Edited by Edmund Gosse ... With supplementary notes for the use of schools by Foster Watson. / Gray, Thomas, the Poet ; Gosse, Sir Edmund William.-- pp. viii, 156 ; 17 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1889.-- (Clarendon Press series.)


Notes: Earlier edition, 1885.

Astronomical bibliography:
List of published star catalogues and celestial charts: v. 2, p. [487]-505;
list of books relating to, or bearing on, astronomy: v. 2, p. 506-515
"Catalogue of ... comets": v. 1, p. 511-588.
"Catalogues of stars": v. 3, p. 119-334.
Plates XXVII and XXVIII of v. 2 (observatory plans) in pocket.
"Sketch of the history of astronomy ... a chronological summary": v. 2, p. [468]-486.
"Tables of the planets": v. 1, p. [651]-671.
"Title vignettes.
"Vocabulary of definitions": v. 2, p. [541]-554

Contents: v. 1. The sun, planets, and comets.--v. 2. Instruments and practical astronomy.--v. 3. The starry heavens.

Helps to the study of the Book of common prayer : being a companion to church worship.—232 p.; 19 cm.—Oxford : At the Clarendon Press, [1889?]

Notes: Date from NUC Pre-1956 Imprints, Vol.239

Herculanean papyri / Oxford Philological Society.—7v.; 30 x 27cm.—Oxford, 1889

Notes: Photographed for the Oxford Philological Society

In accidents, and at other times : A lecture delivered to the city of Oxford companies of the Oxfordshire Rifle Volunteers / Hussey, E. L. (Edward Law).—3d ed.—56 p.—Oxford : Hart, 1889

Notes: Microfilmed for preservation

The Institutes of Justinian / translated into English, with an index, by J. B. Moyle.—2d ed.—xii, 224 p.; 23 cm.—Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1889.—Clarendon Press series


Lapidarium Walliae: the early inscribed and sculptured stones of Wales delineated and described / by J. O. Westwood.—Oxford : printed at the University Press for the Cambrian Archaeological Association, 1876-1889

Notes: Coloured lithographs and wood engravings

A Latin dictionary for schools / Lewis, Charlton Thomas, 1834-1904.—viii, 1191 p.; 25 cm.—Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1889


The Library.-- v : ill., plates, ports., facsims, tables ; 22-26 cm.-- London : Oxford University Press, 1889-. -- 00242160
.-- regular: quarterly
Held by: Bristol; Cambridge; Durham; King's College London; National Library of Scotland; SAS

Held by: National Library of Scotland

**Livy, book XXI** / with introduction and notes by M.T. Tatham, M.A.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1889.-- **Clarendon press series**
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Held by: Edinburgh

Marmion / Scott; edited, with introduction and notes, by Thomas Bayne.-- xxii, 300p ; 18cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1889
Notes: Original blue cloth; yellow endpapers; cut (ED/U-1: 11,263)
Held by: Edinburgh

Notes: Contents: v. 1. Electrostatics.--v. 2. Magnetism and electrodynamics
Held by: Edinburgh; Leeds; Oxford
Vol. 2: Magnetism and Electrodynamics
Held by: British Library]]

Notes: No more published.
Held by: British Library

Niebuhrs Griechische Heroen-Geschichten ... Edited ... by Emma S. Buchheim.
P. Ovidi Nasonis Tristium libri V / recensuit S.G. Owen ; accedunt libri Marciani et libri Tyronensis simulacra.
[Tristia]
[Tristium libri V.]
Oxonii : E. Typographeo Clarendoniano, 1889.
Includes 2 folded facsimile colliotype reproductions.
Ovid, 43 B.C.-17 or 18 A.D. — Tristia — Criticism and interpretation.
Manuscripts, Latin — Italy.
Owen, S. G. (Sidney George), b. 1858.

Notes: At head of title: Cicero
Held by: King's College London

Notes: Previous edition 1874.
Held by: British Library

Held by: Manchester ; Oxford
Register of the University of Oxford / University of Oxford ; Boase, Charles William, 1828-1895 ; Clark, Andrew, 1856-1922 ; University of Oxford ; Oxford Historical Society.-- 2v. in 5 ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Printed for the Oxford Historical Society at the Clarendon Press, 1885-1889.-- Oxford Historical Society ; 1, 10-12, 14
   Notes: Includes indexes and bibliographic footnotes
   Held by: Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Wellcome Library

   Held by: British Library

Remarks and collections of Thomas Hearne / Hearne, Thomas, 1678-1735
Vol.3: May 25, 1710 - December 14, 1712 / edited by C.E. Doble
   Notes: Spine title: Hearne's collections
   Held by: Manchester ; Sheffield

Researches in stellar parallax by the aid of photography : [to which is appended a concise history of all parallactic researches made by other astronomers] / Pritchard, Charles, 1808-1893.-- 2v. in 1 : front., plates, tables ; 26 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1889-[1892].-- Oxford University Observatory. Astronomical observations ; facs. 3-4
   Held by: Oxford

   Held by: Trinity College Dublin

   Held by: British Library

   Held by: Leeds

A short history of French literature / Saintsbury, George, 1845-1933.-- Third ed.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1889
   Held by: National Library of Scotland
Notes: First published by Morris in 1867, in 1 vol. covering 1250-1400.-- Uniform with the above, and lettered "Part III" is Skeat's "Specimens of English literature ... 1394-1579" (2d ed. 1879)
Held by: King's College London

St. Frideswide. Two sermons (relating to the discovery of the Shrine of St. Frideswide), etc. / Liddell, Henry George, Dean of Christ Church ; Frideswide, Saint.-- pp. 26. ; 8o.-- Oxford : H. Hart, [1889.]
Notes: Not for publication.
Held by: British Library

Vol.1
Held by: Birmingham
Vol.2
Held by: Birmingham

Notes: Antiquities of the City of Oxford.-- Includes index and bibliographies.-- Wood's city of Oxford
Vol.1: The city and suburbs--v.2: Churches and religious houses--v.3: Addenda and indexes
Held by: Wellcome Library

Notes: Previous edition 1877.
Held by: British Library

The treasury of sacred song : selected from the English lyrical poetry of four centuries / with notes explanatory and biographical by Francis T. Palgrave.-- ix, 374 p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1889
Notes: Includes index of first lines
Held by: Liverpool ; Manchester ; Oxford

A treatise on infinitesimal calculus : containing differential and integral calculus, calculus of variations, applications to algebra and geometry, and
vol 4: dynamics of material systems
Notes: Another title page has; A treatise of analytical mechanics vol 2
Dynamics of a material system
Held by: British Library

A treatise on statics with applications to physics / Minchin, George Minchin. -- 4th ed, corrected and enlarged. -- Oxford, 1889. -- Clarendon Press series
Notes: Vol. II. 1889
Held by: Liverpool

Held by: Manchester

Notes: Includes bibliographical references. -- Text in Anglo-Saxon; notes and introd. in English. -- The Parker ms. (Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, no. 173) and the Laud ms. (Bodleian Laud 636)
Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Oxford

Notes: Includes index
Contents: v.1. Unpsychological theories -- v.2. Psychological ethics
Held by: Leeds ; Oxford ; Southampton

Notes: Previous ed., 1887
Held by: Trinity College Dublin
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Held by: Oxford

Agamemnon / Aeschylus ; with introduction and notes by A. Sidgwick. -- 4th ed.-- 2v. in 1.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1890. -- Clarendon Press series
Held by: Bristol
Akbar / by G.B. Malleson.-- 204 p : front. (fold. map) ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon press, 1890.-- Rulers of India ; 3
Held by: Edinburgh ; Oxford

Held by: Edinburgh

Notes: Includes index
Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Oxford ; Sheffield ; ULL

Anecdota Oxoniensia. Med. & Mod. Pt 5.-- Oxford, 1890
Held by: Cambridge

Held by: Edinburgh

Held by: British Library

Notes: At head of title: Sophocles in single plays, for the use of schools; ed. with introductions and English notes by Lewis Campbell, and Evelyn Abbott.-- "Compiled from the larger ed. ... publ. by Prof. Campbell (Clarendon Press, 1879-81)"--Pref
Held by: Birmingham

The apocrypha : according to the authorised version.-- v ; 16 cm.-- Oxford : [s.n.], [1890?]
Held by: Trinity College Dublin

Appendix to Lord Chesterfield's letters to his godson / edited by the Earl of Carnarvon. Letters from Lord Chesterfield to A.C. Stanhope.-- 85 p ; 29 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1890
Notes: Supplement to: Letters of Philip Dormer, fourth Earl of Chesterfield, to his godson and successor
Held by: Liverpool

The book of common prayer : according to the use of the Church of England / Church of England. -- 671p ; 10cm. -- Oxford : printed at the University Press, [ca1890]
Notes: 'The finger prayer book'
Held by: National Library of Scotland

The book of common prayer, and administration of the sacraments and other rites and ceremonies of the church according to the use of the Church of England : together with the Psalter or Psalms of David / Church of England. -- 318 p ; 12 cm. -- Oxford : Printed at the University Press ; London : William Clowes and Sons, [ca. 1890]
Held by: Oxford

The Book of common prayer and administration of the sacraments, and other rites and ceremonies of the church, according to the use of the United Church of England : together with the psalter or psalms of David, pointed as they are to be sung or said in churches; and the form and manner of making, ordaining, and consecrating Bishops, Priests, and Deacons / Church of England.-- 536p ; 13cm. -- Oxford : printed at the University Press ; London : Henry Frowde, [1890]
Notes: Spine title: Common Prayer - Hymns A & M
Held by: St. Andrews Sp.Col.

Notes: Author identified from Halkett and Laing.-- Cover title
Held by: Trinity College Dublin

Classified list of periodicals and serial works taken in by college libraries, &c., in Oxford. -- 15 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1890
Notes: "Catalogues of the periodicals taken in by the Bodleian Library (2 parts), and of the scientific periodicals taken in at the University Museum have been already published." -- P. 15
Held by: Oxford

Collectanea / edited by Montagu Burrows.-- ix, 517 p., 1 folded leaf of...
Notes: Includes index and bibliographic footnotes
Held by: Wellcome Library

Part 3: Priene, Iasos and Ephesos / edited by C. T. Newton ; By E. L. Hicks
Held by: SAS

Notes: Previous edition 1871, 77
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Held by: King's College London ; Newcastle

Held by: National Library of Scotland

A contribution to the natural history of scarlatina derived from observations on the London epidemic of 1887-1888 / by D. Astley Gresswell.-- viii, 205 p ; 24 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1890
Notes: Thesis (M.D.) Oxford
De oratore / With intro. and notes by A. S. Wilkins.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press
v. 2
Held by: British Library

Dupleix and the struggle for India by the European nations / by Colonel Malleson.-- 188 p : fold. map ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1899.
Notes: Originally published: 1890, with title: Dupleix
Held by: Oxford

Notes: Includes a number of selections by Quiller-Couch, A. D. Godley, and others.-- "Poems and parodies which ... have appeared in ... the Oxford magazine since its first issue in January 1883."
Held by: National Library of Scotland

The elements of jurisprudence / by Thomas Erskine Holland.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1890
Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index
Held by: Edinburgh ; Oxford

Held by: British Library

An essay on the place of Ecclesiasticus in Semitic literature / being the inaugural lecture delivered by D. S. Margoliouth, M. A., Laudian Professor of Arabic in the University of Oxford.-- 24p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1890
Held by: King's College London

The Essays or Counsels, civil and moral, of Francis Bacon ... Edited with introduction and illustrative notes by Samuel Harvey Reynolds. / Bacon, Francis, Viscount St. Albans ; Reynolds, Samuel Harvey.-- pp. xxxviii. 405. ; 8vo.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1890.
Notes: Containing the fifty-eight essays only.
Held by: British Library

Ethica Nicomachea / Aristotle ; recognovit brevique adnotatione critica instruxit I. Bywater.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1890.-- Scriptorum classicorum bibliotheca oxoniensis
Held by: King's College London
Euclid revised : containing the essentials of the elements of plane geometry as given by Euclid in his first six books, with numerous additional propositions and exercises / edited by R.C.J. Nixon.-- 2nd ed.-- xiv, 400p : ill ; 19cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1890.-- Clarendon Press series
Held by: Edinburgh

An exposition of the Creed / by John Pearson, lord bishop of Chester ; revised and corrected by the Rev. E. Burton.-- New ed.-- xv, 724 p ; 24 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1890
Notes: Quotations from the Hebrew, and from Rabbinical authors, have been revised by R. Payne Smith ... who has in some cases added notes ... to these notes the initials R.P.S. are appended.-- The pages of the folio edition of 1723 have been added in the margin
Held by: Oxford

Held by: Register of Preservation Surrogates

First Middle English Primer : extracts from the Ancren Riwe and Ormulum / Henry Sweet.-- 2nd ed.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1890 (1938)
Held by: British Library

Gaii Institutionum iuris civilis commentarii quattuor, or, Elements of Roman law / by Gaius, with a translation and commentary by Edward Poste.-- 3rd ed, rev and enl.-- xviii, 685 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1890
Notes: Latin text and English translation in parallel columns, with English commentary
Held by: Edinburgh ; Nottingham ; Oxford

Geography of the Dominion of Canada and Newfoundland ... With ten maps, etc. / Greswell, William Henry Parr.-- pp. xii. 154. ; 8o..-- Oxford, 1891 : Clarendon Press, [1890].
Held by: British Library

German classics / edited with English notes, etc. by C. A. Buchheim.-- 2nd ed., revised.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1890.-- Clarendon Press series Vol.8: Heine's Harzreise' / with a life of Heine, a descriptive sketch of the Harz and an index
Held by: Birmingham

The gild merchant : a contribution to British municipal history / by Charles Gross.-- 2 v ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1890
Notes: bibl Vol.1 p.301-332; index
Graphical statics : two treatises on the graphical calculus and reciprocal figures in graphical statics / by Luigi Cremona; translated by Thomas Hudson Beare.-- xi, 161 p : ill.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1890
Notes: Translation of: Il calcolo grafico, and, Le figure reciproche nella statica grafica
Held by: Edinburgh ; Manchester ; Nottingham ; Oxford ; Sheffield

A Greek-English lexicon / compiled by Henry George Liddell ... and Robert Scott.-- 7th ed., rev. and augm. throughout.-- xvi, 1776 p ; 30 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon press and by Longmans, Green and co., 1890
Notes: Also has title: Greek-English dictionary
Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Liverpool ; Manchester ; ULL

Held by: Edinburgh

tables ; 23cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1890
[Vol.]3: The starry heavens
Notes: 8 page publisher's advertisement bound in.-- Includes index
.-- Title vignette
Held by: Birmingham

[Vol.]2: Instruments and practical astronomy
Notes: 8 page publisher's advertisement bound in.-- Includes index
.-- Title vignette
Held by: Birmingham

The Harcourt papers / edited by Edward William Harcourt.-- 13v.; 8vo.-- Oxford : For private circulation, [1880-1890?] Notes: Only fifty copies printed.-- Vol. 5 is called vol. 4. pt. 2
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Heine's Harzreise : with a life of Heine, a descriptive sketch of the Harz, and an index / Heine, Heinrich, 1797-1856 ; Buchheim, C. A. (Carl Adolf), 1828-1900.-- 2nd rev. ed.-- xxv, 134 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1890.-- German classics ; v. 8
Notes: German text, with English introduction and notes by C.A. Buchheim
Held by: Cambridge

Helps to the study of the Bible, including introductions to the several books, the history and antiquities of the Jews, the results of modern discoveries and the natural history of Palestine : with copious tables, concordance and indices and a new series of maps / Wood, James.-- xi, 635, (83)p. 125 leaves of plates : ill., facsims., maps, plans ; 19 cm.-- Oxford
A historical geography of the British colonies / Lucas, Charles Prestwood, Sir, 1853-1931
Lucas, C.P..-- [iv], 343 p : maps (part folded) tables, folded ill ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press
Vol. 2: West Indies / by C.P. Lucas
Notes: Bibliographies at end of chapters; bibliographical foot-notes
Held by: London School of Economics ; Southampton

Notes: Includes bibliographical footnotes and index.-- Original German edition, 1875.-- Translation of Geschichte der Botanik vom 16. Jahrhundert bis 1860
Held by: Aberdeen ; Cambridge ; Edinburgh ; Imperial College ; Liverpool ; Manchester ; Nottingham ; Oxford ; Sheffield

Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index.-- Original published in series: Clarendon Press Series.-- "Under the auspices of the Royal Colonial Institute"
Held by: British Library

The Holy Bible, containing the Old and New Testaments : translated out of the original tongues : and with the former translations diligently compared and revised, by His Majesty's special command / Hardie, James Keir, 1856-1915 [former owner].-- 1000 p., [6] leaves of plates : maps ; 14 cm.-- Oxford : British and Foreign Bible Society, 1890
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Il penseroso / edited with notes by Oliver Elton, B.A.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1890.-- Clarendon press series
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Books I-XII / Homer ; with an introduction, a brief Homeric grammar, and notes by D.B. Monro
Notes: First edition: 1888.-- Greek text, notes in English
Held by: Oxford

Books XIII-XXIV / Homer ; with notes by D.B. Monro
Notes: Greek text, notes in English
Notes: "The text ... followed is that published by Krueger in his and Mommsen's edition of the Corpus iuris civilis"
Held by: Oxford

Held by: Aberdeen; Oxford

The islands of the Aegean / by the Rev. Henry Fanshawe Tozer. -- xii, 362 p : front. (fold. map), ill ; 20 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon press, 1890
Held by: Birmingham; Edinburgh; Leeds; Manchester; Oxford

Jungfrau von Orleans. With an historical and critical introduction, a complete commentary, etc. [German classics edited with English notes, etc. by C.A. Buchheim, Phil.Doc., F.C.P. Volume X.] / Schiller, Johann Christoph Friedrich von. -- 8vo. -- Oxford, 1890. -- Clarendon press series
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Key to German composition. A theoretical a practical guide to the art of translating English prose into German / Lange, Hermann. -- 8vo. -- Oxford, 1890. -- Clarendon press series
Held by: National Library of Scotland

A Latin dictionary, founded upon Andrew's edition of Freund's Latin dictionary / revised, enlarged and in great part rewritten by Charlton T. Lewis and Charles Short. -- 2030 p. ; 26cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1890
Notes: 2nd copy is a 1969 reprint
Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

Notes: Caption title
Held by: British Library

Notes: "Description of the manuscript (Book of Lismore)" p. v-xiv.-- Includes indexes.-- With: Cán Adamnáin. Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1905
Held by: Manchester

Held by: Edinburgh ; Oxford

M. Tullii Cicerronis De Oratore Libri Tres / with introduction and notes by Augustus S. Wilkins.-- Second ed.-- V. 1-2 ; 8vo.-- Oxford, 1888-1890.-- Clarendon press series
Notes: No more published
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Notes: Series title also at head of t.-p
Held by: Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Oxford

The Marquess of Dalhousie / by Sir William Wilson Hunter.-- 228 p : ill., fold. map ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1890.-- Rulers of India ; 22
Held by: Edinburgh ; Oxford ; Southampton

Memorabilia / Xenophon ; edited for the use of schools by J. Marshall.-- xxxix, 151, 69 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : at the Clarendon Press, 1890
Notes: Text in Greek, introduction and notes in English.-- "The text of this edition (which has been carefull expurgated) is based on the... text of Gilbert (Teubner, 1889)"-- Pref
Contents: Part 1. Introduction and text -- pt. 2. Notes
Held by: Oxford

Held by: British Library

Notes: Passages in Latin or Greek with English translation
Held by: Oxford

Models and materials for Greek iambic verse / Sargent, John Young Sargent, J. Y.-- ix, 325 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1890.-- Clarendon press series
Held by: Edinburgh ; Oxford

Modern German reader : a graduated collection of prose extracts from modern
German writers / edited by C. A. Buchheim.-- 6th ed, revd.-- 206, [4], 4p ; 18cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1890.-- Clarendon press series
Part 1 : with English notes, a grammatical appendix, a complete vocabulary, and an index
Held by: Manchester

Notes: Contents: Prolegomena: I. Life of Molière. II. The progress of French comedy. III. The comic stage in the age of Molière. IV. Introduction to Les précieuses ridicules -- Les précieuses ridicules (1659) -- Notes
Held by: Oxford

My Counsellor. Holy Scripture arranged as morning and evening meditations, etc. / BIBLE.-- pp. 764. ; 16o.-- Oxford : University Press, 1890.
Held by: British Library

The New Testament of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ : translated out of the original Greek and with the former translations diligently compared and revised.-- Oxford : Oxford University Press, [ca.1890?]
Held by: Glasgow

Notes: Appendix: The inscription of Mesha, commonly known as the "Moabite stone": [lxxxv]-xciv
Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Manchester ; Oxford

Notes: Extracted from Collectanea, 2nd series, pp. 275-316 continuing with 2 pages headed "Additions" and numbered 1-2.-- Signed at end "A. N.", i.e. Adolf Neubauer
Held by: Leeds

Notes: Cover title.-- Printed: London: Henry Frowde
Held by: Trinity College Dublin

Orations against Philip / by Demosthenes ; with introductions and notes by Evelyn Abbott and P.E. Matheson.-- 2v. ; 18cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon P., 1887-1890
Notes: index.-- Rev
Held by: Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin

An outline of the law of property / by Thomas Raleigh.-- 147 p ; 22
Notes: Spine title: Textual criticism applied to the New Testament
Held by: Edinburgh ; Oxford

Oxford and modern medicine : a letter to Dr. James Andrew / by Sir Henry W. Acland.-- v, 60 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Frowde, 1890
Held by: Edinburgh ; Oxford

Notes: Preface signed: O. Ogle.-- "The MSS from which this compilation is made are in the university and city archives and the Bodleian library."--P. 7
Held by: Wellcome Library

Held by: British Library

Held by: Register of Preservation Surrogates

A primer of spoken English / Sweet, Henry, M.A.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1890.-- Clarendon press series
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Author: Chaucer, Geoffrey
Title: The Prologue to the Canterbury Tales. Edited by the Rev. Walter W. Skeat
Added entry: Skeat, Walter William, Professor of Anglo-Saxon at Cambridge
Country of publication: England. Language: English
Location: National Library, Edinburgh [Shelved at: AO/8/3]
Reference number: nstc0907603 [NSTC]

Pro Roscio. Part 1 : introduction and text. Part 2 : notes / Cicero ; with
Notes: Includes index. -- In two parts, bound together
Held by: Oxford

Prolegomena to ethics / by Thomas Hill Green ; edited by A.C. Bradley. -- 3rd ed. -- xxxv, 427 p ; 23 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1890
Held by: Leeds ; Oxford

Notes: Text in Greek with commentary and notes in English
Held by: Edinburgh
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Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

Second Public Examination / University of Oxford. -- v ; 22 cm. -- Oxford : At the Clarendon Press. -- Oxford University examination papers
Honour School of Natural Science
Notes: Issued by: the University of Oxford
Held by: Oxford

Notes: On half-title page: Select charters. -- Spine-title: Selects charters illustrative of English constitutional history
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Select Works / Burke. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press
vol. 1
Held by: British Library

A sermon preached in the Chapel of Queen's College, Oxford, Sunday, November 2, 1890 / by Anthony W. Thorold. -- 24 p ; 22 cm. -- Oxford : Horace Hart, printer to the University, 1890

Notes: A Latin political song of the time of the Barons' war, 1264, justifying Simon de Montford and his cause, and setting forth the true theory of kingship

Contents: Appendix: I. Some mediaeval writers on kingship - II. The Barons' War in 1264 - III. La besturné, by Richard


Notes: Includes index.-- With advertisements for the Clarendon Press after p. 550


Notes: Pref. is signed by the eds. S.R Driver, William Sanday, T.K. Cheyne. 8 contributors
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Syllabus of a course of lectures on the history of the republic of Venice / Shaw, W. Hudson.--- 14 p.--- Oxford : Clarendon Press.--- Oxford University extension lectures ; no.185

Part 1 / by W. Hudson Shaw
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Held by: Edinburgh ; Oxford

The treasury of sacred song: selected from the English lyrical poetry of four centuries / with notes explanatory and biographical by Francis T. Palgrave.-- ix, 374 p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1890
Notes: Includes index of first lines
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A treatise on international law / by William Edward Hall.-- 3d ed.-- xxvii, 788 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1890
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Held by: Edinburgh ; Oxford

A treatise on statics with applications to physics / Minchin, George Minchin.-- 4th ed. corrected and enlarged.-- 2v ; 22 cm.-- Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1890
Held by: Liverpool ; Oxford

The Vedânta sūtras: with the commentary by Sankarâkârya [and the commentary of Râmânuga] / translated by George Thibaut.-- 3v. ; 23cm.-- Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1890-1904.-- Sacred books of the East ; v. 34, 38, 48
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Notes: Series title also at head of t.-p
Held by: Leeds ; Oxford

The West Indies / by C.P. Lucas.-- 343 p : col. maps, fold. diagr ; 20 cm.-- Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1890.-- Historical geography of the British colonies ; 2
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Held by: Oxford

The works of that learned and judicious divine, Mr. Richard Hooker : with an account of his life and death / by Isaac Walton.-- 2v. ; 24 cm.-- Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1890
Notes: Based on the text of the 1836 ed.-- Includes bibliographical references and indexes.-- "Spenser's Preface to the reader": v. 1, p. [85]-87
Held by: Oxford
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An A B C in Latin after the use of Sarum / Allnutt, William Henry.-- 14 [16]
   Held by: Aberdeen ; Edinburgh ; Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin

   Held by: British Library

   Held by: Oxford

   Notes: Akbar and the rise of the Mughal Empire.-- Includes index
   Held by: Glasgow ; King's College London

   Notes: Advertisements for the Clarendon Press Series on final 8 pages.-- Includes glossary
   Held by: Oxford

Ars moriendi : that is to saye the craft for to deye for the helthe of mannes sowle : photolithograph of the unique and perfect copy, printed about 1491 by William Caxton or Wynken de Worde, preserved in the Bodleian Library, Oxford / issued, with an introductory note by Edward W. B. Nicholson.-- 7 p., [8] leaves ; 24 cm.-- London : Bernard Quaritch ; Oxford : Clarendon Press Depository, [1891].-- Bodleian Facsimile Reprints ; 1
   Notes: Imprint date from author's essay: 1 October 1891
   Held by: Leeds ; Oxford

   Notes: Includes index.-- Text in Latin
   Held by: Oxford

Campbell's Gertrude of Wyoming. Part I. With notes, etc. / Campbell, Thomas, the Poet. -- Second edition,, revised.-- pp. 84. ; 8o.-- Oxford,
Catalogue of the Aristotelian and philosophical portions of the library of
the late Henry William Chandler : preserved in the library of Pembroke
25cm.-- Oxford : Printed at the Clarendon Press by Horace Hart, Printer to
the University, 1891
Notes: Last leaf blank
Held by: Cambridge

Cato Maior de Senectute / edited with notes by Leonard Huxley, etc.-- 2 pt.
in 1 ; 8vo.-- Oxford, 1891.-- Clarendon press series
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Chemistry in space : from J. H. van 't Hoff's 'Dix années dans l'histoire
d'une théorie' / tr. and ed. by J. E. Marsh.-- vi, 128 p : ill.-- Oxford :
Clarendon Press, 1891.-- Clarendon Press series
Notes: First French ed. pub. under title: La chimie dans l'espace
Held by: Oxford ; Wellcome Library

Author: Byron, George Gordon Noel, Baron Byron
Title: Childe Harold's Pilgrimage. Edited, with introduction and notes,
by H. F. Tozer
Series note: Clarendon Press Series.
Added entry: Tozer, Henry Fanshawe
Country of publication: England. Language: English
Location: Bodleian Library [Shelved at: 280 e.1496]
Reference number: nstc0906358
[NSTC]

Cicero. Speeches against Catilina. With introduction and notes by E. A.
Upcott. / Cicero, Marcus Tullius.-- Second edition.-- 2 pt. ;
8o.-- Oxford, 1891.-- [Clarendon Press Series.]
Held by: British Library

Author: Cicero, Marcus Tullius
Title: Cicero. Cato major de senectute. Edited .. by L. Huxley
Press Series.
Library
Reference number: nstc0141951
[NSTC]

Classical texts from papyri in the British Museum : including the newly
discovered poems of Herodas / edited by F.G. Kenyon ... with autotype
facsimiles of mss.-- vi, 122 p : 9 facsim ; 27 cm.-- London ;. [Oxford :
Printed by order of the Trustees, Clarendon Press], 1891
Notes: Contents: Herodas.--Hyperides (?) In Philippidem.--Demosthenes, Ep. III.--Isocrates De pace.--Homer, Iliad I-VI, XVIII, XXIII-XXIV.--Tryphon (?) , Ars grammatica.--Herodas. Addendum
Held by: Cambridge

The cloud of witness : A daily sequence of great thoughts from many minds following the christian seasons / Mrs. Lyttelton Gell.-- Oxford University Press : [s.n.], 1891?
Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

Notes: Cover dated 1892
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The complete works of William Shakespeare / edited, with a glossary by W.J. Craig.-- viii, 1264 p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1892.-- The Oxford Shakespeare
Held by: SAS

Notes: Vol. 1. 5th ed., 1891; Vol. 2. 3rd ed., 1887; Vol. 3. 4th ed., 1890
Held by: Aberdeen ; Edinburgh ; Trinity College Dublin

Cornelii Taciti Annalium ab excessu divi Augusti libri = The annals of Tacitus / edited with an introduction and notes by Henry Furneaux.-- 2v. ; ill ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1884-1891.-- Clarendon Press series
Notes: Annalium ab excessu divi Augusti libri.-- Annals of Tacitus
.-- Includes index.-- Latin text ; introduction and commentary in English
Held by: Leeds ; Manchester ; Nottingham ; Oxford ; ULL

Notes: Contents: Pt. 1. Introduction and text. -- pt. 2. Notes
Held by: Oxford

Notes: Greek text
Held by: Glasgow ; King's College London ; SAS
  Held by: British Library

Dupleix, and the struggle for India by the European nations / by Colonel G. B. Malleson, C.S.I.-- 188 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1921.-- Rulers of India
  Held by: Leeds

  Held by: British Library

  Notes: Series title also at head of t.-p
  Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Manchester ; Oxford

An elementary Latin dictionary / by Charlton T. Lewis.-- xii, 952 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1891.
  Notes: An abridgment of the author's Latin dictionary for schools
  Held by: Nottingham

  Held by: Edinburgh

  Neg: NC.101945
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Essays upon heredity and kindred biological problems / by Dr. August Weismann ; edited by Edward B. Poulton ... Selmar Schönland ... and Arthur E. Shipley ... Authorized translation.-- 2nd ed.-- 2v. : ill ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1891-1892
  Notes: "Reviews, volumes, letters, etc., dealing with the subject of the essays, which have appeared in England and America since the publication of
the first edition (1889)"; v. 1, p. [xiii]-xv. -- The contents of the 1st edition (1889) are reprinted as vol. 1 of this (2d) edition. V. 2 contains four additional essays. -- Vol. 2 edited by Edward B. Poulton and Arthur E. Shipley

Held by: Edinburgh ; Liverpool ; Oxford ; Wellcome Library

Extracts from various authors, and fragments of table-talk: afternoons at L. / Hussey, E. L. (Edward Law). -- 298 p.; 20 cm. -- Oxford : H. Hart, 1891

Notes: Chiefly in English; some also in French and Latin. -- Compiled by E.L. Hussey

Held by: Cambridge


Notes: At head of title: Shakespeare. Select plays. -- Preface dated Jan.1891

Held by: Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin


Held by: Manchester


Held by: British Library

First Middle English primer : extracts from the Ancren riwle and Ormulum, with grammar, notes, and glossary / by Henry Sweet. -- Second edition. -- vii, 100 p.; 20 ; 17 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1891. -- Clarendon Press series

Held by: Oxford

Fossil botany : being an introduction to palaeophytology from the standpoint of the botanist / by H. Graf zu Solms-Laubach ; the authorised English translation by Henry E. F. Garnsey ; revised by Isaac Bayley Balfour. -- xi, 401 p.; ill ; 25 cm. -- Oxford : at the Clarendon Press, 1891

Notes: Errata : p. [xii]. -- Includes index. -- "List of publications": p. [373]-389

Held by: Aberdeen ; Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Imperial College ; Oxford ; Sheffield

Geography of the Dominion of Canada and Newfoundland / by the Rev. William Parr Greswell ... Under the auspices of the Royal colonial institute. -- xii, p., 2 l., 154 p.; 10 maps (part fold.) ; 20 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon press, 1891

Held by: Leeds ; Oxford ; Southampton


Held by: Edinburgh

Notes: Includes bibliographical references and indexes.-- Reprinted in 1998 by Bristol Classical Press, London as 'Homerian grammar'

Held by: Aberdeen ; Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield ; Southampton ; ULL

A Fragment on Government; being an examination of what is delivered on the subject of government in general, in the introduction to Sir W. Blackstone's Commentaries: with a preface, in which is given a critique on the work at large. [By J. Bentham.] / Bentham, Jeremy ; Blackstone, Sir William, One of the Justices of the Court of Common Pleas ; Montague, Francis Charles.-- [Another edition.], A fragment on government ... Edited with an introduction by F. C. Montague.-- pp. xii. 241. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1891.

Held by: British Library

A history of German literature : from the accession of Frederick the Great to the death of Goethe / by W. Scherer ; translated from the third German edition by Mrs. F. C. Conybeare ; and edited by F. Max Müller.-- vii, 335 p.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1891

Notes: "The references in the text are to the complete edition in two volumes ... 1886."

Held by: Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield ; Trinity College Dublin

The history of Sicily from the earliest times / by Edward A. Freeman.-- 4v. : maps (part fold.) ; 24 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1891-1894

Notes: Bibliographical footnotes.-- Vol. 4 edited by A. J. Evans
Contents: v. 1. The native nations: The Phoenician and Greek settlements.--v. 2. From the beginning of Greek settlement to the beginning of Athenian intervention.--v. 3. The Athenian and Carthaginian invasions.--v. 4. From the tyranny of Dionysius to the death of Agathoklès; ed. from posthumous mss. with supplements and notes by Arthur J. Evans

Held by: Edinburgh ; Liverpool ; Oxford ; Southampton ; ULL
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Held by: Register of Preservation Surrogates

Held by: Birmingham

Held by: National Library of Scotland

The law and custom of the constitution / by Sir William R. Anson. -- 2v ; 23 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1886-1892
Notes: Pt.1: Parliament; 2nd ed. Pt 2: The crown
Contents: v. 1. Parliament.--v. 2. The crown
Held by: Aberdeen ; Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin
The law of nations considered as independent political communities: On the rights and duties of nations in time of peace / By Sir Travers Twiss.-- New ed. [2d] rev. and enl.-- lvi, 486 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon press, 1892
Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index
Held by: Oxford

Lessing's Laokoon / edited, with English notes, by A. Hamann ; revised, with an introduction, by L.E. Upcott.-- xxiii, 302, 20 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1892
Held by: Leeds ; Manchester ; Oxford

Letters of Samuel Johnson, LL.D / collected and edited by George Birkbeck Hill.-- 2v. : fold. facsim ; 24 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1892
Notes: Includes index
Held by: Manchester ; Oxford

A lexicon : abridged from Liddell and Scott's Greek-English lexicon / Liddell, Henry George, 1811-1898 ; Scott, Robert, 1811-1887.-- 25th ed., carefully revised throughout.-- 804 p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1892
Held by: Oxford

Held by: Manchester

The life and works of John Arbuthnot, M.D : fellow of the Royal College of Physicians / by George A. Aitken.-- x p., 1 ., 516 p : front. (port.) fold. geneal. tab ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1892
Notes: "With the exception of a few medical and scientific writings, everything that we know with certainty to be Arbuthnot's is here reprinted; and a few tracts of doubtfull authenticity ... have been added."--Pref
Held by: Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Manchester ; Trinity College Dublin ; Wellcome Library

The life of King Henry the Fifth / edited by William Aldis Wright.-- xl, 196p ; 17cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1892.-- Shakespeare select plays
Held by: Edinburgh

Held by: Cambridge ; National Library of Scotland

Held by: British Library
Notes: Pt. 1. Introduction, phonology, and accidence. Pt. 2. Syntax
Held by: National Library of Scotland

24o.-- Oxford : University Press, [1892.]
Notes: Version of 1611. Printed on India paper.
Held by: British Library

The New Testament of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, translated out of
the original Greek: and with the former translations diligently compared
and revised, by His Majesty's special command. Appointed to be read in
churches.-- 552 p; 89 x 30 mm.-- Oxford : University P., [1892]
Notes: Half-title reads: The finger New Testament
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Notes on the Nicomachean ethics of Aristotle / by J.A. Stewart.-- 2v; 22
cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1892
Notes: Aristotle's text in Greek, with English notes.-- Includes
bibliographical references and index
Held by: Aberdeen; Edinburgh; Leeds; Manchester; Oxford; Trinity
College Dublin; UCL (University College London)

Notes on the Oxfordshire Domesday / Frowde, Henry [publisher]; Mowat, J. L.
G..-- [4], 31[1] p., 1 plate (fold.) : map; 23.4 cm.-- Oxford, London:
Henry Frowde, 1892
Notes: With a summary of its contents by J. L. G. M., ie. J. L. G. Mowat
Held by: Cambridge

Odes: book I / edited with notes ... by E.C. Wickham.-- 8vo.-- Oxford,
1892.-- Clarendon press series
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Odyssey, books I-XII / [by] Homer. With introduction, notes, etc. by W.W.
Merry.-- [School ed.].-- 2 pts. in 1 v : illus., map; 17cm.-- Oxford:
Notes: "This School Edition ... first published in 1870."
Contents: pt.1. Introduction and text.- pt. 2. Notes
Held by: Glasgow; National Library of Wales

Old English drama : select plays / edited by Adolphus William Ward.-- 3rd
ed., rev. and enlarged.-- 304 p.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press,
1892.-- Clarendon Press series
Notes: Contents: Tragical history of Dr. Faustus / Marlowe - Honourable
history of Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay / Greene
Held by: King's College London

Opera: Virgil / with an introd. and notes by T.L. Papillon and A.E.
Haigh.-- 2voll.-- Oxford, 1892.-- Clarendon Press series
Held by: Liverpool

with a glossary by W. J. Craig. / Shakespeare, William; Craig, William
James.-- [Another edition.], (The Oxford Miniature Shakespeare.).-- 6 vol.;
Notes: Printed on India paper.
Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

P. Vergili Maronis opera / Virgil ; with an introduction and notes by T.L. Papillon... and A.E. Haigh.-- 2v. ; 20cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1892.-- Clarendon Press series
Notes: Without index
Contents: v. 1. Introduction and text - v. 2. Notes
Held by: Cambridge

Part 4: Contents of the Nasks / translated by E. W. West
Notes: Inc. index
Contents: Dinkard 8, 9
Held by: School of Oriental & African Studies (SOAS)

Notes: Half-title: English philology
Held by: Edinburgh ; Oxford

Held by: Oxford

Held by: Edinburgh ; Oxford

Held by: Liverpool ; Oxford

A primer of phonetics / by Henry Sweet.-- xi, 113 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1892.-- Clarendon Press series
Held by: Oxford

Notes: Contains selections from the four Gospels and the complete text of 2d Timothy, in Gothic
Held by: Aberdeen ; Leeds ; UCL (University College London)

Notes: Also has title: Orators of the French Revolution. -- Half-title: Orators of the French Revolution. -- Texts in French with introductions, etc., in English
Held by: Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Oxford

Notes: Native element
Held by: Leeds

Notes: "Addenda et corrigenda" slip inserted
Held by: Oxford

Progumnasmata e Lexeos Attikes Dia Paradeigmaton Didahe : being A Primer of Greek Prose Composition / J. Y. Sargent. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1892
Notes: Text in English and Greek
Held by: British Library

Notes: Institutionis oratoriae liber X : a revised text. -- Latin text, with introduction and notes in English
Contents: Part 1. Introduction and text -- Pt. 2. Notes
Held by: Oxford

Ranjit Síngh / by Sir Lepel Griffin. -- 223 p : ill., front. (fold. map) ; 20 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon press, 1892. -- Rulers of India
Notes: Includes index
Held by: Cambridge ; Durham ; Glasgow ; School of Oriental & African Studies (SOAS)

Notes: Includes index and bibliographic footnotes
Held by: Oxford ; Sheffield ; Trinity College Dublin ; Wellcome Library

Researches in stellar parallax by the aid of photography : [to which is appended a concise history of all parallactic researches made by other astronomers] / Pritchard, Charles, 1808-1893. -- 2 v. in 1 : front., plates, tables ; 26 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1889-[1892]. -- Oxford University
Observatory. Astronomical observations ; facs. 3-4
Held by: Oxford

The Roman poets of the Augustan age : Horace and the elegiac poets / by W. Y. Sellar ; with a memoir of the author by Andrew Lang, and a portrait.-- xiv, 362 p : port ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1892
Held by: Manchester ; Oxford

Rules of the Chancellor's Court of the University of Oxford 1892 / University of Oxford. Chancellor's Court.-- 27 p ; 25 cm.-- Oxford : Printed at the Clarendon Press, 1892
Held by: Oxford

Saint Paul's epistles to the Galatians, Ephesians, and Colossians : translated out of the original Greek: and with the former translations diligently compared and revised, by His Majesty's special command : appointed to be read in churches.-- Oxford : University Press, 1892
Held by: National Library of Wales

The School of Medical Science in Oxford / by J.S. Burdon-Sanderson.-- 35 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : H. Hart, 1892
Held by: Birmingham ; Manchester ; Oxford

Held by: National Library of Scotland

Second Middle English primer : extracts from Chaucer / with grammar and glossary, by Henry Sweet.-- 2nd ed.-- viii, 115 p ; 17 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1892
Held by: Oxford

Held by: National Library of Scotland

vol 1: thoughts on the present discontents the two speeches on America
Held by: British Library

Author: Athanasius, Saint, Patriarch of Alexandria, c.298-373
Sub-heading: Two or more Works. English
Title: Select writings and letters, edited by A. Robertson. (Nicene and post Nicene fathers.)
Imprint: Oxford, 1892. -- Collation: 27cm.
Subject: Christian doctrinal theology _ God, Trinity, Godhead; Miracles [231]
Subject: Church _ History of the [270]
Subject: Language _ Latin _ Letters [876]
Subject: Literature _ Latin _ Miscellaneous Writings [878]
Country of publication: England. Language: English


The song of Dermot and the Earl: an Old French poem from the Carew manuscript no.596 in the archiepiscopal library at Lambeth palace / edited, with literal translation and notes, a facsimile and a map, by Goddard Henry Orpen.-- xli, (2), 355 p : front. (fold. facsim.) fold. map ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1892


A Study of the Five Zarathushtrian ... Gâthâs, with texts and translations,
also with the Pahlavi translation for the first time edited ... from all the known codices ... with Neryosangh's Sanskrit text edited ... with a first translation, also with the Persian text ... together with a commentary ... by L. H. Mills ... Yasna xxviii-xxxiv, xliii-l, lii, etc. / AVESTA ; Mills, Lawrence Heyworth.-- 4 pt. ; 8o.-- Oxford, Erlangen, 1892-94.

Notes: The pagination is continuous; part 4 has a separate titlepage.

Held by: British Library

A summary of the new ferns which have been discovered or described since 1874 / by J. G. Baker.-- v, 119 p : front ; 25 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1892.-- Annals of botany, [Offprint]

Notes: Offprint from: The annals of botany, v. 5, 1891

Held by: Oxford ; Wellcome Library


Held by: British Library


Notes: "Books of reference": pt. 2, pt. 51

Contents: Pt.1. Introduction and text -- Pt.2. Notes

Held by: UCL (University College London)


Notes: Originally recorded by Richard Milward, Selden's secretary

Held by: Cambridge ; London School of Economics ; National Library of Wales ; Warwick

The theory of the state / by J.K. Bluntschli.-- 2d ed.-- xxv,[1],550 p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1892

Notes: Authorized English translation from the 6th German edition of Lehre vom modernen Staat.-- Includes bibliographical references .-- Translated by D.G. Ritchie, P.E. Matheson and R. Lodge

Held by: Cambridge

The treasury of sacred song : selected from the English lyrical poetry of four centuries / with notes, explanatory and biographical, by Francis T. Palgrave.-- ix, 374 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1892

Notes: Includes "index of writers" (pp. 362-364) and "index of first lines" (pp. 365-374)

Held by: Lampeter Sp.Col.


Held by: British Library

Notes: Appendix III. On Arabic as illustrative of Hebrew: p. [219]-245. -- Half-title: Hebrew tenses .-- Hebrew tenses
Twelve facsimiles of old English manuscripts / with transcriptions and an introduction, by the Rev. Walter W. Skeat.-- 37p : 12 facsim ; 29cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon press, 1892
   Notes: Pages 13-36 (transcriptions) are printed on versos only
   Held by: Aberdeen ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Liverpool ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield ; Southampton

Two of the Saxon chronicles parallel : with supplementary extracts from the others / a revised text, edited, with introduction, notes, appendices, and glossary by Charles Plummer ; on the basis of an edition by John Earle.-- 2v. ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1892-1899
   Notes: Added t.p. title: Earle's Two Saxon chronicles parallel.-- The Parker ms. (Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, no. 173) and the Laud ms. (Bodleian Laud 636)
   Contents: v. 1. Text, appendices and glossary. 1892. -- v. 2. Introduction, notes, and index. 1899
   Held by: Leeds ; Oxford

   Notes: Bibliographical footnotes. -- Includes index.-- Reprint. First published: 1892
   Contents: Introduction.--The peasantry of the feudal age.--The manor and the village community
   Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Oxford ; Sheffield ; Trinity College Dublin

   Notes: P. Vergili Maronis opera.-- V.1. Introduction and text. V.2. Notes
   Held by: Oxford

Viscount Hardinge / by C.S.H. Hardinge.-- 200 p : front. (port.) fold. map ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1892.-- Rulers of India ; 19
   Held by: Edinburgh

Warren Hastings / by captain L.J. Trotter.-- 219 p : ill., fold. map ; 20cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1892.-- Rulers of India
   Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index
   Held by: Glasgow

Wise words and quaint counsels of Thomas Fuller / selected and arranged, with a short sketch of the author's life, by Augustus Jessopp.-- xxxi, 245 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1892
   Notes: Includes bibliographical references
   Held by: Birmingham ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield

1893 -- Core -- 124

L'allegro / Milton; edited, with notes, by Oliver Elton.-- 16p ;
The ancient manuscript of the Yasna, with its Pahlavi translation (A.D. 1323), generally quoted as J2 and now in the possession of the Bodleian Library / reproduced in facsimile and edited, with an introductory note, by L.H. Mills. -- viii, 770 p : fascims ; 40 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon, 1893
Notes: 200 copies printed
Held by: Oxford

pt I: Introduction and Text
Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

Notes: Bibliography: p. [5]. -- Includes index
Held by: Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Oxford

Bacchae / Euripides ; edited with introduction and notes by A.H. Cruickshank. -- 90, 76 p ; 18 cm. -- Oxford : At the Clarendon Press, 1893
Notes: Consists ofParts 1 and 2, separately paginated and each with a t.p., bound in one. -- Greek text with English introduction and notes
Contents: Part 1. Introduction and text -- pt. 2. Notes
Held by: Oxford

Beckers 'Friedrich der Grosse' : with an historical introduction, genealogical and chronological tables, a map, and a copious index / edited with English notes, etc., by C. A. Buchheim. -- 2nd rev. ed. -- xxxi, 176 p : map ; 17 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon press, 1893. -- German classics ; v. 9
Notes: Introduction etc. in English
Held by: SAS

Author: Hamilton, Sir, Robert George Crookshank, K.C.B
Title: Book-keeping. By Sir R. G. C. Hamilton .. and J. Ball
Added entry: Ball, John, Examiner in Book-keeping for the Society of Arts
Subject: Accounting [657]
Country of publication: England. Language: English
Location: British Library [Shelved at: 12205. n.40.]
Reference number: nstc0317674 [NSTC]

The book of common prayer, and administration of the sacraments ... according to the use of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States
of America, together with the Psalter.-- xxii, 566p ; 17.8cm.-- Oxford : printed at the University Press; New York: Thomas Nelson & Sons, [ca. 1893] Notes: 'Certificate' on verso of titlepage, dated Dec. 8, 1892 Held by: Trinity College Dublin

The Book of Common Prayer, etc. / LITURGIES.-- 96o.-- Oxford : University Press, [1893.] Held by: British Library

The book of Enoch / translated from Professor Dillmann's Ethiopic text, emended and revised in accordance with hitherto uncollated Ethiopic mss. and with the Gizeh and other Greek and Latin fragments which are here published in full, edited with introduction, notes, appendices, and indices, by R.H. Charles.-- xiii, 391 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1893 Notes: Includes indexes Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Manchester ; Nottingham ; Oxford


Catalogue of the Greek vases in the Ashmolean Museum / by Percy Gardner.-- ix p., 1 ,. 43 p : illus., 26 (i.e. 27) pl. (part col.) ; 39 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1893 Notes: At head of title: Museum oxoniense.-- "The vases from Gela. Note by the keeper (Arthur J. Evans)"; p. [vii]-ix .-- "Three hundred and fifty copies only of this book have been printed." Held by: Manchester

A Charge delivered to the Clergy and Churchwardens of the Diocese ... Second visitation ... 1893.-- pp. 90. ; 8o.-- Oxford : University Press, 1893. Held by: British Library

The Chinese classics : with a translation, critical and exegetical notes, prolegomena and copious indexes / by James Legge ... In seven volumes.-- 2d
Notes: As originally projected the collection was "to embrace all the books in 'The thirteen king'". The 6th and 7th and the supplementary volumes were never published. An English translation of the Yih king and the Li Ki appeared respectively as v. 16 (1882) and v. 27-28 (1885) of the series "Sacred books of the East". A translation of the Hsiao king appeared in vol. III (1879) of the same series. -- Vols. 1-2, 2nd edition revised, 1893-95, printed at the Clarendon press, Oxford -- v. 3-5, printed at the London missionary society's printing office, Hongkong, are a reissue of the older edition with new t.-p. and imprint: London, H. Frowde [n. d.] (Errata not corrected)

Contents: I. Confucian analects, the Great learning, and the Doctrine of the mean. -- II. The works of Mencius. -- III. The Shoo king, or the Book of historical documents: pt. I. The first parts of the Shoo-king, or the Books of T'ang; the Books of Yu; the Books of Hea; the Books of Shang; and the Prolegomena. pt. II. The fifth part of the Shoo king, or the Books of Chow; and the indexes. -- IV. The She king, or the Book of poetry: pt. I. The first part of the She-king, or the Lessons from the states; and the Prolegomena. pt. II. The second, third, and fourth parts of the She-king, or the Minor odes of the kingdom, the Greater odes of the kingdom, the Sacrificial odes and praise-songs; and the indexes. -- V. The Ch'un ts' ew, with the Tso chuen: pt. I. Dukes Yin, Hwan, Chwang, Min, He, Wan, Seuen and Ch'ing; and the Prolegomena. pt. II. Dukes Seang, Chi'ao, Ting, and Gae, with Tso's appendix; and the indexes.

Held by: Oxford


Held by: British Library


Notes: On cover: Cicero De amicitia

Contents: Two parts bound as one. I: Introduction and text. -- II: Notes

Held by: Oxford


Pt 4.i: Knidos, Halikarnassos and Branchidae / edited by C. T. Newton ; by Gustav Hirschfeld

Notes: Contents: I. Inscriptions from Knidos. II. Inscriptions from Halikarnassos. III. Inscriptions from Branchidae

Held by: SAS


Held by: British Library
Held by: Edinburgh ; Oxford

Held by: Birmingham ; Imperial College

An elementary treatise on pure geometry : with numerous examples / by John Wellesley Russell. -- xvi, 323 p ; 20 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1893
Notes: Includes index
Held by: Birmingham ; Liverpool ; Oxford ; Sheffield

Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index
Held by: Oxford

Held by: British Library

Held by: Liverpool

Anglo-Saxon reading primers ; 2
Notes: "The Latin original of a portion of the text has been added." - preface
Held by: Birmingham ; Oxford

Notes: Text in Anglo-Saxon, introduction and notes in English
Held by: Oxford ; Sheffield ; Southampton

Held by: Glasgow

Haidar Alí and Tipú Sultán and the struggle with the Musalmán powers of the South / by Lewin B. Bowring. -- 233 p : fold. map, geneal. tables ; 20 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1893. -- Rulers of India ; 11
Notes: Includes index
Held by: Aberdeen ; Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Manchester ; Oxford
  Held by: Oxford

The hymnal revised and enlarged. As adopted by the General Convention of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States of America in ... 1892. / LITURGIES.-- pp. vii, 715; 15 cm.-- Oxford: University Press; New York: Henry Frowde, [ca. 1893].
  Held by: British Library

Hymni homerici / codicibus denuo collatis recensuit Alfred Goodwin, cum quattuor tabulis photographici.-- Oxford : Oxford University Press, 1893
  Held by: Liverpool

  Held by: British Library

Il penseroso / Milton; edited, with notes, by Oliver Elton.-- 16p; 18cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, [1893?]
  Held by: Edinburgh

  Books XIII-XXIV / Homer; with notes by D.B. Monro
  Notes: Greek text, notes in English
  Held by: Oxford

Index Kewensis. An enumeration of the genera and species of flowering plants from the time of Linnaeus to the year 1885 inclusive together with their authors' names ... Compiled at the expense of the late C. R. Darwin under the direction of J. D. Hooker by B. D. Jackson. (Index Kewensis Plantarum Phanerogamarum, etc.) / Kew ; Hooker, Sir Joseph Dalton, G.C.S.I.; Jackson, Benjamin Daydon.-- 2 vol.; 4o.-- Oxford, 1895: Clarendon Press,
  [1893-95.]
  Notes: Published in parts.
  Held by: British Library
[[Index Kewensis : plantarum phanerogamarum nomina et synonyma omnium generum et specierum a Linnaeo usque ad annum MDCCCLXXXV complectens nomine recepto auctore patria unicoque plantae subjectis / sumptibus beati Caroli Roberti Darwin ; ductu et consilio Josephi D. Hooker; confectis B. Daydon Jackson.-- 2v., xiv, 1268, 1299 p; 33 cm, suppl.16 + < > suppl.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1893.-- 0198545312 ; 0198545320 (suppl.17) ; 0198545339 (suppl.18) ; 0198546769 (suppl.19) ; 1900347105 (suppl.20) ; 1842460412 (suppl.21)
  Notes: Each supplement covers additions, amendments, &c., for a period covering about 5 years.-- "Index Kewensis : an enumeration of the genera and species of flowering plants, from the time of Linnaeus to the year 1885 inclusive, together with their authors' names, the works in which they were first published, their native countries and their synonyms" - p. opposite
t.p. -- Published as Fasc. 1-4 (1893-1895), then Suppl. 1, for 1886-1895 (1906), onward. -- Supplement 20 onward compiled by K.M. Challis, R.A. Davies. -- Supplements compiled by Theophilus Durand et al

Held by: Oxford

[Index Kewensis : an index of the genera and species of flowering plants from the time of Linnaeus, together with their author's names, the works in which they were first published, their native countries and their synonyms / compiled at the Herbarium of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew. -- v ; 33 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1893-

Notes: Two volumes in four parts and supplements; supplements from 1886

Held by: Trinity College Dublin]]

Author: Phillimore, William Phillimore Watts
Title: Index to Wills proved and Administrations granted in the Court of the Archdeacon of Berks, 1508 to 1652. Edited by W. P. W. Phillimore
Imprint: [Oxford]: Printed for the Oxford historical society, 1893. --
Added entry: Berkshire, Archdeaconry of
Added entry: Oxford, Oxford Historical Society
Subject: Wills [929.06]
Country of publication: England. Language: English
Locations: British Library [Shelved at: Ac.8126/14.]; Harvard University Library
Reference number: nstc0598211 [NSTC]


Held by: Edinburgh ; Oxford

Latin historical inscriptions : illustrating the history of the early empire / G. McN. Rushforth.-- xxvii, 144 p : 1 fold. geneal. table ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : At the Clarendon Press, 1893
Notes: "Bibliography": p. xxi-xxv.-- Includes indices
Held by: Aberdeen ; Edinburgh ; Liverpool ; Oxford

Vol.1: Syntax exercises with notes, vocabulary and appendix
Held by: Birmingham

Author: Worcester, Worcestershire Historical Society
Title: Lay Subsidy Roll for the County of Worcester, circ. 1280. Edited..
by J. W. W. Bund and J. Amphlett
Added entry: Amphlett, John, Barrister-at-Law, 1845-1918
Added entry: Bund, John William Willis
Added entry: Worcester, County of
Subject: History _ Organisations [906]
Subject: England _ Local History [942.102]
Country of publication: England. Language: English
Logic deductive and inductive / by Thomas Fowler. -- [4], [v], vi-xv, [1], 192, [v], vi-xxv, [3], 365, [3] p ; 18 cm. -- Oxford : At the Clarendon Press, M DCCC XCI.-- Clarendon press series

Notes: Each part has special title page. -- Entitled: Deductive logic .-- Includes indexes

Contents: The elements of deductive logic. Tenth edition, corrected and revised. 1892 - The elements of inductive logic. Sixth edition, corrected and revised. 1892

Held by: Oxford

Lord Clive / by G.B. Malleson.-- 229 p : fold. map ; 20 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1893.-- Rulers of India

Held by: Edinburgh ; Oxford

Lycidas / Milton; edited, with notes, by Oliver Elton.-- 24p ; 18cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, [1893?]

Held by: Edinburgh


Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index.-- Latin text with English commentary

Held by: King's College London


Held by: British Library


Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index

Held by: Oxford


Held by: Edinburgh ; Oxford


Notes: No. 196 of 250 copies printed on large paper

Held by: Birmingham ; Manchester ; Oxford

The Naladiya r or Four hundred quatrains in Tamil / with introduction, translation, and notes critical, philological and explanatory to which is added a concordance and lexicon with authorities from the oldest Tamil writers by the Rev. G. U. Pope.-- xlviii, 440 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1893
Notes: Four hundred quatrains in Tamil.-- Includes bibliographical references and index
Held by: Oxford ; Wellcome Library

Part 7: Consignificant-Crouching / Ed by James A. H. Murray
Held by: British Library

Vol.2: C
Held by: Birmingham ; Sheffield

Held by: Leeds

Notes on the orthography of the "Ormulum" / by Arthur S. Napier.-- 4p, 1 leaf of plates ; 39cm.-- Oxford : Oxford University Press, 1893
Held by: Birmingham ; Oxford

Orationes Caesarianae : Pro Marcello; Pro Ligario; Pro rege Deiotaro / With introduction and notes by the Rev. W.Y. Fausset.-- 2 pts. in 1v ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : The Clarendon Press, 1893.-- Clarendon Press series
Notes: At head of title: Cicero.-- Each part has a special t.-p
Contents: pt. I. Text.--pt. II. Notes
Held by: Edinburgh

Held by: King's College London

Held by: Oxford
Oxford University examination for women: papers of the second examination (honours): French and German: held in June, 1893: together with the regulations for the year 1893-4 / University of Oxford.-- 1v., various pagings; 22 cm.-- Oxford: Printed for the Delegates of Local Examinations at the Clarendon Press, 1893

Notes: Examination for women: papers of the second examination (honours): French and German: held in June, 1893: together with the regulations for the year 1893-4

Held by: Oxford

The Oxfordshire parishes: a history of Kidlington, Yarnton and Begbroke / Stapleton, Bryan, Mrs.-- Oxford: Clarendon, 1893.-- Series / Oxford Historical Society; 24

Held by: Aberdeen

The Palestinian version of the Holy Scriptures: five more fragments recently acquired by the Bodleian Library / edited with introduction and annotations by G.H. Gwilliam.-- xli, 23 p : 3 front. 8 facsim., 2 fold ; 23 x 20 cm.-- Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1893.-- Anecdota oxoniensis. Semitic series; v. 1, pt. 5


Contents: Numbers IV.46,47; IV.49-v.2; v.3,4; v.6-8.--Colossians IV.12-18; 1 Thessalonians I.1-8.--1 Thessalonians IV.3-15.--2 Timothy I.10-II.7.--Titus I.11-II.8

Held by: Birmingham; Edinburgh; Oxford; Trinity College Dublin


Held by: National Library of Scotland


Held by: British Library


Held by: British Library


Held by: Oxford


Held by: Liverpool; Oxford


Held by: Oxford

Held by: British Library


Notes: With manuscript emendations by W.W. Skeat, in preparation for the seventh edition of 1906

Held by: Birmingham; Liverpool

Quinti Septimi florentis Tertulliani de praescriptione haereticorum ad martyras, Ad scapulam / edited with introductions and notes by T. Herbert Bindley.-- vi, 180 p.; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1893

Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index.-- Spine title: Tertulliani praescriptio haereticorum.-- Tertulliani praescriptio haereticorum

Held by: Oxford

Ranjit Singh / Sir Lepel Griffin.-- Oxford : Clarendon, 1893.-- Rulers of India

Held by: British Library


Held by: London School of Economics

A Santa Biblia : contendo o Velho e o Novo Testamento, traduzido em Portuguez.-- v.-- London [pr. Oxford] : [s.n.], 1893

Held by: Trinity College Dublin


Notes: Previous ed. 1874.-- Satires in parallel Latin and English text, preface, Lecture and notes in English

Held by: Aberdeen; Edinburgh; Manchester; Oxford; Sheffield

Scott: Lord of the isles / edited with introduction and notes by Thomas Bayne.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1893.-- Clarendon press series

Notes: Earlier edition has title: The lord of the isles, etc

Held by: National Library of Scotland
Held by: Birmingham

Held by: Sheffield

Selections from Strabo. With an introduction on Strabo's Life and Works by ... H. F. Tozer ... With maps and plans. / STRABO ; Tozer, Henry Fanshawe.-- pp. x. 376. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1893.
Held by: British Library

Notes: Includes indexes
Contents: Introduction: Plea for an inductive science of literary criticism.--pt. I. Shakespeare considered as a dramatic artist; in ten studies.--pt. II. Survey of dramatic criticism as an inductive science
Held by: Oxford ; Sheffield ; Southampton ; Trinity College Dublin

A short account of the land revenue and its administration in British India; with a sketch of the land tenures : By B.H. Baden-Powell, ... With map.-- vi,[2],260,[4]p. : folding map ; 8[degree].-- Oxford : at the Clarendon Press, 1894 [i.e. 1893]

Six essays on the ancients, their music and instruments, including an introduction on acoustics, etc / Dawes, F.-- 20 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : H. Hart
1: Chinese, Japanese, Hindoos / by F. Dawes
Notes: 6 essays on the ancients, their music and instruments, including an introduction on acoustics.-- Chinese, Japanese, Hindoos
Held by: Glasgow

Notes: Includes index.-- Socrates' Ecclesiastical history.-- Text in Greek ; preliminary matter and notes in English
Held by: Oxford

Sophocles in single plays : for the use of schools / Sophocles ; Abbott,
Trachiniae / edited with introductions and English notes by Lewis Campbell and Evelyn Abbott
Notes: Includes index
Held by: Oxford

[The "Ssu Shu," translated by James Legge.] Chinese & Eng. / SSU
SHU.-- 2 vol. ; 8o.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1893, 95...-- [Legge (James)
The Chinese Classics, etc. vol. 1, 2.]
Held by: British Library

Notes: Spine title: Select poems by Dryden
Held by: King's College London

Statutes made for Corpus Christi College, Oxford by the University of Oxford Commissioners acting in pursuance of the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge Act, 1877 : approved by the Queen in Council, together with subsequent additions and alterations / Great Britain. University of Oxford Commissioners (1877).-- 40 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford ; London : Henry Frowde, 1893
Held by: Oxford

A study on Hesiod : with a view to elucidate his meaning / by W.F. Cornish.-- 37 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Horace Hart ; London : Henry Frowde, 1893
Held by: Cambridge

The Surgical Aspect of Traumatic Insanity, etc. / Powell, Herbert Andrews.-- pp. 49, ; 8o.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1893.
Held by: British Library

Author: Worcester, Worcestershire Historical Society
Title: A Survey of Worcestershire .. By T. Habington. Edited .. by J. Amphlett
Imprint: Oxford, 1893, 1895, etc. -- Collation: 8--.
Added entry: Amphlett, John, Barrister-at-Law, 1845-1918
 Added entry: Habington, Thomas
Subject: England _ Local History [942.102]
Country of publication: England. Language: English
Locations: British Library [Shelved at: Ac.8166/2.]; Cambridge University Library, Main Catalogue
Reference number: nstc0820991 [NSTC]

Swift: selections from his works / edited with life, introductions, and notes by Henry Craik.-- 2v. : maps ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1892-1893
Held by: Cambridge ; Glasgow
The tale of Gamelyn : from the Harleian ms. no. 7334, collated with six other mss / edited with notes and a glossarial index by Walter W. Skeat. -- xxxix, 64 p. ; 17 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1893. -- Clarendon press series
Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index
Held by: Birmingham ; Oxford

The text of the Book of Llan Dav / reproduced from the Gwysaney manuscript by J. Gwenogvryn Evans, with the co-operation of John Rhys. -- li, [1], 428 p : front., fold. facsims ; 28 cm. -- Oxford : Imprinted at Gloucester ... by ... John Bellows, at the expense of J. Gwenogvryn Evans, 1893. -- Series of Welsh texts ; v. 4
Notes: 350 copies, no. 143. -- Half-title: Liber Teilo vel Liber Landavensis . -- "Issued to subscribers only". -- Three hundred and fifty copies of this work were printed in 1890-93; 75 copies of the Patrons' Edition on Whatman's hand-made paper; 80 copies of the Library Edition on toned linen-made paper; and 195 copies on deckle-edged paper. In addition thirty-two copies were struck off for the subscribers to the J.A. Corbett Memorial Fund
Held by: Oxford

Notes: Includes indexes and bibliographical footnotes
Held by: Durham ; SAS ; Warwick

Held by: Edinburgh ; Manchester ; Oxford ; ULL

Book III / Ovid ; with an introduction and notes by S.G. Owen
Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index. -- Text in Latin, introduction and notes in English
Held by: Oxford

Held by: Edinburgh

Notes: Cover titles: Elizabethan sea-men. -- Spine titles: Voyages of Elizabethan seamen
Contents: Vol.1 - Hawkins, Frobisher, Drake; Vol.2 - Gilbert, Amadas and
Barlow, Cavendish, Raleigh
Held by: Bristol

Notes: "175 copies only of this book are offered to the public.".-- Includes bibliographical references and index
Held by: Birmingham ; Nottingham ; Oxford

The Zend-Avesta / Darmesteter, James.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1893.-- The sacred books of the East ; vol.23
Part 2: The Sirôzahs, Yasts, and Nyâyis / translated by James Darmesteter
Held by: Sheffield
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Notes: Includes bibliographical references (p. [lxxxix]-xcv) and index
Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Oxford

Alternating generations: a biological study of oak galls and gall flies / by Hermann Adler ... Tr. and ed. by Charles R. Straton.-- xliii, 198 p : illus., Ill fold. col. pl. (incl. front.) ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : The Clarendon Press, 1894
Notes: Bibliography: p. [182]-189.-- One leaf illustrated on both sides not included in paging
Held by: UCL (University College London)

Anglice reddenda, or Extracts for unseen translation, for the use of middle forms / selected by C.S. Jerram.-- xxi, 202 p ; 17 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1894
Notes: 3rd series
Held by: Oxford

Held by: Edinburgh ; Liverpool ; Sheffield

Application and testimonials of Richard Lodge, M.A., ... candidate for the Professorship of History in the University of Edinburgh / Kelvin, William Thomson, 1824-1907 ; Lodge, Richard, Sir, 1855-1936 ; University of Edinburgh.-- 39 p ; 20.3 cm.-- [Oxford] : [Horace Hart, printer to the University], [1894]
Held by: Glasgow

Areopagitica / Milton; edited with introduction and notes by John W.
Hales.-- xlv, 159 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1894.-- Clarendon Press series
Notes: Includes index
Held by: Oxford

Aristotelis Ethica Nicomachea / recognovit brevique adnotatione critica instruxit I. Bywater.-- vii, [1], 264p ; 20.4cm.-- Oxonii [Oxford] : e typographo Clarendoniano, 1894
.-- Printed: Oxford: Horace Hart
Held by: Trinity College Dublin

Biographical sketches and recollections (with early letters) of Henry John Stephen Smith.-- 99 p., 1 leaf of plates : port ; 29 cm.-- Oxford : [n.s.], 1894
Held by: Oxford

British Association for the Advancement of Science : sixty-fourth Annual meeting, Oxford, August 8-16, 1894 : programme of local arrangements / British Association for the Advancement of Science. Annual meeting (64th : 1894 : Oxford, England) ; British Association for the Advancement of Science. Oxford Local Executive Committee.-- 28 p ; 22 cm.-- [Oxford : Horace Hart, printer to the University, 1894]
Notes: Cover title: British Association for the Advancement of Science.-- Cover title: British Association for the Advancement of Science : Oxford, 1894 : local programme.-- Cover title: Local programme
Held by: Oxford

Buddhist Mahāyāna texts / Cowell, Edward Byles ; Asvaghosa ; Cowell, Edward B. (Edward Byles), 1826-1903 ; Müller, F. Max (Friedrich Max), 1823-1900 ; Takakusu, Junjiro, 1866-1945.-- 2v. in 1 ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1894.-- Sacred books of the East ; v. 49
Notes: Pt 1: The Buddha-Karita of Asvaghosa, translated from the Sanskrit by E.B. Cowell. Pt 2: The larger Sukhavati-Vyuha; the smaller Sukhavati-Vyuha; the Vagrakkhedika; the larger Pragna-Paramita-Hridaya-Sutra, the smaller Pragna-Paramita-Hridaya-Sutra, translated by F. Max Muller; the Amitayur-Dhana-Sutra, translated by J. Takakusu
Contents: pt. 1: The Buddha-karita of Asvaghosa, translated from the Sanskrit by E. B. Cowell.-- pt. 2: The larger Sukhavati-vyūha, the smaller Sukhavati-vyūha, the Vagrakkedikā, the larger Pragnā-pāramitā-hridaya-sūtra, the smaller Pragnā-pāramitā-hridaya-sūtra, translated by F. Max Müller. The Amitāyur dhyāna-sūtra, translated by J. Takakusu
Held by: Liverpool ; Manchester ; Oxford

A Burmese reader : being an easy introduction to the written language and companion to Judson's grammar; for the use of civil service students and others who wish to acquire the language quickly and thoroughly / by R. F.

Held by: Oxford


Notes: Author's name at head of title. -- "Notes": p. [107]-127

Held by: Leeds

The Church-Lessons Bible ... with the Books of the Apocrypha. Marked throughout as appointed to be read in churches. / BIBLE. -- pp. xxxii. 1468. ; 4o. -- Oxford : University Press, 1894.

Notes: Version of 1611.

Held by: British Library

Author: Appian, of Alexandria

Sub-heading: Roman History. English

Title: Civil wars. Book i. Translated by E. F. M. Benecke


Added entry: Benecke, Edward Felix Mendelssohn, -1895

Subject: Literature _ Greek _ Classical _ Miscellaneous Writings [888]

Subject: History _ Ancient _ Rome [937]

Country of publication: England. Language: English

Location: Bodleian Library [Shelved at: 23644 e.10]

Reference number: nstc0877181 [NSTC]


Notes: Greek text with English introduction and notes. -- Previous ed. 1879

Held by: Birmingham ; Oxford


Held by: Register of Preservation Surrogates

The Collected Mathematical Papers of H. J. S. Smith ... Edited by J. W. L. Glaisher ... With a mathematical introduction by the editor, biographical sketches, etc. / Smith, Henry John Stephen ; Bowen, Charles Syng Christopher, Baron Bowen ; Pearson, Charles Henry.-- 2 vol. ; 4o. -- Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1894.

Held by: British Library
   Held by: Aberdeen

The complete works of Geoffrey Chaucer / edited from numerous manuscripts by Walter W. Skeat.-- 7v. : plates, facsims ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1894
   Contents: v.1. Romant of the rose; minor poems. -- v.2. Boethius and Troilus. -- v.3. The house of fame; the legend of good women; the treatise of the astrolabe; with an account of the sources of the Canterbury tales. -- v.4. The Canterbury tales: text. -- v.5. Notes to the Canterbury tales. -- v.6. Introduction, glossary and indexes. -- v.7. Supplement: Chaucerian and other pieces
   Held by: Aberdeen ; Leeds ; Liverpool ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin

   Held by: King's College London

Conversazione at the University Museum on Thursday, August 9, at 8.30 p.m / by invitation of the Local Committee.-- 6, [1] p ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : Horace Hart, printer to the University, [1894]
   Notes: Also has title: British Association for the Advancement of Science.-- Cover title. At head of title: British Association for the Advancement of Science. Oxford: 1894. Sixty-fourth Annual meeting
   Held by: Oxford

   Notes: Includes bibliographical references and indexes.-- Latin text, English introduction and notes.-- Spine title: Germania of Tacitus
   Held by: Bristol ; Durham ; Glasgow ; Newcastle

Decrees approved by Convocation since January 1, 1865, and in operation on June 30, 1894 / University of Oxford. Convocation.-- 46 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, [1894]
   Held by: Oxford

   Held by: British Library

The earliest translation of the Old Testament into the Basque language : (a fragment) / by Pierre d'Urte of St. Jean de Luz, circ. 1700 ; edited, from a ms. in the library of Shirburn castle, Oxfordshire, by Llewelyn Thomas.-- xxvii p., 131 numb. b., [133]-163, [1] p : double facsim ; 22 x 20
The effect of external influences upon development: By August Weismann, ...
Held by: Register of Preservation Surrogates

Elementary German Prose Composition. Selected passages from modern English authors for translation into German. With notes, etc. / Buchheim, Emma Sophia.-- Second edition, revised.-- pp. viii. 108.; 8°.-- Oxford, 1894.-- [Clarendon Press Series.]
Held by: British Library

The elements of jurisprudence / Holland, Thomas Erskine, Sir.-- Sixth ed.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1894
Held by: National Library of Scotland

The Elucidarium and other tracts in Welsh from Llyvyr agkyr Llandewivreui A.D. 1346 (Jesus college ms. 119) / ed. by J. Morris Jones and John Rhys.-- xxvii, 298 p : facsims ; 23 x 20 cm.-- Oxford: Clarendon press, 1894.-- Anecdota oxoniensia. [Mediaeval and modern series pt. VI]
Notes: Appendix: Elucidarium sive Dialogus de summa totius christianae theologiae. Transitus Mariae. Visio beati Pauli apostoli. Epistola presbyteri Ioannis
Held by: Aberdeen; Edinburgh; Nottingham

Held by: National Library of Scotland

English-Swahili dictionary compiled for the use of the Universities Mission to Central Africa: By A.C. Madan, ... / Madan, Arthur Cornwallis, b.1846.-- vi,[2],415,[1],7,[1] p.; 8°[degree].-- Oxford: at the Clarendon Press London Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge
Northumberland Avenue, W.C.; 43, Queen Victoria Street, E.C. Brighton: 135, North Street New York: E. and J.B. Young and Co., 1894; London; Brighton;
An enquiry concerning the human understanding; and, An enquiry concerning the principles of morals / by David Hume ; reprinted from the posthumous edition of 1777 and edited with an introduction, comparative tables of contents, and an analytical index, by L.A. Selby-Bigge.-- [New ed].-- xl, 349 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1894

Notes: Added t.p. title: Hume's enquiries concerning the human understanding and concerning the principles of morals.-- Includes index
Held by: Liverpool ; Nottingham ; Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin

An essay concerning human understanding / collated and annotated, with prolegomena, biographical, critical and historical by Alexander Campbell Fraser.-- 2v. : front (port.) ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1894

Notes: "Editions and interpretations of Locke's Essay": v.1, p.[xi]-xv
Held by: Durham ; Glasgow ; Newcastle ; SAS


Notes: Notes p. [129]-141
Held by: Edinburgh


Held by: Oxford


Held by: National Library of Scotland

The fables of Phaedrus : an inaugural lecture / by Robinson Ellis.-- 36p ; 21.8cm.-- London : Henry Frowde, [1894]

Held by: Aberdeen ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin

Author: Aristophanes, the Poet, c.448-385 B.C
Sub-heading: Single Works. Ranae. Greek
Title: The Frogs. With introduction and notes by W. W. Merry
Added entry: Merry, William Walter
Subject: Literature _ Literary Criticism [809.01]
Subject: Literature _ Greek _ Classical _ Drama [882]
Country of publication: England. Languages: English, Greek, Ancient [to
Notes: For private circulation.  
Held by: British Library

Notes: Latin text with English introduction, footnotes and index.-- Running title: Liber sacramentorum romanae ecclesiae  
Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Nottingham ; Oxford

Goethe's Dichtung und Wahrheit : (the first four books) / Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von, 1749-1832 ; Buchheim, C. A. (Carl Adolf), 1828-1900.-- xx, 317 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1894.-- German classics ; v. 12  
Notes: German text, with English introduction and notes by C.A. Buchheim  
Held by: Cambridge ; SAS

The Greek Testament : with the readings adopted by the revisers of the authorised version / [edited by E. Palmer].-- vii, 560 p ; 17 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1894  
Notes: Title romanized: He Kaine Diatheke  
Held by: Oxford

Halm's Griseldis / Halm, Friedrich, 1806-1871 ; Buchheim, C. A. (Carl Adolf), 1828-1900.-- lv, 154 p ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1894.-- German classics ; v. 11  
Notes: German text, with English introduction and notes by C.A. Buchheim  
Held by: Cambridge

Helps to the study of the Book of Common Prayer : being a companion to church worship / Church of England ; Box, George Herbert, 1869-1933 [former owner] ; Relton, Herbert Maurice, 1882-1971 [former owner] ; Church of England.-- 232p ; 19cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, [1894?]  
Held by: King's College London
  Held by: Aberdeen ; Edinburgh ; Nottingham ; Oxford

Author: Worcester, Worcestershire Historical Society
Title: The Inquisitiones post mortem for the County of Worcester .. from their commencement in 1242 .. Edited .. by J. W. W. Bund
Imprint: Oxford, 1894, etc. -- Collation: 2pts 8-. 29cm.
Added entry: Bund, John William Willis
Added entry: Worcester, County of
Country of publication: England. Language: English
Locations: British Library [Shelved at: Ac.8166/5.]; Cambridge University Library, Main Catalogue; Bodleian Library
Reference number: nstc0820976

  Held by: Edinburgh ; Nottingham

  Notes: Bibliography: p. [xxvi]-xxviii
  Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Sheffield

Latin prose versions / contributed by various scholars; edited by George G. Ramsay. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1894
  Notes: Latin texts with facing English translations
  Held by: Edinburgh
Latin prose versions contributed by various scholars / edited by George G. Ramsay. -- xii, 381 p ; 23 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1894
  Notes: English texts and Latin translations on opposite pages.-- Three hundred copies on large paper. No. 262
  Held by: SAS

  Vol.3: 1682 - 1695
  Held by: Manchester

The life and times of James the first, the Conqueror, King of Aragon,
Valencia, and Majorca, Count of Barcelona and Urgel, Lord of Montpellier / by F. Darwin Swift.-- xix, 311 p : frontis. (map) ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1894
Notes: Bibliography: p.[xi]-xiv
Held by: Oxford

Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

Lord Amherst and the British advance eastwards to Burma / by Anne Thackeray Ritchie and Richardson Evans.-- 220 p : front. (port.) fold. map ; 20 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1894.-- Rulers of India ; 16
Notes: Series title also head of t.p
Held by: Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Manchester ; Oxford

Held by: Birmingham

The Marquess of Dalhousie and the final development of the company's rule / Sir William Wilson Hunter.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1894.-- Rulers of India
Held by: British Library

Notes: Includes index.-- Memoirs first published 1698
Held by: Aberdeen ; London School of Economics ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin ; ULL

Held by: British Library

The modes of ancient Greek music / by D.B. Monro.-- xvi, 145, [1], 7 p : music ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon press, 1894
Notes: Includes bibliographical references
The molecular tactics of a crystal / by Lord Kelvin ... Being the second Robert Boyle Lecture, delivered before the Oxford University Junior Scientific Club on Tuesday, May 16, 1893. With twenty illustrations. -- 59, [1] p : illus ; 22 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1894


Notes: Preface dated June 1894


Notes: Limited ed. of 100 signed copies. -- "Privately printed."


Notes: Spine title: Republic of Plato

Contents: v. 1. Text. -- v. 2. Essays. -- v. 3. Notes


Notes: Printed for B.H. Blackwell by Horace Hart, 1894


Notes: Spine title: Republic of Plato

Contents: v. 1. Text. -- v. 2. Essays. -- v. 3. Notes

Plato's Republic : the Greek text / edited, with notes and essays by B. Jowett and Lewis Campbell. -- 3v. : 1 facsim ; 24 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1894

Notes: Spine title: Republic of Plato

Contents: v. 1. Text. -- v. 2. Essays. -- v. 3. Notes

Notes: Limited ed. of 100 signed copies. -- "Privately printed."

Oxford, 1894. -- Clarendon press series

Notes: Limited ed. of 100 signed copies. -- "Privately printed."


Notes: Spine title: Republic of Plato

Contents: v. 1. Text. -- v. 2. Essays. -- v. 3. Notes


Notes: Printed for B.H. Blackwell by Horace Hart, 1894


Notes: Spine title: Republic of Plato

Contents: v. 1. Text. -- v. 2. Essays. -- v. 3. Notes

Plato's Republic : the Greek text / edited, with notes and essays by B. Jowett and Lewis Campbell. -- 3v. : 1 facsim ; 24 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1894

Notes: Spine title: Republic of Plato

Contents: v. 1. Text. -- v. 2. Essays. -- v. 3. Notes

Held by: Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Liverpool ; Manchester ; Oxford ; ULL

Held by: Oxford

Held by: Trinity College Dublin

Held by: Cambridge?

Held by: British Library

Held by: Oxford

Held by: Oxford

Held by: British Library

Held by: Oxford

Held by: Oxford

Held by: British Library
The poetical works of Sir Walter Scott : with the author's introductions and notes / edited by J. Logie Robertson.-- Complete ed.-- viii, 970 p ; 20 cm.-- Oxford University Press : London, 1894

Held by: Oxford

Practical work in general physics for use in schools and colleges / by W.G. Woolcombe.-- xii, 83 p : illus. (incl. tables) ; 19 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1894

Held by: Oxford


Held by: British Library


Held by: National Library of Scotland


Notes: Cover title: Logic of Hegel.-- Includes bibliographical references.-- "The present volume of Prolegomena completes the second edition of my Logic of Hegel which originally appeared in 1874." -Pref .-- Title on spine: "The logic of Hegel"

Contents: book I. Outlooks and approaches to Hegel.--book II. In the porches of philosophy.--book III. Logical outlines

Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Liverpool ; Oxford ; Southampton ; ULL

Prometheus bound / Aeschylus ; with introduction and notes by A.O. Prickard.-- 3rd ed.-- 18 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1894

Notes: Greek text, with introduction and notes in English

Held by: Oxford


Notes: pt 1 = 1890 pt 2 = 1894

Held by: British Library


Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index

Held by: Cambridge

[[Registrum Collegii exoniensis / by the Rev. Charles William Boase.-- 2v. ;


Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index

Held by: Cambridge

[[Registrum Collegii exoniensis / by the Rev. Charles William Boase.-- 2v. ;
Notes: Includes bibliographical references (pt. 1) and index (pt. 1).-- Pt. 1 is arranged chronologically, pt. 2 alphabetically (cf. pref. in pt. 2).-- Pt. 2 was printed at Baxter's Press, Oxford.


Held by: Oxford]

V. 3
Held by: British Library

V. 2
Held by: British Library

V. 1
Held by: British Library

Rulers of India : Lord Amherst and the British Advance Eastwards to Burma / by Anne Thackeray Ritchie and Richardson Evans.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1894
Held by: British Library

The Satapatha-Brâhmana according to the text of the Mâdhyandina School / trans. by Julius Eggling. Part III. Bks. v, vi, vii.-- xxvii, 424 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : At the University Press, 1894.-- The sacred books of the east, 2nd series ; v. XLI
Held by: Wellcome Library

Author: Allen, John Barrow
Title: A second Latin exercise book with hints for higher Latin prose composition
Subject: Language _ Latin _ Classical _ Written & Spoken [471]
Location: Harvard University Library [Shelved at: 5283.87]
Reference number: nstc0858393

Held by: National Library of Scotland

Held by: British Library
Tutte le opere di Dante Alighieri / Dante Alighieri, 1265-1321 ; Moore, Edward, 1835-1916. -- Nuovamente rivedute nel testo da E. Moore. -- viii, 490 p ; 20 cm. -- Oxford : Stamperia dell' università, 1894
Notes: "Indice dei nomi propri e delle cose notabili contenute nelle opere di Dante compilato da Paget Toynbee": p. [433]-[491]
Held by: Birmingham ; Leeds ; Manchester ; Oxford

The unveiling of the statue of Sydenham in the Oxford Museum, August 9, 1894 : by the Marquess of Salisbury, K.G., Chancellor of the University, President of the British Association for the Advancement of Science / with an address by Sir Henry W. Acland. -- 42 p : ill ; 23 cm. -- Oxford : Horace Hart, Printer to the University, 1894
Notes: Title on cover: "Unveiling the statue of Sydenham"
Held by: Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Oxford

Vita S. Columbae : Adamnani / edited from Dr. Reeves's text with an introduction on early Irish church history notes and a glossary by J. T. Fowler. -- xciv, 201, 140, 2 p : geneal. table ; 20 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1894
Held by: UCL (University College London)

Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index. -- Originally published: 1890, with title: Warren Hastings
Held by: Oxford

West Africa / by C.P. Lucas. -- 283 p : col. maps ; 20 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1894. -- Historical geography of the British colonies ; 3
Notes: Added t.p. title: Historical geography of West Africa. -- Half-title page has title: Historical geography of West Africa . -- Includes bibliographies
Held by: Oxford
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About the contemplative life, or, the fourth book of the treatise Concerning virtues / critically edited with a defence of its genuineness by Fred C. Conybeare. With a facsimile. -- xvi, 403 p : front. (facsim.) diagr ; 23 cm. -- Oxford : The Clarendon Press, 1895
Notes: "Bibliography of works relating to Philo De vita contemplativa": p. [391]-399. -- Includes the Greek text, its Latin and Armenian versions and the Eusebian excerpts
Held by: Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Oxford ; Southampton

Admission of women to the B.A. degree at Oxford : report on evidence

Notes: At head of t.p.: Private and confidential.-- Colophon "Oxford Horace Hart, printer to the University" on recto of final leaf

-- Concerning the proposed admission of women to the BA degree at Oxford University. -- Marginal notes. -- Signatures: B12 (B5 signed B3)

Held by: Oxford

Aeschylus Eumenides / Aeschylus ; with introduction and notes by A. Sidgwick.-- 2nd ed.-- 2v. in 1 ; 17 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon, 1895

Notes: Also has title: Eumenides


Held by: Oxford


Held by: Oxford


Held by: Cambridge


Held by: Cambridge

The Apocrypha : translated out of the Greek and Latin tongues : being the version set forth A.D. 1611 compared with the most ancient authorities and Revised A.D. 1894.-- xi, 516p ; 22cm (Pica Demy 8o).-- Oxford : University Press, 1895

Notes: 'Considerable attention was paid to the text; but the materials available for correcting it were but scanty.' The revisers, however, were able to use Professor Bensly's reconstruction of the Latin text of 2 Esdras, and to incorporate the 'missing fragment,' ch. vii, 36-105.-- Copy also in NNA. -- 'Printed for the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge'.-- The last portion of the revision of King James' version, begun in 1870. Herbert No. 2017.-- The preface describes how the work was divided between three small committees, formed from the New Testament Company in 1879, and a fourth committee chosen from the Old Testament Company in 1884. The Americans took no part in the revision of the Apocrypha. -- The work was completed in 1894, and published early in 1895

Held by: Cambridge

The Apology / with introduction and notes by St. George Stock.-- 3rd. ed. rev.-- 2 parts in 1.-- Oxford, 1895

Notes: Apologia

Held by: Liverpool

Book II of the Faery queene / Spenser ; edited by G.W. Kitchin.-- [9th
ed.]. -- xii, 300 p ; 17 cm. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1895
Notes: "A new glossary has been written for the present edition by the
Rev. A.L. Mayhew" p. [248]-300 - Intro
Held by: Oxford

The Book of Common Prayer, etc. / LITURGIES. -- pp. 416. ; 48o. -- Oxford : University Press, [1895?]
Held by: British Library

The Book of Common Prayer in Manx Gaelic / being translations made by Bishop
Phillips in 1610 ; and by the Manx clergy in 1765 ; edited by A. W. Moore ;
assisted by John Rhys ; The outlines of the phonology of Manx Gaelic ; by
John Rhys.-- 2v., various pagings ; 22cm.-- Oxford : printed for the Manx
Society at the University Press ; London : Henry Frowde, 1895.-- The Manx Society ; v. 33
Notes: Texts in Manx with title page, prefatory material and work
concerning the phonology of Manx Gaelic in English
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The Apocrypha of the Greek and Latin tongues: being the version set forth A.D. 1611 ... and revised A.D. 1894. -- Oxford : Oxford University Press, 1896
Held by: Aberdeen

Held by: British Library

Author: Aristotle, 384-322 B.C
Sub-heading: Single Works. Ethica Nicomachea. Greek
Title: Aristotelis Ethica Nicomachea, recognovit I. Bywater
Library heading note: See Aristoteles at O
Added entry: Bywater, Ingram
Subject: Ethics (Moral Philosophy) [170]
Subject: Philosophy _ Aristotelian [185]
Subject: Literature _ Greek _ Classical _ Miscellaneous Writings [888]
Country of publication: England. Language: Greek, Ancient [to 1453]
Location: Bodleian Library [Shelved at: 2903 d.47]
Reference number: nstc0862973
[NSTC]

Bible Illustrations. A series of plates illustrating biblical versions and
Notes: Leaves containing transliterated text numbered to correspond with original ms.-- "One hundred and sixty-five copies only of this work have been printed for sale"
Held by: Leeds; Oxford; Trinity College Dublin

Held by: Oxford

The Christian law / by ... Brooke Foss Westcott ... Bishop of Durham.-- 15, [1] p.; 19 cm.-- Oxford : Horace Hart, printer to the university, 1896
Notes: On t.p.: "Christian Social Union Oxford University Branch".-- Advertisement on final page.-- Title within border
Held by: Durham

The Christian Worker's Bible ... Containing the Old and New Testaments ... and a Selection of Helps to the Study of the Bible. / BIBLE.-- pp. 1056. 320.; 16o.-- Oxford : University Press, [1896.]
Held by: British Library

The Church Worker's Bible ... Containing the Old and New Testaments ... and a Selection of Helps to the Study of the Bible. / BIBLE.-- pp. 1056. 344.; 16o.-- Oxford : University Press, [1896.]
Notes: Version of 1611.
Held by: British Library

Author: Worcester, Worcestershire Historical Society
Title: The Churchwardens' Accounts of St. Michael's in Bedwardine, Worcester, from 1539 to 1603. Transcribed and edited .. by J. Amphlett, of Clent. To which are prefixed the Churchwardens' accounts of the Church of St. Helens, Worcester, for the years 1519 and 1520, with an introduction by the Rev. A. S. Porter
Added entry: Amphlett, John, Barrister-at-Law, 1845-1918
Added entry: Michael, Saint, the Archangel, Churches and Institutions, Worcester, St. Michael's in Bedwardine
Added entry: Porter, Alfred Stephenson
Subject: Parish government & administration [254]
Subject: Church _ In England [274.01]
Subject: Accounting [657]
Subject: History _ Organisations [906]
Subject: England _ Local History [942.102]
Country of publication: England. Language: English
Locations: British Library [Shelved at: Ac.8166/8.]; Cambridge University Library, Main Catalogue; National Library, Edinburgh; Harvard University Library
Reference number: nstc0820964
[NSTC]

The cities and bishoprics of Phrygia : being an essay of the local history of Phrygia from the earliest times to the Turkish conquest / by W. M.
Ramsay. -- v. : ill, plates ; maps (3 fold.) ; General map in pocket ; 25 cm, 2. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1896–97
Notes: Contents : v. 1, pt. I. The Lycos Valley and south-western Phrygia. -- v. 1, pt. II. West and west-central Phrygia
Contents: Most of the chapters have appendices containing inscriptions, lists of bishops, etc
Held by: King’s College London

Held by: Edinburgh ; Oxford

Third series
Notes: Includes index and bibliographical footnotes
Held by: Wellcome Library

Held by: British Library

Held by: Liverpool

Vol.1: Books I-VI
Notes: Books I-VI.-- Includes index
Held by: UCL (University College London)


Notes: No more published in this edition. Previous edition 1874.

Held by: British Library


Notes: Includes bibliographies

Held by: Aberdeen ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Manchester ; Oxford ; Southampton ; Trinity College Dublin ; ULL ; Wellcome Library


Notes: Spine title: Maiolica in the Ashmolean Museum

Held by: Oxford


[printer].-- 32 p ; 80.-- [Oxford] : Published by order of the Committee, February 17, 1896

Notes: Concerning the proposed admission of women to the BA degree at Oxford University.-- Place of publication from imprint on front cover, which reads "Oxford Horace Hart, printer to the University February 17, 1896"

.-- Signatures: A-[B]8

Held by: Oxford

The elements of jurisprudence / by Thomas Erskine Holland.-- 8th ed.-- xxi, 404 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon, 1896

Notes: Includes bibliographical footnotes and index

Held by: Oxford


Held by: British Library


Notes: On spine: Dryden - Of dramatic poesy.-- Spine title: Of dramatic poesy
Held by: Birmingham; Oxford

Extracts from Livy / with English notes ... by H. Lee-Warner.-- New ed.-- Pt. 1[-2]; 8vo.-- Oxford, 1894-[1896].-- Clarendon Press series
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Held by: Glasgow

Held by: British Library

First series : scripture and classical authors in Dante / Moore, Edward, 1835-1916.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1896.-- Studies in Dante ; 1
Held by: Manchester

German classics / edited with English notes, etc. By C.A. Buchheim, Phil.Doc., F.C.P. Volume VII. Heine's Harzreise.-- Third rev. ed.-- 8vo.-- Oxford, 1896
Held by: National Library of Scotland

Held by: British Library

Held by: National Library of Scotland

Held by: Birmingham

Notes: Includes index
Held by: Edinburgh; Leeds; Oxford; Wellcome Library

Heine's Harzreise : with a life of Heine, a descriptive sketch of the Harz, and an index / Heine, Heinrich, 1797-1856 ; Buchheim, C. A. (Carl Adolf), 1828-1900.-- 3rd rev. ed.-- xxv, 134 p : map ; 18 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1896.-- German classics ; v. 8
Notes: German text, with English introduction and notes by C.A. Buchheim
Held by: Cambridge

Helps to the study of the Bible : comprising summaries of the several books, with copious expantatory notes and tables illustrative of scripture history and the characteristics of Bible lands, embodying te results of the most

Held by: St. Andrews Sp.Col.

Historical Atlas of Modern Europe, from the decline of the Roman empire. Comprising also maps of parts of Asia, Africa and the New World connected with European history. Edited by R. L. Poole. / Poole, Reginald Lane.-- pl. XC. ; fol.-- Oxford, 1902 : Clarendon Press, [1896-1902].

Notes: Published in parts.

Held by: British Library

A historical grammar of the French language : from the French of Auguste Brachet ... Rewritten and enlarged by Paget Toynbee, .. / Brachet, Auguste, 1844-1898 ; Toynbee, Paget Jackson, 1855-1932.-- xxii,[2],339,[5],8p. ; 8[degree].-- Oxford : at the Clarendon Press, 1896


Held by: Register of Preservation Surrogates


Vol.2: A.D. 1453-1624

Notes: Maps and geneal. tables on plates

Held by: Birmingham

The Holy Bible, containing the Old and New Testaments.-- xx, 1056 p : ill., col.maps ; 17 cm.-- Oxford : University Press, [1896?]

Held by: Wellcome Library


Notes: Classical Greek text, English notes and appendices

Held by: Birmingham

Honour School of English Language and Literature. [The papers set for the first examination, Trinity Term, 1896.] / Oxford.-- 8o.-- [Oxford], [1896.]

Notes: With a MS. note by F. J. Furnivall.

Held by: British Library


book 1

Held by: British Library

Imperatoris Iustiniani Institutionum libri quattuor : with introductions,
Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index.-- "The text ... followed is that published by Krueger in his and Mommsen's edition of the Corpus juris civilis (Berlin, 1877)"--Pref
Held by: Oxford

Author: Worcester, Worcestershire Historical Society
Title: An Index to Worcestershire Fines, 1649-1714. Edited .. by J. Amphlett
Added entry: Amphlett, John, Barrister-at-Law, 1845-1918
Subject: History _ Organisations [906]
Subject: England _ Local History [942.102]
Country of publication: England. Language: English
Locations: British Library [Shelved at: Ac.8166/9.]; Cambridge University Library, Main Catalogue; National Library, Edinburgh; Harvard University Library
Reference number: nstc0820975
[NSTC]

Notes: Contents: Part 1. Introduction and text. -- Part 2. Notes
Held by: Oxford

Italy and her invaders 535-553 / Thomas Hodgkin.-- 2nd ed.-- Oxford : Clarendon, 1896-1899
Notes: vols 4-7 vol 4: Bk 5, The Imperial Restoration; vol 5: Book 6, The Lombard Invasion; vol 6: Book 7, The Lombard Kingdom; vol 7: Bk 8, The Frankish Invasions
Held by: British Library
[[Italy and her invaders, 535-600 / by Thomas Hodgkin.-- 2.ed.-- xxiii, 711p : ill ; tables, col. fold. maps.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press
Vol.4
Book 5: The imperial restoration, / with maps and illustrations
Notes: Greek words in Greek characters
Held by: King's College London]]

Notes: Anonymous. By William Stubbs, Bishop of Oxford.-- Contents: Sermon I (British Association, Aug. 12, 1894). - Sermon II (Ordination, Dec.21, 1894) - Sermon III (Ordination, Dec.21, 1895) - Sermon IV (Festival, June 2, 1896) -- "Private"
Held by: British Library

A Kalendar of Hymns ancient and modern, for ... 1897-1926. Compiled ... by R. S. Genge. / EPHEMERIDES ; Genge, Robert Sealy.-- 8o..-- Oxford : University Press, [1896-1925.]
Held by: British Library

Notes: First published in 1850 under title: A copious and critical Latin-English lexicon

Held by: Manchester

The law and custom of the constitution / by Sir William R. Anson.-- v ; 23cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon P., 1896

Notes: Includes bibliography and index


Held by: Trinity College Dublin

Lectures on justice, police, revenue and arms / delivered in the University of Glasgow by Adam Smith ; reported by a student in 1763 ; and edited with an introduction and notes by Edwin Cannan.-- xxxix, 293, 8 p : ill ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1896

Notes: Reprinted for the first time from the author's manuscript, with reproduction, "as exact as is possible in type" of manuscript title: "Jurisprudence, or, Notes from the lectures on justice, police, revenue, and arms, delivered in the University of Glasgow by Adam Smith, professor of moral philosophy. 1766.".-- Spine title: Lectures of Adam Smith

Held by: Aberdeen ; Liverpool ; London School of Economics ; Nottingham ; Oxford

Liturgies, eastern and western : being the texts, original or translated, of the principal liturgies of the church / Edited with introductions and appendices by F.E. Brightman on the basis of the former work by C.E. Hammond. Vol.1. Eastern liturgies.-- civ, 603 p ; 23 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1896

Notes: Includes bibliographical references.-- "No more published."-- Brit. Museum general catalogue

Contents: v. 1 Eastern liturgies -- v. 2 Western liturgies

Held by: Liverpool ; Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin


Notes: No more published.

Held by: British Library]]

Maiolica : a historical treatise on the glazed and enamelled earthenwares of Italy, with marks and monograms, also some notice of the Persian, Damascus, Rhodian, and Hispano-Moresque wares / by C. Drury E. Fortnum ; with illustrations.-- xv, [1], 357, 189 p : plates ; 27 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon press, 1896


Held by: Manchester ; Oxford

Author: Apollonius, Sophista
Title: MS. Gr. class. e. 44 (p) in the Bodleian .. Fragments .. identified as part of the lost original text of the Homeric lexicon which bears the name of Apollonius. [A facsimile.]
Imprint: [Oxford], [1896]. -- Collation: s. sh. 4".
Subject: Language _ Greek _ Classical _ Dictionaries [483]
Country of publication: England. Languages: English, Greek, Ancient [to 1453]
Locations: British Library [Shelved at: 1882. c.2. (246.)]; National Library, Edinburgh
Reference number: nstc0018887 [NSTC]

Notes: Issued as vol. 3 of German classics: Lessing, Goethe, Schiller, ed. with English notes etc. by C. A. Buchheim Held by: Edinburgh

Notes: Includes glossarial index Held by: Aberdeen ; Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Nottingham ; Oxford ; ULL ;

Notes: "The poems in this volume have been selected from those which have appeared in the Oxford Magazine between November, 1889, and November, 1896." p. [v] Held by: Oxford


The New Testament of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ: being the Authorised version set forth in 1611 arranged in parallel columns with the
Revised version of 1881 and with the Greek text followed in the Revised version to which are added the readings followed in the Authorised version and the readings noted in the margin.-- xxiii, 1096 p. ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : At the University Press, 1896.-- The parallel New Testament, Greek and English

Notes: From title page: The Revised Version is the joint property of the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge.-- Greek text with English translations

Held by: Birmingham


Held by: British Library


Held by: Birmingham ; Edinburgh ; Leeds ; Manchester ; Oxford


Held by: Oxford


Held by: Oxford


Notes: Includes index

Held by: Nottingham


Held by: Glasgow


Notes: Also published by: Cambridge, CUP, 1882

Held by: Southampton]]

A Postscript to Dr. Goldsmith's Retaliation, being an epitaph on Samuel Johnson, LL.D. Read for the author ... at Pembroke College Oxford ... upon the 22nd of June, 1896, etc. / Dobson, Henry Austin ; Johnson, Samuel, LL.D.-- pp. 3. ; 4o.-- Oxford : Printed for private circulation by Horace Hart, [1896.]
part 3: light and sound
Held by: British Library

Held by: British Library

A protest against the proposed statute establishing instruction and examination in the theory, history, and practice of education / by Thomas Case. -- 7 p ; 21 cm. -- Oxford : Horace Hart, printer to the University, [1896]
Notes: Cover-title. -- "The final vote will be taken in Congregation on Tuesday, June 16."
Held by: Oxford

Notes: No more of this 3rd ed. published
Contents: V. 1. The odes, Carmen saeculare, and epodes
Held by: Oxford

Notes: Also has title: Buddhist practices in India. -- Half-title: Buddhist practices in India. -- Includes bibliographical references and index
Held by: Leeds ; Nottingham ; Oxford

Notes: Appendices (p. [177]-240): I. Louvre papyrus 62. Text and commentary. -- II. Some unpublished Petrie papyri. -- III. The silver and copper coinage of the Ptolemies
Contents: V. 1. Text -- v. 2. Plates
Held by: Glasgow ; SAS

Held by: British Library
Notes: 1st edition published as 'A treatise on rivers and canals', 1882 (also held in Early Science). -- Paged continuously
Held by: King's College London; Newcastle

Held by: British Library

Held by: Oxford

The sacred laws of the Âryas as taught in the schools of Âpastamba, Guatama, Vâsîsîtha, and Baudhâyana. -- 2nd ed. rev. / Translated by G. Bühler. -- 314 p. -- Oxford : Clarendon Press. -- Sacred books of the East ; vol. 2
Pt. 1: Apastamba and Gautama
Held by: British Library

Notes: A reprint of the 1896 edition
Held by: Cambridge

Second Public Examination / University of Oxford. -- -v ; 22-30 cm. -- Oxford : At the Clarendon Press. -- Oxford University examination papers Honour School of English Language and Literature
Notes: Issued by: the University of Oxford
Held by: Oxford

Held by: Oxford ; Trinity College Dublin

Notes: Greek text with English notes
Held by: British Library

Notes: Binder's title: Selections from Steele. -- Includes bibliographical
references and index


Held by: Birmingham

Notes: Ser. t.p. has additional imprint. -- Spine title: Butler's works
Held by: Edinburgh

Author: Allnutt, William Henry
Title: Some account of English provincial presses '1468' to 1750. Extracts of three articles from Bibliographica
Subject: Bibliographies; Book collecting [010]
Subject: Manufactures _ Miscellaneous _ Printing & Related Activities [686]
Country of publication: England. Language: English
Location: Bodleian Library [Shelved at: 25821 e.17]
Reference number: nstc0856578 [NSTC]

Electra / edited with introductions and English notes by Lewis Campbell and Evelyn Abbott
Notes: Includes index
Held by: Oxford

Notes: Includes index.-- Selections from the Tatler, Spectator and Guardian.-- Spine title : Selections from Steele
Held by: Oxford

Held by: British Library

Notes: 1st series: Scripture and classical author in Dante 2nd-3rd series: Miscellaneous essays. 4th series: Textual criticism of the 'Convivio' and miscellaneous essays
Held by: British Library
   Held by: Liverpool

   Notes: Includes bibliographical references.-- Issued as an additional volume to the Works of Joseph Butler, edited by W. E. Gladstone.-- Spine title: Studies subsidiary to Butler's Works
   Held by: Edinburgh; Manchester; Nottingham; Oxford

   Held by: Oxford

   Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index
   Held by: Aberdeen; Birmingham; Edinburgh; Leeds; Manchester; Oxford; Sheffield; ULL

   Notes: Contains facsimiles of original title-pages. London, 1739-1740.-- On cover, 2d edition
   book I. Of the understanding. 1739.--book II. Of the passions. 1739.--book III. Of morals. With an appendix. Wherein some passages of the foregoing volumes are illustrated and explain'd. 1740
   Held by: Leeds; Liverpool; Manchester; Sheffield

   vol 1
   Held by: British Library

Trinummus / with notes by C. E. Freeman.-- xxiv, 123 p ; 17 cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon, 1896
   Held by: SAS

Unitarianism & Judaism : in their relations to each other / an address to the students of Manchester College, Oxford at the opening of the session, 1896-97 ; by C.G. Montefiore.-- 16p ; 22cm.-- Oxford : Horace Hart, 1896
   Held by: Manchester

University extension lectures : February, 1896 / University of Oxford.-- 75 p ; 22 cm.-- Oxford : Horace Hart, printer to the University, 1896
   Held by: Oxford
The Vedanta-Sutras.-- 3pts.-- Oxford, 1896-1904.-- The sacred books of the East ; 34
Held by: Aberdeen

The Vedânta-sûtras : With the commentary by Sankarâkârya / translated by George Thibaut.-- 508p ; 23cm.-- Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1896.-- The Sacred books of the East ; vol. 38
Pt.2
Notes: Includes bibliographical references.-- Parts 1-2: With the commentary by Sankarâkârya, pt. 3: With the commentary of Râmânuga
Held by: Manchester

Venerabilis Baedae : historiam ecclesiasticam gentis anglorum historiam abbatum epistolam ad Ecgberctum una cum historia abbatum auctore anonymo / ad fidem codicum manuscriptorum denuo recognovit commentario tam critico quam historico instruxit Carolus Plummer.-- 2v., 458 p : chronological tables ; 19 cm.-- Oxonii (Oxford) : e typographeo Clarendoniano (Clarendon Press)
Prolegomena et textum continens
Notes: Tomus prior: Prolegomena et textum continens.-- Tomus posterior: Commentarium et indices continens
Held by: King's College London

The worker's Bible ... Containing the Old and New Testaments ... and a selection of helps to the study of the Bible.-- 16mo.-- Oxford, 1896.-- Oxford facsimile series ; no. 6
Held by: National Library of Scotland

vol. 1. The Analogy of Religion ... To which are added two brief dissertations I. Of Personal Identity; II. Of the Nature of Virtue, and a Correspondence with Dr. Samuel Clarke. pp. xxxvii. 461.
vol. 2. Sermons, etc. pp. x. 464.
Held by: British Library